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M SHOVI NG THE APPROX. RELATIONSHIP 
OF SOUTH VERN DISTRICT TO THE 
CANTEHBURY PROVINCE . 
PREF.AC!£. 
11The lines of the ranges I follow 
I travel ·the hills with my' eyes 
THE L,l!3RARY 
'9tNTERBURY UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
CHRISTCHURCH, N.U. 
For I know where they make a deep hollow 
A valley of. grass and the rise 
o:r streams clearc,r than glas,s." 1 
So wrote Frederick Broome when he left his sheep-run at 
"Broom1elaw", now called "steventon•, to seek a new life in ... 
,luatralia. To those low hills, dominated by "Flagpole" and 
by the mountain ranges beyond, and t,o that "valley of grass• 
through which the Selwyn River winds its sprawling way towards 
the open plains, my own· tb:>ughts went back for the subject of 
this thesis. When Broome knew it the Selwyn valley was most 
probably a wide sea of tussock and flax, with an occasional 
cabbage-tree as lonely sentinel. 'The only habitation, then, 
consisted in t bs homesteads of three early Canterbury runs 
those of Homebush, Steventon, and Malvern Hills. 
The a1·str1ct has changed much since then. It is still 
small,. however, and relatively unimportant. In some plaoes 
gorse and broqm have replaced the tusaocks and flax of lo"ng 
ago, and in ·recent years, have closed in like an invading host 
pn the small townships of Wb.itecliffs, South Malvern, Glentunnel 
and Coalgate which, close to the railway line, o.omprise the 
South Malvern district. None of these is important,. and their 
names would scarcely be known outside the Canterbury province. 
Coal-mining and clay-working,- -with a little timber-milling, 
are the only important secondary industries and farming is on 
a limited scale. It is a district without perhaps a promising 
2. 
future but certainly with a fascinating and 1nterest1?1S past. 
It is the past with which this study is mainly concerned. 
First of all the district has an inseparable link with 
well-known pioneer families. The Homebush estate, greatly 
reduced, bas known four generations· since W1111am and John 
Deans first obtained it in 1851, so that the Deans family has 
been closely connected with the district I s history for about 
• 
100 years. .Again, the homestead from which Lady Barker wrote 
her delightful, if over-coloured, accounts of early station 
life, still stands, in part at least, 1~ the hills about two 
miles from ffll1tecl1ffs, and 1s now owned by G. B. Starkey. 
A.cross the Selwyn from the same township .. and up the valley of 
a small tr1butary,1s the old orchard which used to surround the 
home of some of the sons of Bishop Harper, Malvern Hills station. 
Thefe names represent the golden age of'. run-holding in 
Canterbury, and gave to the small district a good beginning. 
This leisured period gave way 1n the 170 1s to the urgenoy and 
rush of getting a railway line and adequate roads ttlrough to 
the "ble.ck dia.monds 11 -- newly opened coal mines i?J. the district. 
Canterbury was t_lungry for coal 1n the late '60 1 s and early -
170 1s and New South Wales coal cost about' £6 a ton. Therefore 
. 
the tremendous interest aroused and investigation carried out 
into the extent or coal deposits and other mineral wealth in 
the Malvern Hill& gave colour and enthusiasm to South Malvern's 
early b.1stor y. An ex~ggerated idea of the amoune or coal 
available gave to the whole Malvern Hills area considerable 
importance for progressive Oanterbury settlers. 
Of least importance, perhaps, is the interest which this 
district has tor one of its sons who spent all of boyhood and 
early manhood within its borders and whose mind goes baok with 
sincere affection to the same river valley and ranges which 
Broome loved in his brief sta7 at "steventon". 
To write an historical record of such a district has, 
however, been a task with many d1ff1oult1es. First, there is 
the difficulty of exact geographical boundaries. Rivers and 
roads and surveyors' pegs mar provide exact boundaries for maps, 
but they are no boundartes at all to a strong community spirit. 
The people who owned t_he farms and worked ·th~ mines across the 
river Selwyn from \Yhitecliffs,and on its south bank, were always 
part o:f South Malvern district in the community sense., even when 
they crossed the river in drays or on horseback. Therefore, 
in most cases, and as far as records have been available, they 
have been included in this history. another difficulty, some-
what related to the former, must often be encountered in any 
histor-1cal survey o:f Canterbury country districts in the early 
years. At a time when there were no railway stations, or 
post offices, or even perhaps houses or hotels for landmarks, 
it appears that a general name was often used for a ,videly 
scattered area. This 1s particularly true of 11Malvern". The 
term was used in the 160 1s tor the whole area from where ftuasell~ 
Flat now 1& to the Selwyn Gorge. It was used also for both the 
townships which later became South Kalvern and Sneffield 
respectively. Such is equally the case with."ijelv,yn9 • Used 
as a rule to denote the southern section of' the river and the 
surrounding district, it was· also used for Coal.gate under the 
name "Selwyn Blu:tf", and the whple of the upper reaches of the 
4. 
Selwyn were called "Upper Selwyn". Therefore a map reference 
"Selwyn River, near coal\, could have ret·erred to at least three 
different places. 
A limited amount of material for research has been tound-
available, and in widely scattered sources. This adds to the 
d1ff1oultf of documenting the historical account, and a:-lso to 
that of t1ndi~ sufficient accurate detail to make the reqord 
interesting. How mu.oh more fruitful such research would be 
if minutes of meetings of school committees, church organisation~ 
and local bodie~ were accurately and more fully recorded and 
the minute-books themselves were also jealously safeguarded. 
Perhaps the greatest difficulty of all is that of inter-
preting the spfri t of a period that is past. Many early 
residents have died, and there 1s little trace of them in records 
available. Facts alone:, even if they are accurate, do not make 
history. They are but the bones of a skeleton which will •come 
alive" by the spirit of the women who worked in the farmhouses 
and the men who made the roads, out out the coal, worked in 
the br1ok.i.k1lns or tilled the soil. Their work and their lives 
made the South Malvern district as much as the more illustrious 
names of the early pioneers. It is to be regretted that they 
are so much harder to trace, and tbsrefore, perhaps, some of 
them are not mentioned in this survey. 
The coal from South Kalvern pits burned slowly with a clear 
flame and then equally slowly died away to red embers and to 
white ash. The history of the district is muoh the same. Thel!e 
was ·a time when the flame burned clearly, when Christchurch people 
5. 
urged the need to open up the district because of' its coal, when 
a railwa·y was pushed t brough speedily, and when new towns.hips 
forged ahead in the prospect or· increasing minera'"l. ,we!lth. That 
time has passed. The flame was at its brightest in the later 
years af last ce.ntury and the early years of this I Writing the 
story or the district now is much like watching a f'ire which 
still has a red glow, but of which the flame b.as died. Nor 
is it easy to discover, or imagine, what the flame was really 
like. 
In the earlier chapters the principal sources ·used have 
been Lady Barker's two journals Wl'itten at "Stevento~~ -~ 
"station Life in New Zealand" and "Station Amusements in New 
Zealand•, also •Pioneers of Canterbury", being the Deans letters 
1840-1854 edited by John Deans, and "A First Year 1n Canterbury 
Settlement• by Sanru.el Butler, an occasional visitor to Malvern 
Bills. For the history of coal-mining the geq~o~ica.l reports .,,... 
of Julius von Haast, ,James Hector and f. w. HUtton, the mining 
handbooks of 1887 and 1906, and the Appendices to the Journals 
of the House of Representatives have been mainly used. :aecords 
of road-making and railway construction were found in the minute 
pooks of the South Malvern Road Board and the Journals of the 
Proceedings or the Canterbury Provincial Council, while·for the 
later history of the district the minute books of Olentunnel 
school and domatm board, Selwyn Goutity ~uncii and other local 
bodies have been used where possible. 
Acknowledgment 1s made ot help given in the preparation of 
this work by John Deans, Riccarton, James Deans, Homebush, and 
6. 
David McMillan, parfield, by L. A. Marshall, W'. J. Teale, 
w. J. Smith, Glentunnel, P. Prestidge, Coalgate, and G. Popple, 
~rfield, through the use of minute books and other records, 
and also by other local residents. 
Thanks are recorded to James Deana, s. J. Watson and 
Miss J. Barlow for t be use of -photographs. 
GLENTUNNEL TO-'/NSHIP from the air. Selwyn R. Upper L . Surveyors' Gully Upper R. Photo:V. Brovme. 
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INrRODUCTION. 
The district of' South :Malvern did not begin its existence 
in a legal and technical sense till the earlr '?O's. On December. 
11th 1872 it was'moved 1n the Canterburr Provincial Council that 
":that portion of the Malvern road board district named in a 
petition of owners and occupiers of the same addressed to His 
Honour the Superintendent and forwarded by His Honour to this 
Council for consideration be constituted a separate road district 
1 
to be called South l4alver,n district." The first meeting of 
ratepayers of the district, -however, had been held some time 
before, on Mar 25th, 1871, when M. B. Hart was in the chair, 
and other members of the Comm1ttee·were James l4cilra1th, N. 
' 2 
Grindrod, R. P. Pole, Kenneth Wilson, and James Manson. It 
was as a result of the efforts of these men that the new road 
board district was formed. 
The present r~cord, however, concerns the people wbo lived 
and worked within those boundaries from 1850-1900 and also those 
who, closely contiguous to this area, found with the people of 
the district a connnunity ep1r1t ,and a common life. 
Nowadays, from the township of Darrield, and the main West 
Coast route, the Darf1eld-Arundel h1g~way branches off to take a 
more south westerly direction towards the hills. If' this route 
js followed for about five miles the familiar land mark of the 
Deans' brick wool shed will be seen just to the right of the road 
at Homebush, and further back, sheltered by magn1f1~1ent planta-
tions against the low-lying hills, the homestead of the Homebush 
1. Journal Proceedings of Canterbury Provincial Council, 
Seas. llXVIII, 11 December 1872. 
2. South Malvern Road Board, minutes, 25Kay, 1871. 
a. 
estate. Later, two miles farther on, when. Ooalgate is reached, 
there appears on the south bank of tb.e Selwyn River a long line 
of hills, which because of its abrupt _rise, almost from the bed 
of the r1v~r-1tself, ha.s been called the Bluff Hill. Between 
thdse two hill formations -- that behind James Deans' Homebush 
estate and that named Bluff Hill, both of which in the early days 
were designated, with some con:f"usion, by t h.e general title of 
ldalvern Hills -- there is a valley through which the Selwyn River 
flows, and which shelters t·be townships of Coalgate., Glentunnel, 
South Malvern and Whitecliffs. With the early history of' this 
valley, the growth and development of these small townships and 
the mineral wealth of the surrounding hills this record will be 
mainly concerned. 
The earliest traces of occupation concern the Maoris, but it 
is doubtful if they ever occupied the district, or even parts of 
1t, tor any length of time. Relics ot Maori occupation have been 
found in the district in many ~laces. Membars of tb.e Kenneth 
Wilson family-, who lived in a sod house in the Selwyn River, can 
remember finding Maori ovens in the r1-verbed and also watchir,g 
Maori parties going upstream on eel1ng expeditions during the 
summer months. On the property of c. L. Derrett., of Coalgate, 
remains have been found which may indicate the existeno~ of a 
J4aor1 pah 1n earlier times. Maori relics were also discovered by 
w. ffatson, ot Ooalgate, in a cave above the ~elwyn. riverbed, and 
in recent years, when pl'eparing a garden almost in the centre or 
Wh1tec11ffs, L. D. King uncovered lmge beds of stones which were 
almost certainly old Kaori ovens. It seems most l1kel y that 
the parties of Maori•·· came up from the Lake Ellesmere district 
and camped in the higher I'eaohes of the Selwyn during the summer 
when the river was low and eels were more easily caught.. Any. 
''"' permanent occupation or the area by the· Maori people took place :Ii&& 
before white settlers came an.d exact dates concerning such occupa-
tion are not available. 1 
The Phzsical Setting. It is necessary to consider some 
of the physical features of the valley to which the early run-
holders came. Perhaps the most important is the Selwyn River, 
or which an accurate and interesting description is given by 
2 
Julius von Haast. Its principal sources are situated on the 
eastern slopes of the Thirteen Mile bush, where tll,e Wakaepa, 
or Selwyn, as it is now called, rises, ana after flowing through 
a long succeas1on of very rugged but picturesque gorges in the 
M~lvern Hills from which it receives further tributaries, it 
even,ually reaches the open valley. Here it becomes much wider 
and flows more slow~y along the shingle depression between the 
-imallar1r1 river and the Ralta1a, till it empties itself into 
Lake Ellesmere. The· most northerly branch of the river, the 
Hawkins, or Pauri, as it was then called, rises in the Ruaaell's 
Flat area of the Malvern Hills and flows on t--he nort-hern side of 
these hills through Hawkins and Greendale·to the Selwyn. For the 
greater part ·or the ye~, howeve'?", it 1s now merely a shingly, 
gorse-covered bed and only af~er exceptionally heavy·rain does 
1t ever reach the main stream of the Selwyn river. Except tair 
purposes of a preliminary survey it lies outside the scope of this 
study. Anothe:r stfeam1 the Wa1reka 1 then called by the ; 
l. "The Cyclopaedia of Ne• Zealand" Volume III, p.748, 1903. 
2. Von Haast, ~Geology of Canterbury and Westland•, p.219. 
lQ. 
picturesque name Wa1-aniwa-n1wa, bas its source 1n the ~addle 
leading into the Selwyn near the site of Hart 1.s coal m,.ne, and 
drains a low, swampy are& in the heart of the Malvern Hilla, 
now called Bush Gully. It joins the Selwyn after flowing behind 
the bomest&ad at Romebush, through the old W'aireka estate to 
• which it gave its name, and through Greendale. 
The river Selwyn had a good reputation in Lady Barker's 
l 
stay at Steventon and was rarely difficult to cross. Only after 
heavy rain 1n .the hills would the river present an7 difficulty, 
and quite frequently in the summer months it becomes a dry shingle 
bed below the Coalgate traffic bridge. However, a very early 
a~eount of' a trip up the Selwyn Gorge indicates that it· could be 
dangerous when rising rapidly, especially when the journey up 
those narrow gorges required that the river be crossed many times. 2 
Another Maori name besides Wakaepa which was thenfrequentl7 
' 3 
used for the main stream was Wa1k1r1k1r1. However,. Samuel 
Butler in writing of a visit to Malvern Hills station~ell~ of 
the necessity of crossing the, "Waikitty, as it is generally 
called". 4 This means, probably, that Butler, as a comparatively 
recent settler, was as yet unfamiliar with Maori words. 
Apart from the river itself the early runholders saw very 
little of interest in their surroundings. Speaking of' the same 
trip dp t~ the Selwyn Valley.,. Butler says disgustedly "There 1s 
nothing of interest on the track. 95 •The low volcanic mountains" 
1. Barker, "staiion Life", Page 83. 
2. Ibid Page 80. 
3. Ibid Page 83. 
4. Butler, "A First Year in Canterbury Settlement• Page 48. 
5. Ibid P.48. 
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as he described the Malvern Hills, would have been covered with 
the native manuka and with clUI!].PS of matagour1 (d1acar1a toumata) 
and in other open places by grey tussocks, familiar sight to all 
early settlers. Exten~ive areas of swamp, a feature of the 
1 
Canterbury foothills, existed in S.urveyord !: Gully, Wa11'1r1 Valley 
and Bush Gully. The latter place was probably exte~s1vely wooded 
at one time, as Flagpole had also been with totara bush, at a still 
2 earlier date. In such places, if the water were deep, raupo 
(varieties of typba augustifolia) would be found, and everywhere 
there was pl-enty or flax (phormium tenax) and n1ggerhead (carex 
seota). The stately tufted head of the toi toi (arundo qGrspioua) 
would also be ·seen 1n the swamps and riverbeds. 
I 
In t qe flat open · 
area of the Selwyn Valley itself nothing existed but the wide sea 
of inevitable tussocks and patches of flax on the lower levels near1 
the river. Early. settlers spoke oooas1onally of 1old man tussocke, 
Burning and oult1vation and the presence of stock have ended the 
existence of these, and it is difficult now to imagine what they 
were i1ke. But after a few years at Steventon Lady Barker sighed 
for the "good old times of a dozen years ago when the tussocks were 
six feet high. 03 This may seem at first some exaggeration but at 
least they were sufficiently high to allow a shepherd to sleep 
literally '\n the tussocks" with the tallest of them tied across his 
body for protection from col~ night winds. 
As regards the smaller plants of the valley, Butler did not 
waste muob time on them, commenting that they were "few and decid-
1. · Speight, Wall and Lai~, "Natural History of Canterbury" p.119 
2. Barker, •station Life" p. 219. 
3. Ibid, Pi 196. 
18 • 
..edly ugly. nl However, he wisely took particular notice of "one 
beast of a plant they call spear.i::.grass, or Spaniard. 112 This plant ,i 
probably fairly comm.on at that time, was yellowish in oolour with 
long,ba.rd, sword-like leaves surroundtng a tall prickly flower. 
The Spaniards gr~w, apparently, ·1n clusters, or patches, among th.e 
3 tussocks, a most unpleasant feature of the vegetation of the area,i 
and a menace to anyone walking• or to a horse 1s heels. 
Another plant which occurred then, as now, in ~arts of the 
Malvern Hills was "tutu," highly nutritious _to cattle on a full 
sbomach but fatal on an empty one. It 1s a refreshing green 
colour and its first early shoots have been compared with aspa~a-
gus.4 The effect on cattle is th;at "tutu" produces a raging 
thirst, and the maddened beast will rush to the nearest water, and 
quite frequently will die at the water's edge. 
Nothing, ho~ever, impressed the early settlers so much as the 
utter "treelessnessn5 of the plains, It is difficult to imagine 
the Selwyn Valley, which now has so many delightful willows along 
the river bed and deciduous and evergreen trees in private proper-
ties and public domains, without a single tree except the 
occas1onal forlorn cabbage -tree. Yet such it was. Samuel 
Butler's description, hasty in its valuation but picturesque in 
I 
its choice of words, seems fitting, nThey (ine plains) are in olea~ 
• 
weather monotonous and dazzling; in cloudy !"8S.ther monotonous and 
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afford for travelling and the grass which grows upon them.•1 
However, in spite of the complete absence of wooded country, 
except r.urther back in the ranges, the pioneers found that the 
country was already inhabited by many different kinds of birds.2 
Very soon after the settlers arrived, the quail, rails and plover 
which had peopled the plains and foothills became scarce. The 
pukeko, however, a member of the rail family, remained, though in 
greatly reduced numbers, and is still seen occasionally to-day. 
But the birds yrhioh ~ld their own in great numbers were the wekas. 
Their inquisitive habits made them frequently noticed by Lady 
Barker, and at times the shrill cry of this bird was the only soun~ 
3 which woke t be stillness of the valley. The wekas were o:ften seeq 
by the early residents in such places as Surve'yorlif_t: Gully and even 
1n a flax-covered area on which the 11 Homebush11 br1ok-yards now 
stand. It has been suggested that the 1918 snowstorm killed many 
of these birds;-' uerta1nly they were never numerous in this dis-
tr1ct in recent years. Both tuis and bellbirds were seen in a 
few small patches of bush, and the black and the pied fantail. 
There was also tae native lark -- in most respects exactly 
like the English lark except that it had two small white feathers 
in the tail, that 'it did not soar, and commenced its flight with, a 
short 1chirrup 1 note instead of a song.s 
Weather Conditionas Of all the climatic dangers which tb.e 
settlers learned to fear in the new country t~e worst was from "ou~ 







Butler, o~. cit. P• 45. 
Speight, Wall and La111§, op. eit., p. 204. 
Barker, "station Life, p. 81. · 
Speight, Wall and LaiM, op. cit., p. 206. 
Butler·, op. cit. P• 117. 
Barker, 11 Station Life," p·. E$_3.-
terrors by word of mouth and it was not long-before he saw the 
wind sweeping across tbe ~lains himself. In t b.e dry river beds 
tie would face long blinding· a heat;1 of whirling, cutting sand and 
tiny pebbles; out on the open plains a dry :earching Wind, which 
sometimes lasted for days and blew in continual clouds of dust, 
would sweep all before it. No shelter of tall and friendly 
~1ne trees broke the force of the blast, t'here were not even 
fences to give temporary refuge from its fury. Wb.en the. house 
for the Steventon run was being built in Christchurch Lady Barker 
told her builder that she "feared that a strong nor-wester would 
l 
blow the whole affair away," since she had heard that this wind 
was particularly strong in the Malvern Bills. 'Nor-wasters will 
occasionally occur in mid winter, but are most comm.on in spring, 
especially in the months of September and October, and in the 
summer, when they may continue in greater or less violenoe "ror 
a fortnight togetber•2• The other moat common prevailing wind, 
3· 
described to Lady Barker as the •southerly buster~•, sweeps down 
through the Rakaia Gorge, is seldom as boisterous as the nor-
wester, but is usually very much colder, and is frequently 
fo11o~ed by rain, or in winter months, by snow. Winds from an 
easterly quarter are also followed at times by light, drizzling 
rain. In spite of these factors the rainfall in the district 1s 
light to moderate, (though much heavier tl'uln on the open plains), 
about 30-35 inches of rain f·alling annually. 4 Frosts occur 
freguentl_z in winter months, as high as from 15-20 degrees, but 
1. Ibid. P. 49. 
2. Butter, op.oit., P.111. 
3. Barker, "station Life", p.49. 
4. Records of James Deans, Homebush. 
.. 
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are usually followed by clear,. sunny days. The winter months 
are no doubt very much less severe now than 1n the pioneer days, 
rather because of the growth of splendid shelter belts than 
because of great cb.anges in the cl1mat1c conditions. 
Buch was the district, still unnamed., in which tb.e Deans 
brothers took up their Homebush run in 1851 -- an area exposed to 
wind, but well watered by the Selwyn and by a sufficient rainfall., 
and of moderate fertility, whose low manuka covered .hills were 
later to provide intense interest for the geologist and th, miner 
when these became at length aware of the treasure wh\ch lay 
hidden. 1n tb.e Malvern Hills. 
TL~ HOluBST.B;AD AT BO ~BU I N LATE ' 50 ' s , 
Photo by courtesy James Deans . 
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CRAFTER I. 
"THE EARLY YEJ\RS OF RUNHOLDINJ 11 ~- 1850-1870. 
Suoh surroundings -- a wide sea of tussock on the flat land, 
driven in billowing waves befo~e the 1nor-wester 1 , clumps of flax 
on the terraces near the river,and manuka and scrub-covered hills-~ 
greeted the early settlers. William and John Deans., tbe first 
men to take up land in the d1atr1ot, had already been in Canterbur~ 
for five years when the t'our ships came, ·and their home at 
Riccarton, as that of the Haya at Pigeon Bay, with whom the Deans 
brothers had travelled south from Wellington, was well established 
with a splendid garden and an orchard. The brothers had already-
done much for early Canterbury. In 1843 the first sheep had 
been introduced by them. 1 Lovera of trees and gardens, they 
early imported considerable quantities of seed for orchards and 
plantat1~ns in Canterbury. 2 As early as 1845 they introduced 
apples, when John Deans brought a variety'kno~n as the Leather 
Coat or Common Russet from Nelaon. 3 The river up which their. 
supplies were brought and the farm which they had carved out :f'or 
themselves were called Avon and Riccarton respectively, at their 
requeat, 4 because New Zealand members of the Deans family were 
descended from John Deans o:f' Kirkstyle, in the parish of Ri"ccarton 
near Kilmarnock, Scotland~ and the Avon was a stream in tq.eir 
native Lanarkshire on which the brot)lers had played as boys. In 
1848 the Deans brothers were f 1pnl:y established, t bough· many 
l. Speight, Watt and Lang, op.cit., P.273. 
2. Deans·., "Pioneers of Canterbury", p. 16"1. 
3. Bruce, nThe Early,Days of Canterbul'y", p.50. 
4. Deans, op.cit., P.137. 
5. Ibid, P.10. 
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hardships had been overcome for the limited prosperity they had 
secured. 
With the arrival of a large number of colonists they were 
quickly in trouble with J. R. Godley, the leader of the Canterbury 
J\ssoc1at1on. It bas been suggested that d1frioulties arose 
• 
because of Godley's zeal and determination to secure as much land 
as possible in the new settlement for members of the Anglican 
church -- a policy w~ch would bring him into conflict at once 
with tb.e Deans b:rothers and the Hays of Banks Peninsula, both 
at aunch Presbyterian families. Tll_tr may certainly have been a 
contributing factor to the friction that ensued. Bllt it is 
equally certain that Godley believed, or used as an excuse for his 
attitude, that the Deans' agreement with the !4aor1s, which had 
been confirmed by the government, did not rest on a legal basis, 
and in this he was supported by the Canterbury Association.1 
However. some time be.fore t 1he crisis actually came with 
Godley and the Canterbury Assoctation the Deans Brothers had 
.foreseen the value and .poss1b111t1es of a hill station for their 
8 
sheep and cattle. There were a number of sound reasons for this. 
With river boundaries the sheep would be more easily looked after 
at a time when there were so .few fences, and there would be no 
intermingling of flocks. F\1,rther, at certain times of the year, 
the harder grass on the :foothills was better for fattening sheep 
and cattle than the soft grass around Riocarton. 
Because or the prospect that their own settlement would be· 
speedily chosen for sec~ions for the Canterbu~y Association settlert 
• 
1. Ibid, P.198. 
2. Ibid, P.135. 
the Deans brothers addressed a memorial to William Fox, the New 
Zealand Company• s acting principal agent, who bad succeeded 
Colonel Wakefield, with t be object of coming to some arrangement 
.regarding a new run outside the intended b9rders of the Canterbury 
Assoc1at1on. 1 But there was a long controversy and a very 
difficult period ahead before the Homebush run was occupied. It 
was necessary, eventually, for them to dispose of their Dale-
thorp~ run and the sheep it was then carrying 1n order to provide 
2 the funds necessary to defend their claim at law. ll menx>rial 
~ was presented to Governor Grey outlining the brothers' grievances, 
and a lett.er, dated March 24th 1851, which was presented to 
Godley, set out the grounds upon which they considered themselves 
entitled to a pastoral run in compensation for tlte land near 
Christchurch which was then being talten up by the purchasers or 
4 the Canterbury Association. 
Thus, ~n October 1851, the new run at Homebuah was occupied. 
It then consisted of 30,000 acres and stretched from tb.e 
Waimakar1r1 River to the Selwyn. 5 This run was easily aooess1ble 
across· the flat plains, and included the nearest e~ensive area 
of hill country to the town of Christchurch. 
It was proposed that the station should be used at first 
primarily for cattle, as such cattle stations were considered 
very good business at that time. 
In the meantime, while asserting their right to a run in 
compensation for the loss of land at R1ocarton1 the .Deans brothers 
1. Ibid. f.154. 
2. Bruce, op.cit. ·p.17. 
3. Deans, op.cit. P.101; 
:: i~i!nd; •ifarly Canterbury Runs", P.20 .. 
had not been idle. On Junij 26th 1850, John Deans shipped from 
Newcastle in llustralia 8 Durham bulls,. 162 heifers, 12 mares, 
' 1 
600 maiden ewes and 11 first-class rams. Previous visits to 
Australia f'or the purpose o:r buying stock had been made in 
1843 and 184'7. 2 These cattle and sheep became the .foundation 4 
of the very fine flocks and herds for which Homebush was well-
known in the early days. rt is thought that the na"me Homebuah 
was given to, the run after the name of the stockyards outside 
Sydney at which some of the stock wane bought. 
Neither of the Deans brothers lived at Homebush. William 
Deans lost his life in the tragic wrieck of the "Maria, 11 on his 
return from Australia in 1851. 3 In October of the same year 
John Deans, in ,ivriting to Scotland, says, 11 All the breeding cattle 
wil:,l be sent up to the hill-station in a week or two, 11 4 which was 
just before he left for Scotland, where he married Jane Mcllraith. 
In those day~ the present Homebush section of the run was used 
for cattle, while that part on the nQrp~ern aspect of the Malvern 
Hills, soon to be called 11:Morven," was used for sheep. It is 
possible that a confusion over this name may ha:ve been the re as on 
for calling Sheffield township Malvern in the late 1 60 1s, though 
it cannot be established with certainty. 
Early Canterbury run-holders frequently held large areas of 
land. For instance, Homebush comprised 33,400 acres, Malvern 
Hills 10,000 acres5 and Steventon 9,700 acres.6 The main reason 
for this was that in the days when no water-race system irrigated 
1. Deans, op. cit. P• 15'7, 
2. Spa ight, Wall & La mg·, op. cit., p. 274-5. 
3. Deans, cit. 212. 
. 
op. p. 
4. Ibid, p. 215. 
5. Acland,op. cit. P• 64. 
6. ~id, p. 201. 
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the wide stretches of the plain it was essential that a sheep 
or cattle rum should have a river frontage. Rivers helped, also, 
to provide useful boundar1es on the otherwise trackless and un-
fenced areas of the ,Plains. At the same t1me it was desirable 
to obtain some shelter for the stock from wind and storms -- even 
the limited amount of shelter afforded by the low-lying hills. 
These1large pastQral runs were not cut up to any great extent till 
after the 170 1s, when water-race systems began slowly to creep 
across the plains from the Kowhai, Waikamarir1 and Selwyn rivers. 
There were equally important considerations 1n the choice of 
a site for the homestead. All homesteads at Malvern Hills, 
Steventon, and Homebush, were found nestling close to the lowlying 
hills for shelter from prevailing winds and beside a tributary of 
the Selwyn river for adequate water supply. Fuel was also very 
scarce, and very expens1ve. 1 Therefore it was important that the 
homestead should be· built near, 1f possible, to supplies of wood, 
for building stock pens and sheep yards, as well as for household 
fuel. H9wever there was no bush on the Steventon run,2 and since 
coal was not mined in any quantity till the late 60 1 s the early 
sett·lera had to manage entirely on wood and obtain it wherever 
possible. Lady Barker gives an account of two bush men who, clad 
in picturesque Colon1al style with red flannel ~hirts, molesk11'1 
trousers, diggersJ plush hats and Cookham boots, were cutting down 
trees, possibly on the hills at the back of the Rockwood estate, 
3 for her husband's use at Steventon. 
1. Barker, "station Life," p. 62. 
2. Ibid, page 62. 
3. Barker, 11 Sta~ion Amusements,,. p. 15. 
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On the foothills, however, manuka scrub prov1d~d some solution 
to the problem of fuel shortage, but further down the valley and 
out on the plains the problem was a difficult one. Members or the 
Wilson family, l1v1ng 1n their sod cottage in the &elwyn riverbed 
two or three miles below Coalgate, occas1onally burned dung in the1~ 
r1res and searched the bed of ttie rt.ver for driftwood after a... heavy 
flood. 
Some other practical considerations which influenced the 
choice of the homestead s1te may be briefly considered. Above all 
1t should be placed in as convenient a position as possible for the 
waEking of the sheep or cattle. Such was Butler's advtoe in 
writing back to England about the prospects ~f sheep farming in 
New Zealand. tt.rhe sheep are the real masters of the place, -- the 
run is theirs, not yours -- you cannot bear this in mind too d111-
gently~1 Another suggestion, quaint but practical, was made by 
Henry Tanored, the early owner of Malvern Hills, to "make 19ur 
garden where the cabbage trees were thick, as cabbage trees only 
grow on good land.n 2 
A very interesting and 09lourful figure who worked on the 
cattle station at Home"bush in the early years was James Robinson 
ctough, sometimes known as 11 Jimmy Robinson.'' Never a resident 
owner, John ~eans made 9ooas1onal v1s1ts to Homebush, such as that 
mentioned 1n a latter dated ·2tst March, 1853, when he travelled up 
3 to the stat1on-1n a d~g-cart with William Rank1~. Soon after h1s 
return from Scotland, John Deans died in 1854,and bis wife con-
-1. Butler, op. cit. p. 131. 
2. Aaland, op. oit. p. 65. 
3. Deans, op. oit. P• 254. 
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trolled the destin1ep of Homebusb. for many years 1n the interests 
of her infant son John Deans II. During these years several t.m&na-
gers looked after the cattle and sheep work, the first of whom was 
Clough, whose diary provides interesting sidelights to the 
hospitality of Homebusb. in tb.e •so•s. On April 23, 1852, he wrote 
9Two men came he~e with dray, going for coal, stopped· here two 
nights,"1 and on December 4, 1851, ''Mr. Russell" (Watts Russell) 
"and Fendle" (Fendall, after whom Fendalton is named) "and three 
other men to look at the coal. We had ten ~his nignt."2 In a 
trackless waste of tussocks and dry waterNcourses the so-called 
"Homebush track" soon became familiar to shepherds and travellers. 
Olougb occasionally took refuge ~t Riccarton from the isolation of 
the hill station, and such a visit is ~~~orded by Thomas Casa who 
said that Clough "has been down here, on the loose as usual, for a 
sb:>rt ~pell."3 About 1853 Clough left Homebush, but a report of 
a serious fire in 1871 gives a later account of him. "In a 
.. 
serious fire at Mount Hutt," the account read, 4 "Robinson Clough,-
comm.only known as "Jimmy Robinson" had been "quite burned out• 
a great misfortune to an 8 old ident1ty"1n comparison with .whom 
the "pilgrims" are "new chums." Abner' s Head, a tall peak in the 
Malvern Hills behind aheffield, was named after a son of Robinson 
Clough. 
In 1853 it appears that William Rankin assisted in managing 
the cattle station at. Homebush, well aware of his lack of 
experience and need of advice and assistance f'~r the ta.ek. 5 
1. Ibid p. 292 (Appendix) 
2. Ibid p •. 289 {Appendix) 
3. Ibid p. 221 
4. 9The Press" February 1, 1871. 
s. Deans, op. c1t. P• 263. 
A 
year later John Deans, in a ·letter to Scot~and, refers to a seven-
y-ear arrangement to manage Hom.ebus.h, no doubt with John Cordy --
"a respectable man with a large family," who had been a ra~•r in 
England. 1 CO~dy did not stay the full period, however. though he 
managed Homebush on shares till 1859.2 
After the death of Wil'liam Deans his- share of the run was 
managed in the interests of his brother James Deans.JI- of Scotland, 
by Hugh and James Moilraith. In 1859 James Mcilraith, who arrived 
in New Zealand 1n 1856, took over the maWJ,gement of Homebush from 
John Cordy. This was an impqrtant occas1on for the run which at 
this time was well stocked with cattle but comprised only about 
twenty acres of freehold property. McI1raith kept adding to the 
freehold area of the run and did much to enhance the beauty of 
Homebuah by planting trees flrom many different countries. Under 
his regency -stables and other farm buildings were erected of bricks 
and somewhat later a large commodious woolshed. Mcilraith did not 
leave Homebush till 1894. Not only the Bomebush_ estate but the 
whole district owes much to him, for no one took a more leading 
part 1n its development than "Jemmy" Mcilraitq, as he was familiar~ 
called. He was prominent in the discovery of coal and with othera 
1n bringing it before t'he.. notice of the Canterbury public. When 
Julius von Baast carried out geological ~urveys 1n the Malvern 
Hills 1.rl 1871 and investigated the large seams of coal in Surveyor! 
Gully he was assisted by MoI1raith. Thoroughly Scottish in speech 
and outlook, interested in the est~bli~bm&bt of the Presbyterian 
Church in the district, with a reputation for Teotitude and honesty 
1. ibid, p. 270. 
~, A.eland, op. oft. p. 22. 
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he was known, nevertheless, at times for a characteristic hastiness 
and irritability of temper. But to this man, who became ct'1a1r}nan 
of several local bo~ies in their earliest years including the 
Glentunnel School Committee and the South Malvern Road Board, the 
district owes as much as to any other man. 
The Steventon station, taken up in September 1852, just a 
little later than the Dean's run, lies on the south bank of the 
l 
Selwyn River "at the head of a sunny and sheltered valley." 
Steventon was he~6-f1rst by 4t'tmi:, Charles and Richard c. Knight, 
the latter of whom br;,ught out his brother soon afterwards. The 
brothers were nephews of Jane ~usten and named the run after a 
tar more sheltered vicarage in Hampshir.e in which their aunt was 
brought up. 2 Two or his cadets, Henry Fhillip Hill and 
Frederick Napier Broome, bought Steventon, with 80 acres of freebol~ 
property, from Knight in Feb. 1866. Af'te.r Broome's marriage to 
Lady Barker the homestead was rebuilt, and for the rest of their 
stay in Canterbury the property was called Broomielaw, probably 
after Broome I s name. It 1s of this run tbat such a colourful 
~ccount exists in Lady B!!rker•s two books. Heavy financial 
losses attar the snowstorm of 1867 ruined Broome and he left for 
Wester~ Australia soon atterwards, where he later became quite 
a famous figure. 
Distances·, Difficulties and Oornmun1cat1on. From Lady Barker 1 ~ 
accounts it 1s interesting, but not alwa,s easy, to piece together 
a record of events in the Selwyn Valley in tbQse days. The 
Wa1reka station was a distance of 12 miles awa,:3 and it was • 
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possible to ride twenty miles on horseback to catch the 9.30 a.m. 
train from Rolleston to Ohristcl:rurcb. 1 A railway line as far as 
Rolleston bad been opened on Oct. 13th, 1866. The coal used at 
Broomielaw was "round 12 miles from this; it is not very good· 
2 being only what is called lignite.•. This undoubtedly came from 
Jebson's mine, called the Canterbury Colliery, situated in the 
hills behind the township of Sheffield and opened in the early 
Neither Harts' Pits nor the Homebush Colliery were open 
·at this date, nor tbe numerous other little mines which later were 
-opened in the hills around the. Selwyn Valley. L1ttle did Lady 
Barker realise that there were thousands of tons of the same 
lignite hidden below the surface on her husband's run, for the 
1Steventon' mine worked in the early 1 70'a and then abandoned has 
been re-opened' and worked with considerable success in recent 
years by the Robb brothers, of Wbiteoliffs. 
In writing of her mail arl"angementa to friends in England 
Lady Barker asks,"Have I ever told you that our post office is 
~en miles off, with an atrocious road between us and 1t,•3 It 
seems almost certain that thi's "atrocious road•· led over the 
"Mg Saddle• to Russell's Flat or Annat. for at this time there 
was regular transport to the West Coast, where gold digg\ng had 
4 begun. 
The location of the •nest of cockatoos", for whom Lady Barker 
showed considerable interest in seeking to promote educational 
advantages and religious. services, is more easily established. 
It is almost certain to have been Hororata. 1 where farming was 
1. Ibid. Page 86. 
2. Ibid. Page 61. 
3. Ibid. P. 229. 
4. :Sarkar, "Station J\mu,sements" P.88. 
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early established, and which had a school by 1870 and an Anglican 
Church soon afterwards, "Mrs. M ••.•• 11 , the lady with a spinning 
l 
wheel in the. corner of' her room., was a certain Mrs. Munro, kno\vn 
to Kermeth Wilson and family, of Coalgate. It is also possible 
that some of these •oockatoos' from Hororata, and from Russell's 
Flat and Annat, were among those who came long distances to the 
religious services held in the homestead at "steventon", and 
stayed afterwards to share in the tremendou~ me4ls provided. 
Both the meals, as well aa the se?tvice, no doubt, attracted the 
visitors, 'but it 1s certain that religion gave to :many of the 
pioneers a depth of moral character, a purposeful pers1stenoe 1n 
the race of hardship, and a breadthnof human s-ympathy wh1cb. were 
quite remarkable. 
Much of Steventon as it existed in those early days in the 
166's still remains. A visitor may still look in at the oriel 
window and may imagine gaily dressed and slippered guests dancing 
' 
on the wide and roomy verandah. 2 He may even imagine, in a 
convention t~t is strange to-day, the men of the party slipping 
away from the ladies to go to the gentlemen's swimming pool, the 
outline of,, whioh may still be seen to the left of the road down 
the valley. 
II But most of all, perhaps, a visitor would recall 
tb.e account of t[.18 snowstorm in 186'7 when the drays had just left 
for town i;he s~oi:"tage of food, t be maids shutting themselves 
1n their bedroom in order to •die warm", ·the cadet ·shovelling snow 
away to secure a few bal.f'-a-tarved fowls for .. food:, and the final 
extrem1 ty, a tin of blac,klea~ between the ,household ·and star,vation;
1 
I 
1. Barker, •station Lire•, P.228. 
2. Barker, "Station Amusements", P.208. 
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l 
when the drays came back. The whole incident bas a mock heroic 
note but it must have been a terrifying experience. 
Shepherds and Drivers. In such days when the farming work 
in the district was almost ent1rely·pastoral the shepherd held a 
very important place. H1s work was arduous and his life often 
intensely lonely. The shepherd's hut was placed near the 
boundaries of the run and h1s only companions were his horse and 
the dogs. At times a small piece of ground around the hut was ,.. 
cultivated where vegetables,and perhaps gooseberries and black-
currants.were grown. There was such a hut on the Steventon run, 
perhaps up the Selwyn Gorge which, with its walls papered with 
the "London Illustrated News," a new sheep skin mat on the floor, 
and the kettie on a crackling fire presented a picture of neatness 
and order.2 
On the whole the shepherds seemed to have had a ver1 good 
reputation. Tb.ey ,vere mainl·y Scottish: -- "a tine class of men as 
a rule, most intelligent, and fond of reading."3 Many years late~ 
1n 1910, an observer stated that only Scotch shepherds rose to be 
runholders, because colonials preferred a more s~cial life. 4 
In contrast to the quiet sober shepherd was the bullock-
driver. Bullocks were frequently used for transport jurposes, 
and a little later, when some agr1oulturai work was done, bullock 
teams were used occasionally for pleughing, as at Homebush. 
The men who drove the bullock carts were regarded as a rowdier 
;,. 





Barker, Hrstation Life," p. 15'7-161. 
Barker, 1istat1on Amusements, 11 p. 133. 
Barker, "·Station Life," p. 72. 
"The Press, n July 18., 1910, "Back Country Runs." 
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good character and education who bad succumbed to the environ-
ment of a new and difficult 11fe.1 They had the opportun1ty, 
at least onoe or twice a year, when wool was carted to ··town, to 
seek relief 1n dr1nk1Dg bouts trom the monotony of station life. 
It was a common saying then that "people only die from drowping 
and drunkennesa.tt2 At first bullocks were very scarce and high 
price~ were paid for them. It was difficult to get one under ~o. 
and even £30 was "no unusual price for a ~rness bullock."3 
,,. 
Bullock drays travelled about 15-20 miles a day, so that the 
journey to Christchurch would take two da-y-s, if the carts were 
heavily loaded. Such trips were made u~ually about twice a year 
. 41 
when stores of all description were loaded for the return journey. 
Directly ac.ross the Selwyn Valley from South Malvern railway 
station, and up a fairly narrow gully, is the old orchard and the 
birch trees which surrounded the Malvern Hills station. This 
run comprised 10,000 acres and ran down to Selwyn ;Bluff, as it 
was then called, at Coalgate, and back towards Hor9rata. Sir 
Thomas Tancred and his brother John Tancred took the run in 
January 1852,5 and a9~e time later Charles Harper, a son of BishOij 
Harper, managed 1t, but was early succeeded by another brother, 
George Harper. Be in turn took on a partnership with a third 
brother, Archdeacon Harp~r, who was then v1car of a very w1dely 
scattered parish, which included a number of the hfll country run~ 
known as Southern Stations.6 While visiting these places he mad~ 
1. Barker, 11 Stat1on Amqaements," 1918-19. 
2. Barker, 0 station~L1fe, 11 p. 83. 
3. Butler, op. o1t.i,.,P• 81. 
4. Barker, "station Amusements," p. 93. 
·5. A.eland, op. cit. P• 64. 
6. Ibid, P• 65. 
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Malvern Hills stat1•n hia headquarters. 
Cadets. An interesting feature of' the work on sheep runs was 
the tra1n1ng'of cadets. These 1ere quite often 10u~g men of 
considerable means, and sometimes with good academic records at 
:S:ngl1Bh schools alli universities who wished to learn sheep-farming, 
and~ to that end, worked on a run ~n return for their food and 
"keep", at the same time picking up whatever smattering of knowledg' 
they oould.1 Some provea quite unsuccessful and left their 
2 
emplo1JDBIXt after a very short term. However at Malvern Rills in 
the early days there were two cadets who afterw~rds made good in 
owning runs themselves -- G.~. E. ~oss, latel' of Vl'aireka, and 
J.B • .tcland, or Mt. Somers. 
Ha.l'dships. Hardship was a rule of life in that euly period.; 
It was accepted without much gt'umbling and gave· t,o the •men of' those 
early stations a robust and _v1g~~ous ·hardihood. The only means 
of travel was by dray or on horseback, or else by walking, which 
many people did over long distances. The roads were tracks, 
ill-defined, dusty in summer, muddy in winter. Not until 1870, 
when Dr. Richards came to live at Hororata., was there a doctor 
nearer than 0b.1'1stcmiroh. Qlough1s diary gives an int~resti~ 
picture of this difficulty, for on March 6th 1852 he-records that 
9Mr. Tankard ·every probably Tancred) broke his leg•, and one of 
bis men went to Cbr 1 st c 'burc h for the doctor • Drs. Barker and 
Draper were both sent for, and eventually eight men arrived at ,, 
"3 Homebush to take the injured man away. These were days of 
1,01ation for,the fey folk 1n tae Selwyn ValleJ• 
1. Butler,.op.cit. P.69. 
2. Ibid, P.49-50. ) 
3. Deans, op.cit. P.291. (Appendix• 
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Keala were simple and the~ lacked- var1et y. Mutton was the 
st~P.le diet. on all the runs with pernapa a change to beef for a 
special occasion like ChristmQ.s. i ''Chops for breakfast;· rdast 
meat for dinner, cold meat for tea" was the regular menu. But 
sometimes there was very much less., as at Homebusb. in 1852, 'V'{_~en 
Clough wrote in his diary 11 We have got nine potatoes in the house, 
that is al1 we have to eat."2 Another real danger was that of 
being lost on the trackless plains., which had such a singular 
dearth of prominent .features. Agparently ·Ross, then a cadet at 
Malvern Hills and later owner of Wa1reka, spent a night out in this 
way.3 But all of these hardships were accepted by the pioneers 
with almaat light-hearted courage. 
The Year t s Rounds The work of the year on hill country station4 
was coneern~d with three main tasks. In late autumn or ,;.ti,nter was 
4 the lambing season. Not till after 1867, when nearly all the 
Steventon lambs were lost in a disastrous snow-storm, was a change 
made to sprfng lamb1 ng. Next, when Jpring nor-west·ers had dried 
out the t\lssocks and long grass on the hill slopes, came "burning." 
Apparently the month of September was the earliest that this work 
could be done and November the la.test as a rule, though this 
depended on the weather in the Spring. The nor'west wind had. to b~ 
"just right. n About a third of the Steventon run •as burned each 
year5 and a "clean burn" would enable the grass to come away short 
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able pasture for stock. Tb.is system of "injudicious· burning" was 
later condemned by runholders, a1noe the native grasses were 
eliminated and in many places nothing was left but a stunted growthi 
1 or vegetation u~palatable to stock. 
From November to January shearing was carried out. For days 
or weeks before band the sheep were mustered from t b.e b.111 country • 
till the pens and yards around the sheari~ sheds were full of 
bleating sheep. In those days only blade shearing was known and 
a good shearer could take off 120 fleeces in a day, but 80 fleeces 
was a very good average. For this they were pa.id £1 a hundred andl 
were "found in everyth1ng,B2 1.e. had meals and a9comm.odation pro-
vided. As the sheep were shorn, they were pushed out of a trap 
door in front of the shearer into small pens in which the shepherd 
or manager was able both tomake a ch~ck on the shearer I s total., or · 
"tally," and also look over the sheep for bad shearing or cuts tron1 
the blades. ·w1th the shearing season over there ,,as the after 
shearing visit to town and a round of visits, parties and shoppingw 
There were several dangers to his flocks which the early· r'l:ln-
holder learned to fear, t~e mpst terrible or which, when no shelte~ 
was afforded by trees or fences, was tb.at of snowstorms. 
heavy fail caused terrible losses. The worst of the earlier snow"" 
storms was that 1n 1867 when the runs were just be~oming estab-
lished. It occurred., too.,, when;lambing had in some cases only 
just commenced and in others had just finished, so that ~earful 
los sea resulted among lambs and ewes•. Broome, who b.ad the 
Steventon run then, was ruined. A succession o.f heavy snowfalls 
1n 1878, 18$8., 1895 an~ 1903, have all caused great .financial lqss 1 
1. Overto.a, "F1.ft~Yea1s Sheep-farming in Canterbury, Otago and 
2 rlr~"'~-· ... Bout and 2.. 43, • LJ'fM,~·Jl.S~on ife, -P .33. 
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At Rockwood, in the 1903 snow-storm, Overtons lost about 800 sheep 
when they bad just become established.1 None the less "old hands" 
generally considered that this snow~all ~could not be compared 
with those of 1868, 1879 and 1888. 02 The first of these dates 
(1868) 1s probably inaccurate, sinoe 1t was the 1867 fall which 
caused such great losses in Canterbury. 
It ·1s interesting that an old weather prophet, writing under 
the nom de plume "Look Out," foretold the snowstorm of 1867. 
"There is every _prognostication of a severe winter" he said, "and 
conaequently plenty of snow on the hills."3 When the country news; 
came in a.fter the snow-storm with reports of heavy losses every-
where, 4 it revealed how accurate the forecast had been. A report 
from Oxford indicated that snow had been ''up to the door-handles." 
Another danger, though not so great as from heavy snow, was 
that of f looda. The Selwyn is normally a small river, especially 
in oompar1son with the Wa1maka:rir1 and the Raka1a. However, w1 t h 
heavy rainfall in the Thirteen Mile Bush area and in the valleys 
leading 1nto the Selwyn Gorge the river will rise rapidly. Jtf'ter 
leaving the Gorge, it sweeps out over a wide area and often alters 
its course entirely. During a heavy flood in 1868 the river cut 
entirely new and dangerous streams. 5 At these times sheep had 
to be mustered at once trom the river-bed to higher levels, sinoe 
they would either be drowned by rising waters or marooned by a 
change 1n the course or;· the river. 
1. Overton, op. cit. pages 55-36. 
2. "The 'Press," July 1s; 1910. "Back Country Runs." 
3. Ibid April 4, ·1as7.· 
4. Ibid, Augusts; 1867.. 
s. Barker, "station Life," p. 217. 
Another menace, a very real difficulty 1n the 160 1s, was that 
from the attacks of wild p1gs. The ~Captain Cookers" had inorease4 
with amazing rapidity in the new environment, and the hill country 
in the Malvern Hills district seemed particularly suitable. An ol4 
sow would follow the sheep from one camping place to another with 
great patience until a new-born or weakly lamb lagged behind the 
1 
rest. Then she would immediately seize and devour it. The 
presence of pigs on the run, apart from the losses they caused, kep~ 
tb.e sheep in a continually excited state. 
The Deans· brothers, and later the trustees of the estate, have 
a fine record for their importation of pedigree stock, especially 
sheep, cattle and horses. The first breeding cattle, as well as 
·2 the first lots of horses and sheep were introduced by them. The 
magnificeQt Homebush herd developed from stock imported from 
Australia and flourished until the 1 70 1 s, when the cattle slowly 
3 
gave place to sheep. But the run had carried up till then as 
many as 3 1 000 cattle. It is also claimed that the Deans bad the 
f1rat flock of ~erinos, ~ breed which bas subsequently flourished 
in the harder climatic and pastoral conditions of the hill stations! 
When another breed, which William Deans had early favoured -- the 
Southdown -- was imported by Henry Matson in the early 160 1 s, the 
Deans• trustees secured some of them, and again in 1868 the same 
breeders imported on their own account a. small lot of Southdown 
ewes and rams from Englana. 4 
1. Barker, "Station Amusement's," P• 46. 
2. @peight, W'all & I:;aing, op. c1t. p. ~74. 
3. Acland, op. c1t. p. 22. 
4. Speight, Wall & ~aing, op. c1t. p. 288. 
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Life in the Selwyn Valley in these years was essentially 
"simple", at times perhaps intensely lonely, but never austere 
or unpleasant. There were a few delightful pastimes and enter-
te.inm.ents, some of them not lack1~ an element of risk, and nearly 
all of them out-of-doors and full of healthy exhilaration. Pig-
hunting was carried out at suitable times of the year. In winter 
Jl'lOUths skating expeditions from both Steventon and Malvern Hills 
spent periods of several days in the Lake Coleridge district. 
Also when the snow fell nearer home there was the opportunity to 
toboggan on the slopes behind the homestead, risking ·-i1re and 
1 
limb in th.e swift downhill rush, Occasionally the neighbouring 
shepherds and f'arm bands and the women folk of the houseb.Qlds would! 
be invited to an impromptu dance. A picturesque account of such 
a function at S'teventon 1n the '60 1 s 1s given by Lady Battker2 • 
It was no less a pleasure to pack up a dray or ride b.orses for a 
p1on1o 1n distant bush, or tor a visit to a neighbouring run, 
even 1:f the journey lay over a very rough track. Another means 
of recreation which demanded endle.ss patietJ.ce~ and long periods 
of waiting 1n the cold night air on the 1?anks of the Sel,vyn, was 
eeling, and Lady Barker records vividly the cold and the cramp•· she 
experienced on such an expedition from Steventon. However her 
prophecy, that the work of the Accl1mat1zation Society would be 
3 
doomed to failure did not prove correct. At this time the 
Society bad only been in existence about three years -- it was 
commenced 1~ May, 1864 -- and th~ first tro~t ova .~o reach New 
1~ Barker, ~Station A,musements", P.83. 
2. Ibid, P.208. 
3. Ibid, P.37. 
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Zealand was a cons1gment from Tasmania which arrived in 1867. 
By 1870, however, the aociety·bad stripped ova from Canterbury 
trout and soon after this it was acknowledged that the Selwyn 
l ij1ver provided an almost ideal ground for trout • 
.another urgent matter which claimed the attention of the run-
holdefs was the planting of trees for shelter for their homes and 
flocks. The tree which seemed almost ideally suited to-most 
conditions in the district was the pinua insignia. It grew 
quickly, even in poor soil., and gave splendid shelter in winter 
months. At this time serviceable shelter was the main oonsidera-
tion -- not till considerably later were trees planted extensively 
in Coalgate ancr Glentunnel domains for ornament or for milling 
purposes. It is interesting to compar~ Homebush estate in the 
early 150 1s, as Dr. Barker's photograph reveals it, when there were 
manuka-oovered bills at the rear and tiny saplings of willo,vs and 
po:Plars by the l'iver, with Homebush as it ia to-day, a delight to 
every l01Ver of trees, especially giant Douglas firs, Oregons, 
larches and willows. 2 11Plant1ng of trees for shelter and ornament! 
will also be a great ob.fect with us as soon as we can raise the 
plants on our own ground.•3 So wrote John Deans from Riccarton 
in 1851. This object, both at Rio.carton and Homebush, has been 
fully realised. 
The twenty years under discussion belonged almost entirely 
to the runholder. Th91;~-were his golden age. In e.ddif!ion to 
his freehold land, of which each runholder had up to about 100 
acres, each purchas~r bad the right to lease five times_ that amount~ 
l. Speight, Wall & Laing• op.c1t~, P.229-232. 
2. Ibid. Page 253•4. 
3; Deans, op,cit. P.201. 
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of una~propr1ated land. Such land was open for purchase, except 
that the intending purctJaser had to give the lease-bolder thirty 
days n9tice in order that, if' he so desired, b.e could buy the land 
himself. This so-called 1pre~.t1'~ right' was tbe weapon with 
which the runholder was soon to fight a losing battle with the 
1cockatoo 1 , or s-1µ1 farmer. By the early 160 1s all available 
l 
sheep country land had been taken up. However the 1cookatoo 1 s 1 
battle for land was not yet in the Selwyn Valley, though at 
Steventon ·any stranger riding round the estate was looked on wtt;h 
suspicion, since he might have been a •cockatoo' looking tor a 
choice piece of. land in the' hope of challenging the lease-bolder 1 a 
2 
pre-emptive right. 
There were sure signs, however, that a new era was opening 
for the district. Tb.a sway of the runholder would be 9hallenged-.. 
not by tbe small farmer till the water-'race system opened up the 
ijlains, but by the miner. On a map of the Canterbury runs, 
dated 1856, 3 coal is marked in the Selwyn valley in two plaoes, 
at what was later known as Sheath's Row, near Glentunnel,· and at 
the entrahce to the Selwyn Gorge, probably to mark either Knights 
or Harts' coal. A new day for the district had dawned slowly but 
the land sales of the late 160 1 s provided further hopeful signs. 
On January 22, 1867, there was a report that .100 ,acres of land 
had been sold in the Malvern district. 4 Two months later, on 
March 9, 1867, another report showed that 144 acres had been sold. 5 
l. Butler, op. cit. p. 36. 
2. Barker, "Station Amusements," p. 90. 
3. Held by D. Mcl,!illan·, Darf'1eld. 
4. ""',JThe Press, n January 22, 1867. 
6. Ibid, March 9, 1867. 
The road up the Selwyn Valley, only ·partly and very poorly formed 
at this stage, was now being called the 11Coal Track Road". It 
was the beginning of a busier and noisier period which would 
transform the district from a quiet and lonely past~ral area 
into a place with three growing townships and a newly for11ed 
railway. Sheep and cattle had held the primacy for twenty years. 
Their place was now to be taken by bDown, lignite coal. 
.. 
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THE DISCOVERY OF COAL, 1870-1880. 
In the "Handbook of New Zealand Mines" 1887, a report 
presented to the House of Representatives, it ,is claimed that 
coal was discovered in the South Maivern area, and more especially 
in that part later called Surveyol!'8.t Gully,. by James Robinson 
1 
in 1852. Both the nam& and tb.e date are incorrect. The 
mistake in the name may have occurred, as baa already been 
discussed, because a Homebush stockman was familiarly called 
Jimmy Robinson. Olough1s diary indicates that on November 2, 
1851, he investigated coal in the S~lwyn river bed in company 
2 
with E. J, Wakef1eld 1 somewhere near the site which was later 
called 1Sheath's Row when it was worked 1n the interests of 
J.B. Sheath, of Christchurch. A few days later samples of the 
coal were sent down to John Deans, at Riccarton, who reported 
the discovery of this seam "about 36 miles up on the plain, near 
93 my cattle station,. to relatives in Scotland, but pointed out 
that though the seams were of good quality none was large enough. 
for profitable working. However, some of the coal was sent to 
J. R. Godley, who in turn forwarded a specimen_of it to the 
Canterbury Association with the advice that it had been discovered 
on the Deans run and "on the ·r·1ver named the Selwyn 1n our maps 
at e. distance of about 25 miles from Christchurch. • 4 The 
distance is obviously a mistake, since even John Deans 1s 
estimate of 35 miles 1s conservative. At the request of Godley 
1. Handbook of N.Z. i1~es taS'I ~art'ff P,31-32. 
2. Deans, 0 P1oneers of. Canterbury', F.288. (Appendix) 
3. Ibid. P.215. 
4. Ibid. P.227. J. R, Godley tb Cant~.Ass., Jan.19, 1852. 
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a party of men including William and H.J. Cridland, the latter 
a surveyor and owner of pooperty at Hoon Hay, E. J. We.kefield, and 
William Lyon, a close friend of W'llliam and John Deans, went to 
the Selwyn River to investigate the discovery. A subsequent 
report bearing Lyon's signature, and dated February 23, 1852, 
states that the coal was superior to any N,w Zealand coal yet 
seen, a compact black coal, easily lighted, which-burned with a 
br~ght flame without the disagreeable sulphurous smell of Nelson ... , 
coal. 1 Cridland, however, made an earlier report, dated 
January 19, 1852, which contained the sensational news of three· 
coal seams, visible in the bed of the river, elevelltfeet, eight 
feet, and six feet wide respectively, the coal from which would 
compare favourably with Australian coal.2 This was undoubtedly 
an inaccurate report, which no one took seriously, and oonsequentlJ 
very little systematic mining was done on the site till Sheath 
worked it in the 170 1s. It was probably to this place. or to 
some other outcrop of coal on. the Homebush estate, that the dre:ys 
3 to which Robinson Clough referred in his diary came in 1852. 
In 1854 Richard Knight., who held Steventon w~th his brother, 
and a partner named Wright., began working coal in the Seiwyn 
-Valley at the entrance to the gorge and carted it in drays 40 
4 
miles to Christchurch. This was in the area where H1ll 1 s pita 
were later op~ned, and the· place was subsequently known ~s 
ttxnight' a Flat• or ."Knight's Coal". The sea:ms I t hougli of good 
1. "The Press",. February 8., 1871, Reprint· of Report. 
2., "The Preas", May 14, 1872. "The Malvern Hills•. 
3. Deans, op.cit. P.292 (appendix) 
4. Handbook of New Zealand Mines., 1887, Part II, Page 31-32. 
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quality, were very small, so that by_the time Broome took over 
Steventon they wer-e no longer .worked, since the coal .for use at 
l St~venton was carted 12 miles. possibly from Jebson 1 s mine at 
Sheffield, which was opened in 1863. These seams, which Knight 
had worked, situated on the north bank of the Selwyn, were pointed 
out to Julius von Haast when he made his first short survey of 
Malvern Hills coalfields in 1861.2 But since the thickest seam. 
was only 20 inches and the whole outlier seemed very limited in 
extent he did not recommend that the area be set aside for a 
provincial reserve. Von Haast 1 a 1861 survey was short and fairly 
cursory, since it extended over a wide area from Russell's Flat 
3 to the Selwyn River. 
In November, 1869, James Hector, made a~ inspection of the 
district's coal"bearing areas4 but only refers to four 1P1ne=t.,, in 
his report. Three of these, Jebson•~, Kowai and Church Reserve, 
are on the northern side of Malvern Hills and consequently lie 
outside the scope of this study. But M. B. ~rt. of Cbristchurchr 
destined to play a considerable part 1n the future of Malvern coal 
production,, had begfm work on the north side of the Se.lwyn River 
almost where Knight had worked some years before. Hart had en-
joyed better fortune. The coal was being worked on a low isolateq 
spur, which jutted out i~to the valley. and though the thickest 
seam was only 2 feet 9 inches it was considered o~ very good 
quality. Moreover, Hart certainly d1d not lack enterprise and 





Barke'r, 11 Stat1on Life, 11 p. 61. 
J. von Baast, 11 Pre).iminary Report on Geology of Malvern Hills' 
July l871, p. 140. 
H.F. von He.ast, 11Life and T1U1es of Sir Juli.:us von Haast"p.184 
J •. Hector, uon the Geological. structure of Malvern Hilla 
d1str1ct, Canterbury,'' 25 November, 1869, pages -46-55. 
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per s.s. "Tar.anaki" to Wellington to be tried out on the f'1res &n 
the House of Representatives. As a result of this bold stroke he 
1 
received a congratulatory telegram from William Rolleston. 
Scarcely a month earlier, John Hall, (later 81:.t., John Hall,of 
bc..:n 
Hororata), had pointed out in the House that a new pit had recentlt 
opened in the Malvern H1lls2 and he now had opportunity to call 
members' attention to the excellent quality of the coal produced. 3 
A few days later a glowing report from the "Independent" of Welling-. 
t~.Q.,t4 reached Christchurch which stated that for heat-giving quali-
ties and freedom from unpleasant smell the Malvern Hilla coal 
5 
"takes the palm." A later report judged the coal "equal in every 
" respect to English or New South Wales coal, but it is very doubtful 
whether Malvern Hills ooal did compare sat1sractor1ly with these 
coals, except to a biassed observer. 
None the less Hart's enterprising action in sending coal to 
Wellington wae the beginning of a lo~g series of addresses to 
public figures and letters to the papers which ended ultimately 
in the South Malvern district being opened up by railway. In 
bringing his coal before the people q# the province at every poss-
ible opportunity, Hart had a considerable part in achteving this 
end. 
Newspaper authorities also took up the task and were eager to 
seize on any report from the Malvern Hills which gave prospect of 
more coal. For the next five y~ars -- at least till the·railway 
went through in 1874 -- there was a mild 1fever 1 to bring the coal 
1. "The Press,", July 23, 1870. 
2. N.Z. Parliamentary Debates, Vol. VII, June. 30, 18'70, p. 160. 
3. Ibld, Vol. VIII, July 22, 18?0, p. 50. 
4. · 11The Press" July 25:[ 1870. 
5. Ibid, August ,1870. 
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down to the Christchurch public, which was paying far too highly 
for New South Wales coal. A correspondent "Fair Play" on August 
10, 1872, objected to the price of coal at £3 - £3:lO: - a ton. 1 
However, further news from the Malvern Hills was not long in comin~ 
On September 29, 1870, word was rece1ved2 that a seam of anthracite 
coal three feet thick had been discovered on the property of 
H.P. Hill, in the Malvern Hills, and the hope was expressed that 
this find would settle t hf§ quest ton whether coal exi_sted in 
sufficient quantity to make th~ ·work remunerative. It was sug-
gested later, by von Haast·, 3 that Hill had found this seam by 
tracing small coal-bearing strata from his own property, Steventon, 
across the Selwyn river to the north side of' the valley where,. at 
the entrance to the gorge, he had found the seams more developed 
in thickness and of superior quality. However, it was not 
anthracite coal but what is technically called "altered. tt 
von Haast 1 s SurveY!; The question of how much coal existed 
in this district was now to be settled in quite a different way. 
~n•Tuesday, November a, 1870, von Haast left Christchurch for an 
extensive survey of the Malvern Hills, 4 and from this time till 
January 1871, then from the end of kpril to the end of May, and 
again in September, he was engaged in the Malvern Hills, 5 whiok 
became a "standing dish in his geological bill of fare 1 R6 He was 
to put the boring machine beside the pick-axe, and to give to 
1. Ibid, August 10, 1872. 
2. Ibid, September 29,1870. 
3. J. von Haast, op. cit., P• 140. 
4. "The Press,• November 8, 1870. 
5. H.F. von Haast, op. cit. p. 645. 
e. Ibid 'P• 185. 
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mining experience the additional advantage of scientific knowledge. 
Emphasis and publicity were given to von Haast's visit when Hart 
began a campaign of extensive advertising in the daily newspapers. 
With recent success in the House or Representatives in his favour 
the advertisement reads ttEncourage native ·1ndtistry. Ha:rt 's 
oeleb:rated Malvern coal. Can now be obtained in any quantity at 
the pit. For steam purposes, at 16/- per ton. 01 Hart guaranteed 
accommodation at the pit head for men and cattle and g~ve assuranoe1 
that roads were in good condition. This latter was an ov.er-state-
ment, since the South Malvern had Board dtd not begin its activity 
till 187i and muoh of the coal :road up t~e Selwyn Valley had not 
yet been 'plletalled. .t\ few de.ys later a. party of Christchurch men 
who had insp_ected Hart's m1nf! returned with glowing accounts of 
almost everything they saw, except the roads,. The-seam was wid.-.; 
the ooal of better quality., .ttwn tons were being produced daily and 
the coal was being used·extens1vely on the plains and was frequent~ 
ly carted to t_ne Selwyn railway station where it had a ready sale 
at £2 per ton. Very rosy ,hopes were expressed for the "future If 
the roads were better and a Thomson road steamer could be used for ., 
2 ~ 
carting the coal. The neighbouring plains, the city of Christ-
church, the town of Lyttelton and the nume~us ships which called 
there could then all be supplied! 
When von Haast returned.to Ctp:tistchurch his preliminary 
report on the Malvern Hills3 with pract'ical suggestions for t hei:r 
development was laid on th~ table or the Provincial Countil on 




"The Press," December 9,• 1870. 
Ibid, December 12,1870. · 
Journal Proceedings of Canterbury Provincial Council, JulyJB~ 
1871 •. 
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of the coalfields. The most interesting feature of the report, 
perhaps, is the.t von Haast shows clearly that there were two 
entirely different types of ooal available in the Malvern a111s.--
so-called "altered" and nunaltered" coal. The workings at both 
Hart's ~nd Hill's mines were examined, and both of these belonged 
to the "al~erea" coal series. In Hill's drive, particularly, the 
essential characteristics of "altered" coal-bearing areas could be 
clearly seen. The Selwyn Gorge bears many indications of, intense 
volcanic activity and von Haaat suggested that the eruption of 
igneous rocks and their heat and pressure, both during and after 
the deposition of the coal, had caused its 'altered' character.1 
Br this is meant that it had a hard shiny appearance and more 
closely resemble'd anthracite coal than the brown lignite. Another 
explanation of the history of volcanic action is given in the 
2 
"Natural History of Canterbury" "Fissures must have fQrmed 
freely in all directions and liquid rock been injected from 
below, both as vertical walls called 1·dykes t or as more or leas 
horizontal sheets called 'sills'. The former are particularly 
common in the Malvern Hills where coal has been frequently 
altered by their agency, and the same area furnishes excellent 
examples of sills, such as the great sill of the aeheron ••••" 
Between von Haast and Hector a wide divergence of judgment existed 
on Malvern Hills coal, since the latter would scarcely agree that 
tb,e "altered" and "unaltered" coal bearing areas were so clearly 





Some time before von Haast's visit Hill had begun to sink 
J. von Haast op.,oit. Pft140.~ ' " 79 Speight, Wa.li & .1.,aing, Natural History of Canterbury P. • 
Appendix to Journ. of House of Reps., 1873, VolII, ElO, P.30-3l 
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a shaft down to the coal seams so,ne distance awa-, from the mouth 
of his drive. .After driving to a depth of 45 feet the coal 
measures bad bee~~eaohed, but Hill was unable to continue the 
work because of inadequate equipment •. for lifting the water from 
the shaft. 1 It was a bad sign. 
the Selwyn,aa was Hart's min~ also. 
The shaft was fairly close.to 
Once t be workings got below 
the level of the river both these mines were doomed. One res1den1 
remembers seeing his father up to his armpits in water in Hart's 
mine in tb.e 1 70 1s. This mine was sometimes called "Hant•, 
Folly•, 2 ·no doubt much more because of this danger of flooding 
than because of the quality of coal produced, which was, perhaps, 
the best ever dug from the Malvern Hilla. 
During his stay at Se~wyn Gorge von Haast carefully examined 
the extent of the 'altered coal' outliers, and oons:t'de:rEld that the 
total field was approximately two miles long and half a mile wide 
so that there was a square mile over which workable seams might be 
expected.8 He estimated that poss1b1f 3,000,000 tons of coal 
existed in this area, but at the same time issued a cautionary 
note that the amount available might be considerably less than 
this, perhaps only half, if the igneous rocks existed among the 
coal measures. None the less, he consldered that the province 
could obtain 20,000 tons annually for 75 years. Unfortunately 
it was subsequently proved that the seams of altered coal .were 
very much more broken by volcanic activity than von Haast had 
thought. 'Altered' seams in this region were in the main isolated 




J. von Baast, op.c1t., P.140. 
"The Press", Februar~ 2,. 1871, "A V1s1 t to 'Ma;Lvern Hills 
Coalfields• 
J. von Haast, op.ctt., P.141. 
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times dwindling away to a size too ·small for prof1table working. 
A very small portion of the quantity of coal von Haast had hop~d 
for was ever gained. 
The 1altered' coal seams existed in the Selwyn Gorge district 
and in a very small area among the pe.leozo1c and porphyritic rocks. 
But the •unaltered' series of coal seams was to have fa:r more 
promising and later prQduct1ve results. These seam$ began on the 
banks of the Hawkins near Sheffield, where Jebson 1 s mine had been 
working for seven years, and continued in an almost unbroken line, 
except where broken through by the Selwyn and its tributaries, 
to the Hororata River. By following this line for a distance of 
approximately 16 miles., (1.e. right through the centre of tb.e 
Malvern Hills district), von Haast found brown coal "more or less 
exposed in 22 different localities, in deep gullies, in land slips, 
and in tb.e lower gorges and banks of the r1vera,"1 and 1n some 
cases the indications of ooal measures were followed up and 
exposed with pick and spade. In Surveyors I Gully, the valley of 
a small tributary of the Selwyn (which runs up in a north-westerly 
direction from the present township of Glentunnell, the richest 
seams were found. There is some· doubt as to who actually 'found 1 
this seam which later developed the most profitable workings 
in tb.e Malvern Hills in the period under consideration. Von 
2 
Haast indicates that he discovered it; but it seems certain that 
James Mcllraith, manager of Homebush station, was with von Haast 
at .the time of the survey, though the date given by one authority 
3 
(1872) is inaccurate. It 1s possible that Mcilraith knew of the: 
1. J, von Haast, op.cit. F.138. 
2. Ibid. P.138. . 
3. Handbook of ~.z. Miles (1887) Part II, P,31•32. 
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seam before it was investigated. Several local residents, 
however, claim that the Surveyors' Gully seam was discovered by 
Fred. Bull Senr., wbo, as a stock.man at Homebush, saw the outcrop 
of coal in a land-slip when he was looking for cattle after heavy 
rain. It was known that coal seams existed in quite a m1mber 
of places1 before von Haast•s su~vey and it is at least possible 
that Surveyors' Gully was one of these. 
As a res~lt of this survey von Haast ·estimated that the 
possible yield from the Surveyors' Gully field would be 
approximately 3,000,000 tons, all of which could be obtained 
level free. He therefore recommended that the railway line be 
contin:ued from Rolleston railwa•y station to the Surveyors' Gully 
creek which would be right in the centre of the coalyfields and 
would give ready access to Hart~s and H111 1s mines as well as 
to those on the Homebush property. Von Has.at also foresaw the 
possibilities of wide areas of plains being opened up in this way. 
Such a railway line would materially benefit the settlers 1n the 
Selwyn Valley' and would also cont.ribute to the progress of the 
2 Hororata and Upper Rakaia district. 
Survetprs 1 Gull,Y• The Homebush mine was opened on March 7, 
1872. There was an official opening ceremony, and David McMillan, 
of Darfield, remembers being taken by his father as a very small 
boy, and being left in the manuka scrub tor shelter from a cold 
wind, while Mrs. Deans, a remarka,2,lY capable and energetic woman, 
1. R. Speight, •oeology or Malvern Htlls•, 1928, Page 17. 
2. J. von Haast, op.cit., F.144-5. 
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went into the mouth of the mine to strike ofi' a piece of coal to 
celebrate- the oceas ion. However, it was some t :ime be fore the 
V 
mine produced coal 1n any great quantity. There were two main 
reasons fbr this -- .first, the difficulties of ~ccess up a rough 
valley 1~ miles from the main road, which were intensified when 
a local property owner would not allow access to the valley except 
on payment of a high royalty rate; amd secondly, Mcilraith waited 
to commence full production till he was sure of a railway line, 
at least to Surveyors' Gully. A. correspondent from Hororata 
wrote at this time that the Homebush mine was waiting for the 
certainty of a tramway and that Hart I s coalpit s were still 
supplying allcomers, though the coal had been s:naller in size 
than usual. However, t~ mip.ers were anticipating an increased 
supply. 1 There is nothing_ to equal the optimism of miners when 
they are almost "on the coal. u 
About three months after the mine was opened a huge block 
of coal weighing 1 ton 3· cwt., which measured seven feet long, 
three feet wide, and two feet deep, was cut out £rom Surveyors' 
Gully mine, carted down to Christchurch, and presented to the 
2 
Museum. 
Unf'ortu.nately, it was reported that the donor was M.B. He.rt, 
who had ~xpressed great pleasure in making the presentation, 
which he hoped would be a practical testimony to the "enormous 
mineral wealth in the district. 11 The next day, however, a 
correction came from von Haast who stated that tm coal was not 
from Hart 1 s estate but from Deans 1 s, that the donor was James 
1. 
2. 
"The , Press, n 
Ibid, 
December 11, 1871. 
May 14, 1872. 
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Kcilraith, not K. B, Hart, and that the coal was not equal 1n 
qual1tJ to that of' New South Wales but was or good quality and 
younger origin. He pointed out, also, that tqe railway to the 
coal-bear1ng d1str1ct oould not be built in ~ne day since the 
necessary mater1als had to be brought from the other side of' the 
.:.L 
globe. At t b.e end of' t h1s year ldcilra1 th was carting t,rie coal 
out to the government road (a distance of about 2 miles) where 1t 
could be purchased at 16/- a ton •. A local observer, judged 
that it would not stand the weather as well as Hart's coal, 2 
a just1r.1able criticism because Homebush. l1gn1&e was a much softer 
coal. 
'!'he other reason for delay in production., the problem of 
access to Homebush .m'l!n.9,was a major one •. In 1873 Mcllraith 
began to make plans for a coal tramway to carry the coal down t b.e 
gully to the main roadway. But the owner of land which stretched 
across the valley was prepared to give access only in feturn for 
a substantial royalty. Some doubt exists as to who the owner 
was, but there seems no reason for this~ A correspondent to the 
"Press" suggested that ·it was Jebson, 3 perhaps because it was 
considered that he would wish to retain, as far as poss1 ble, a 
coal monopoly. Jebson immediately corrected this statement, 
4 
naming the owner as J. B. Sheath, and pointing out also that he 
had no connection at all with the Jebsona who worked at Sheath's 






seotion, t,houe;.):1 another man.. suggested" was Thomas Thacker4 
May 15, 1872. 
December 9, 1872. 
August 9, 1873. 
September 3, 187a. 
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who owned land and a sod cottage on the western side of Surveyors' 
Gully olose to tbe present railway line. The reasbn for a 
measure of uncertainty is that there were at least tw&lve maps of 
the district some ot which did not agree on details, and the 
confus1on was particularly difficult 1n this gully.1 If the coal 
tramway were to pass through his property Sheath demanded a way• 
leave rate of 2/6 per ton and therefore, in order to avoid what 
appeared to be an excessive charge, M0.Ilraitn commissioned W, B. 
Bray to s:urvey a tunnel through t b.e hill adjoining this seotiop.2 
This tunnel, estimated at 12-13 chains long, was cut through in a 
year at an estimated cost of £700-£800. To the right of· the' 
old tramway road, up the gully and across s~ampy ground, the 
entrance to th1s tunnel may still be seen, though much of it 
has now fallen in. It was abandoned in 1884·., after being used 
for about ten years, when John Deans obtained possession of the 
disputed section. 
Yet another prominent scientist visited Malvern Hills in 
1873~ Captain F. w. Hutton. His report3 is brief and sketchy, 
possibly because Hector and von Haast had a~ready made careful 
surveys, and to their work-he makes reference. Hutton considered 
the Malvern coal inferior to several other New Zealand coals 
but the access1b111ty or the area and its proximity to Christahuroh; 





Since- so manz reports 'b..a.d been made of- the 11 ep.ormous• ex.tent ,. 
Ibid. June 3, 1875. 
Handbook of N,Z. M1.ne.s, 1887, P.31-32. 
Hutton, "Repftrt on Geology or North-Bastern Portion of the 
South Island 1873. fages 27-58. 
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of the Malvern Hills coalfields, the Provincial Council set up, 
in 1873, a seleot coal supply committee to receive evidence ·regard-
ing the amount of coal available. 1 Prominent members of the 
Committee were Maude, Hayhurst, Inglis, Marshall, Peacock and 
Bluett and among those called to give evidence or present papers 
were Colonel Brett, von Haast, Jebson, Bart and Mcllra1th. The 
report of the committee was produced and read in the Provincial 
2 Council on June 6th, 1873. One mine owner, possibly Mcilraith, 
said in evidence "I call mine a brown coal. I have had a goo~ 
demand for it. I sold the coal at 16/- a ton delivered one mile 
and a half from the pit's mouth.. I think that, with a f' air demand 
I could _deliver it at the· pit mouth. for 12/- a ton ••. Drays were 
coming a d1st$nce of ZO and 30 miles to get it • • • If we bad a 
road we could get coal enough to supply all Christchurch, provided 
it takes and we can get men t~ work it.R3 However, the present 
railway lines in course of construction were oonsidered adequate 
for the need and a suggestion of a further line from Racecourse 
Hill to Ben Mohr met with decided opposition from von Haast, who 
seriously questioned the evidence of some of the coal-proprietors, 
and it was suggested that Hector and Hutton should be asked to 
give further evidence. The difference of opinion was part'ioularly 
4 
sharp between von Haast and Jebson, -- the oldcclash between the 
1 practical' man on the spot and the 'sc!entif'ic·' man in the 
labo,ator:y. Subsequent years were to prove t,hat the scientific 
1. Journal of Proceedings of Canty. Provincial Couneil 1 May,7; 
1873. 
2. Ib1d. June 6, 1873. 
3. •official Handbook of New Zealand•1 published 1875, edited 
J. Vogel, Page 133. 
4. H. F. von Haast, op.cit. P.526 and 664. 
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man, remote from the scene but not from its realities, was right. 
Steventon, Rookwood and Sheath's Row. At the end of the same 
year the name of another mine was added, that of "Steventon~ where 
workings were begun under George Scott, who managed the mine for 
the Cordy brothers, owners or Steventon after Hill. The coal was 
advertised at 18/- a ton at the pit-head and there was reported 
to be a good aupply. 1 Mining operations, SQme large, some small, 
some temporary and some permanent and profitable, were now 
commencing in a number of places. In 1874, near Rockwood, coal 
of a payable ktnd was found by William Smart, a mining engineer, 
• and the mine was called I Brockleigh1 • The seam varied .:Crom six 
2 feet to three feet in thickness ~nd was almost perpendicular. 
Another mining enthusiast' who deserves mention was w-. ("Cabbage•) 
Wilson, of Christchurch, who discovered coal in the Steventon creek 
in 18783,_very close to where the Whitecliffs mine was dr~ven 
shortly afterwards. As some of these mines were a considerable 
distance from Whitecllffs township and across tb.e Selwyn r*ver, 
a number of miners rode on horseback to their work. A well-known 
resident of early South Malvern who bad the task of carting coal 
across the river in drays was William Leeming. 
Miners were also at work at Sheath's Row, in the Selwyn River 
just at the entrance to Surveyors' Gully. Heaps of rubble long 
since covered with weeds and grass are all that remain to-day of 
a site that once possessed an overhead bridge and much valuable 
mining and pumping equipment and boasted a row of box-like cottages 
which were later shifted to Glentunnel township. Earl:,: in 1875 
1. "The Press•, November_22, 1873. 
2. Handbook of N.Z. Mines,_1887, Part II, P.31-32. 
3. Ibid. 
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a report from Jebson, 1 (Uot to be confused with John Jebson, of' 
Sheffield}, stated that an 80 f't. sha:f't had been sunk Into the 
bed of the Selwyn River, and that coal six feet thick had been 
found, which 1t was estimated w.ould yield 7,200 tons to the acre. 
The shaft was too close to tb.e Selwyn River, however, and the mine 
had to contend with the possibility- of flooding, and required 
expensive pumping equipment. L~ter, 1n 1879, Wallsend Mine, as 
it was officially called, was sub-let to Cummings and Company who 
bad a contract to raise 6,000 tons of coal from it.2 1n 1aa2 
after some years of working the total tonnage won from this mine 
3 
had been only 3,478 tons. Two factors settled the fate of' 
Wallsend -- one, the excessive quantities of water which had to 
be pumped out of the shaft, and the other that the workings extend-
ed under the railway and endangered it. 
Homebush Workings. Since ~mebush Mi~e was by far the most 
important and productive at that time it deserves some closer 
1nvest1gati6n. When the tunnel was out in 1874 a tramway was 
laid, with light iron rails on a 2f't.6 inches gauge, from the 
scene of the workings to tbe pottery works and the tip head, a 
distance of about l½ m1les. 4 On this tramway the coal was carried 
in wooden hutches, or "boxes•, as the miners called them, eaoh of 
which contained a balf'-ton of coal. They ._,ere hauled up to the 
workings by horses at first, .. then for a short period by a small 
steam engine, and then l~tterly by horses again. When the full 
9 boxes" of coal were brought down the steep slope on which the 
seams were si.tuated it was neoessar1 for the trucker to "sprag•t 
1. 1The Press", January 9, 1875. • •. 
2. Appendix to Journal of House of Reps. 1879, Vol.II, H.16. P.15. 
3. Ibid, 1882t Vol~II, H.13. F.25. . 
4. Handbook or N.Z. Mines, 1887, fart II, Pages 31-32. 
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the wheels of some of the boxes, (1.e. push a, strong manuka stick 
" . 
through the spokes), ~n order to check their progress. Once on 
the flat valley the coal was hauJe d by horses to the pottery-works, 
either to be used for heating the brick-kilns or to be sent by rail 
to Christchurch, once the railway was completed. 
The principal workings of the. old Home bush mine are on the 
eaatern side of Surveyors' Gully. 1 Blackberry bus hea are now: 
rapidly closing in on what was once a scene of great activity. 
Several seams could be traced on both sides of the valley, 1n 
accordance with von Haast' s theory that_ coal &xisted in an almost 
2 
unbroken line from the Hawkins River to the Hororata. Ttte main 
seam on the eastern side of the gully was almost 7 feet thick 
and was worked extensively for about 40 chains along the strike, 
about S-'chains to the d1p and 9 chains :bo the rise. Latterly the 
coal in the r1sES grew t bin and stone developed in the dip, but it 
was no doubt one of the most productive seams. It was familiarly 
called the "Old Seven Foot·". Just above it was a seam 3 feet 
6 inches also worked considerably and about 40 feet higher up the 
valley was the "Engine, seam -- 5 feet thick. This. had also 
been mined very extensively and though it had develoued stone 
latterly, there was still a large field of good u~worked coal 
which had to be left behind when it caught fire spontaneously. 
On the western side of the gully the uppermost seam was 
called the acoronation• ana wa~ 4 feet thick when worked, but 
a1so proved unsatisfactory because stone was encouptered. A 
short distance above this another· seam occurred of' similar 
l. Speight, op.cit. F.20-24. 
2. J von Haast op.cit. fage 143/ and " J; von Haast''Report on Geolog or Malvern Hilla October 
1871, Map. • 88. 
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thickness but not of ver7 great extent. 
Then came the well-known "Smithy" seam, 3 feet 6 inches, 
or more in width, which was thought to be a continuation of the 
3 feet 6 1ncqes-.-seam above the "Old Seven Foot" on the other side 
of the gully. Below this again was a small seam, only about 
2 feet, which ~id not appear opposite and therefore it was thought 
that it probably passed into the "Old Seven Foot•. Another 
3 foot 6 inches .seam was worked below the "Smithy" at a short 
distance. However, when follQwed, it closed up rapidly towards 
the ttsm1thy9 seam so that these two seams probably represented 
aspl1tt1ng of the •01d Seven Foot• and the smaller 2 feet seem 
may have belonged to the same bed. 
At first only two seams were worked on the eastern side, the 
3 feet 6 inches seam and the 7 feet seam, under Moilraith as 
§eneral manager and Thomas Brown, a br~ad and canny Soot, as mine 
manager. Tbe output in 1876 was appr·oximately 200 tons a month. 
An official report 1n 1882 gave the following details -- the total 
output tor 1881 had been 5,673 tons of ooal and 260 tons of alack. 
Fourteen men were employed. 
l 
been 25,995 tons. 
The t.otal output to date (1882) had 
The cost of coal varied at this time from about 16/- to £l 
a ton. Hart's coal was advertised at 16/- in 1870~ 2 Homebush 
~ Colliery charged 16/• in 1873 for coal delivered to the main road, 
Steventon in the same year offered coal at lS/• a ton.4 For 
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Ibid: November 22, 1872. 
P.25. 
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cutting out the coal the m1aer was paid 8/• a day. At the same 
period carpenters earned 10/- a day and a boy on a farm a/- to 12/-, 
a· week (including "keep". )1 
The Pottery Industry: An important industry which developed 
side by s1de with coal-mining was that ot brick-making. The 
Malvern Hills district was almost ideal for pottery works since 
plentiful supplies of both red and fire-clays of excellent quality 
occurred 1n close prox1m1ty to the coal mines. In his report·von 
Haaat made special reference to the fire-clays available in the 
district, and realised their eoonom1c importance. "In the younger 
2 
paleozoic rocks," he sa~d, "1n connection with sgs.ly beds and con-
glomerates, as for instance 1n the Malvern Hills, there occur some 
~ndurated clays (shales) whlch in time to come will doubtless be 
extensively used by the potter. There are some fine fire-clays 1~ 
connection with the former for ornamental work (terra-cotta) and 
' 
:Cor- more general purposes, such as. drainage pipes, .earthenware, 
f1re-br1oks and many other objects which formerly had all to be 
1mporte~ from the home country.," 
At·a later date John Deans sent samples of the Homebush clay 
to a firm of manufacturers 1n Liverpool and received a report from 
them that "tor taking salt glaze the clay was as good as any of its 
vlass they had seen., and they only wished that they bad a similar 
clay on their i;lremises. 03 
The potters were not long on coming to the Selwyn Valley, 
using the coal won .frolt! the surr.oundi ng hills to heat their fur-
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l 'industry• was reported· in the di~trtct, that of br1ck-me.k1ng. 
John Hobbs, ot Whiteclitts, having found suitable clay on b1a land, 
bad put up a large shed for drying the bricks and a pug-mill tor 
preparing the clay. It is by no means certain that this was the 
first pottery works in the district, f9r it has been claimed that 
the Homebush works were commenced 1n 1870.2 But sinQ, the Home-
bush mine was not producing coal at this time, 1t seems likely 
that the pottery commenced later than this. The Homebush factory 
was an extensive brick building with two large kilns attached, and 
up to 1887 between £4,000 and £5,000 had been expended on the 
. 3 
factory and the necessary machinery. 
Several attempts at pottery work 1n the South Malvern district 
were abortive and had·a short history. Apart from Hobbs other 
name~ connected with the industry were Ford and Ogden and Thomas 
Condliffe. Ford and Ogden's factory was commodious and well 
established in the 1 80 1 s and provided work, both 1n the factory 
and in getting clay, for a considerable number of men -- at times 
between 20 and 30. There was at this time grea·t ac't1v1 ty on 1'he 
hills1des4 behind where the South Malvern railway station now 
stands mainly in getting supplies of clay and ganister for the 
adjacent pottery works. 
When Ford and Ogden I s .factory was bought out by Sir Henry 
W1gram,and closed down,a great industry was lost to the South 
Malvern township. A man who COD1J:llenced a small terra-cotta works 
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as a modeller of very good class, was Thomas Condliffe. Re made 
small quantities of fancy pottery and used a horse to drive his 
pug •mill and to cart h1s ware to the Whiteoliffs Station. A 
horse-driven 1pug-m111 1 was also used at Homebush for a number ot 
years. 
This new_industry, like that of coal-mining, was not long 1n 
being recognised 1n Cbristohurch. On December 5, 1872, 1t was 
proposed in the Provincial Counoil~by S.f. Andrews that a sum of 
£250 be offered under suitable conditions to the first person in 
the Province who manufactured fire-bricks, chimney pots, and glaze(!i 
drain pipes to the value of not less than £2,000. 1 In addition to 
the pottery works established in the South Malvern district by 
1880, considerable quant1t1es of clay were sent to such Christ~ 
church firms as I.B. CSheath, 9:nd Austin and Kirk, •bare· drain 
pipes, preserving jars, vases and other wares were made. When 
writing a report of the Local Industries E.xh1b1t1on held at Cbrist-
2 ' 
church in 1880 Edward Wakefield said that pottery ware was among 
the most important exhibits and that 150 persons were now employed 
1n such manufacture 1n tl:le province. 
:Many s1gn1.f1cant ctianges had taken place in this small dis-
trict since Lady Barker_wrote :Ci\em the peaceful surroundings at. 
Steventon in 1867. Then. only the note of the weka, or the bleat-
1ng of sheep at shearing time, disturbed the stillness. Ten yearq 
later miners were riding across the Selwyn to work in the numerous 
mines at Wh.1teol1frs, others were walking or riding .up Surveyors• 
·l.. Journal Proceedings of Provincial Council, Dec. 5, 1872. 
2. Appendix to J .H.R., 1880, Vol. II, H. 22, p. 137-9. 
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Gully, others pumping water out of Sheath's Row. i.number of men 
were making bricks and stoking furnaces and others were cutting 
out clay. Th.ere were new settlers and muoh act1v1ty. Buildings 
were·going up 1n the Selwyn Valley. Two factors, above others, 
helped at length to make these new. settlers into a strong 00mmun1t7· 
!!'he first was the speedy construction of roads and bridges and a 
railway in the 170 1 a to end the days o:f isolation. Tb.e other was 
the building of a place tor concerts, bands, dances, ch~ch ser-
vices -- the expression of community life. In those early days 
such a building 1tas nearly always the public school. 
+++++++++++ 
CHAPTER III. 60. 
"COAL. TRACKS" 
RAILWAY, ROADS, BRIDGES, PUBLIC WORKS, 1870-1880. 
A new period began in the district of South Malvern 1n 1870 
when ~iners discovered coal 1n the dull, scrub-covered hills on 
whicJl sheep and cattle had grazed since the 150 •s. For the next 
few years the'r.e was continual agitation by letters, and by personal, 
approach.ea to loo al bodies and to Government off'icials to· open up 
the wealth of the Malvern Hills to the p~ople of Oanterbux,-. 
No one took a more determined stand in the campaign fo"r a 
railway than did E. Jerningham Wakefield, a br~'ther of the colon-
iser and of the colonel killed at Wairau, wh( .. ~as affectionately 
known to veey- early settlers in South Malvern as "Teddy". He 
was cormeoted w1 th the history of this district from the verr 
early times and an old Coalgate family will proudly show an 
engineer's hammer which he presented to Kenneth Wilson -- and a 
beer-jarJ In 1952 he assisted Cridland and Lyon to make an 
investigation of the first coal seams found at Homebush1 , and· 
from that time was actively interested in tbe progress of the 
district tor at least 25 years. 
After Von Haast hid made his thorough. investigation of the 
Malvern Hills in 18~0-~l he made three alternative •uggestions for 
railway rou tea • The first -was that the southern branch of tb.e 
Malvern Hills line should reacti as far as Su:rveyors 1 Gully, and 
thus give aocess to Homebusb am Hart's Pits, as well as ia a 
wide ar~a of surrounding country, which would be opened tip. He 
also suggested a line r1g..~t up to Hart's Flat a:ai across the 
1. 11 The Press", February a, 1871. 
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ne~rby saddle to Russell's Flat, eventually to open up the Kowhai 
district. The third suggested railway was to skirt the Malvern 
Hills from the central statiob at Surveyor's Oully proceeding 
towards Jebsom•s ·mine am so on to the Kowhai. Ultimately only 
the first suggestion proved 1n any measure satisfactory, but von 
Haast •s recommendations were an important factor in obtaining a 
ra11road to the Malvern Hills coalfields. 
Later the same year Wakefield wrote a trenchant criticism of 
railway and cartage costs. At this time coal w.as taken r rom 
Hart's mine to Rolleaton in drays to ~ railed to Christchurch. 
Wakefield claimed that the freight charges were so heavy (24/- a 
ton cartage to Rolleston and 13/6 a ton railage and wharfage) that 
the coal, though superior, as he considered, to· the New South 
Wales prod.uct, could not possibly compete with it on the same 
market. Further, Wakefield pointed out that tb:l distanoe from 
Hart 1s Pits to Rolleston was only 28 miles, that there was a 
railway reserve for the whole of the distance so that not an acre 
of 18.IXl needed. to be purchased, and, since tb.e Waireka and· tb.e 
Hawkins rivers were dry most of the year and would be easily 
bridged,. there were no major eng.1..ne-erins d1ff1cul ties. He hoped 
that, if' a liep t railway were construe ted, the coal could be 
brought to Christchurch at an estimated cost of 17/2 a ton. 1 
In the following year George Bart, in 8ft ad.dress to electors 
.. 
in the Coleridge electorate, took up .the attack, when he gave 
assurance that valuable districts like the Malvern Hills, abou.ndine , . 
in m1n~ral wealth, would as soon aa possible be• placed in 
1. 11 The Press", December 13, 1870. 
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communication with the railway system.1 Later in the same year 
an official report on railway communication with the Malvern Hills 
was· presented to the House of Repr~sentatives by w. B. Bray, 
together with supporting evidence from Hart and Jebson. 2 In his 
report Bray stressed the ad vi sabili ty of!. a railway line in order 
to bring coal to the Canterbury consumer at a moderate cost and 
thus check the drain of £25,000 sent annually out of the province 
f,,,r the purchase of co al. The total amount of coal imported in 
\ 
1870, he claimed, had been 201 698 tons and Hart and Jebson alone 
could supply 80 to 1oo·tons daily of good quality coal, which 
could be us~d for all the province and tor visiting ships, and 
which would be obtained from places that were easily accessible. 
Railway lines had bean reserved, the report went on to show, to 
both these collieries and preliminary surveys had already been 
carried out • On the northern line the terminus would be near 
the Kowha1 at adistanoe of 32 miles from Rolleston, and the 
sot.them. line would branch off at Colonel Brett 1s and run in a 
westerly direction approximately 14¾ miles to the proposed term1nu~ 
at Surveyors 1 Gt.tlly. Bray reconnnended, .als~, that the line 
could profitably be continued 2i miles further up the Selwyn ValleJ 
so that Hart's and Hill's mines could be better served. 
Another methild of carting the coal to Christchurch, re~eived 
with favour arxl enthusiasm, was by means of the Thomson road 
steam.er. 3 These huge englnes had caused great excitement on 
their arrival in the province but they were never very sat1sfactcry: 
l. Ibid, January 19, 1871. 
2. Appendix to Journal of House ot Representatives, 1871. 
D-2a, Pages 4 & 5 and D-6b Page 50. 
3. The Press, December ·12, 1870. 
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for hauling on the plains., and, just at this time, a long letter 
in support of the Malvern Hills railway paints a dismal picture 
of the future of the Thomson engine. 1 I:t would never get past 
Colonel Brett's and certainly could not cross the Hawkins or the 
Wairekal The .final story of the Thom.son steamer was told two 
days later and ended in amusing ana. pathetic failure. In a 
trip to oarcy gt'ain fl'om Colonel Brett's to Rolleston the engine 
had broken down several times, and in addition had used 800 gallon~ 
of watel", all of whioh had to be carted long distances aoros~ the 
plai t).s in drays. 2 
In the meantime the support for a railroad continued. An 
important factor which speeded up the public demand was the 
amount of money which was sent out of the country a.rmual~y to pay 
for coal.3 In 1874-5 a total of 66.,904 tons of imported coal 
were received at Lyttelton. 4 At a time when there were growing 
unemployment problems the value of the coal indus'try to the 
provinc~ was also a consideration. Once again E. J. Waksfield 
waged literary warfare for the construction of a railway to 
Malvern lil.lls, 5 supporting his argument by the Prominoial Council 
Resolution of November 1870, which had provided that under the 
pl'ovisions of the Immigration and Public Works Act, 1870, railway 
lines should be constructed to Malvern Hills and to Oxford. In 
November 1870., and again in July 1871 railway extension to both 
,Elaces was considered by the Provincial Council. 6 As a result 
l. Ibid, May 29, 1871. 
2. Ibid, May 31, 1871. 
3. Appendi• to J.H.R., 1871, D-6B Page 50, Report of W.B.Bray. 
4. Ibid, 1875A Vol.II., H•27A, Page 2. 
5. nThe Press , May 30, 1871. 
6. Journal Proceedings of Provincial Council, July 20, 1871, P.19. 
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of these works, Wa)cefield claimed great benefit would be given to 
the poor and unemployed, who were friling the burden of the finan-
cial depressi~n whioh gripped the province in the early 170 1s. 
At a meeting of unemployed at Gloucester Street in September, 
1870, 80 men had registered 1p one day. 1 Wakefield suggested alsQ 
that a public meeting should be called, to which all Canterbury 
members of both Houses should be invited, and urged a light 
railway right up the Selwyn Gorge to the Thirteen Mile bush to 
bring down black birch sleepers for railway con~truct1on work • 
.Public s~pport fbr Wakerield was not lacking, tor in July,, 1871, 
"Onlooker" wrote that he had watched two enormous trains, heavily 
laden with coal trucks, arriving at Christchurch from Lyttelton 
and would have found the sisµt much more gratifying if they had 
been reaching Ohristohuron fran- the inter1or. 2 It must have 
given some encouragement to these men t~ know that a sum or 
£10,000 was on the Estimates for the year ending Segtember 30, 
18'72, fdtr tbe Malvern Hills ra.1.lway. 3 Sensational news for. an 
interested pub11·c was provided when two reports appeared concern-
ing gold discoveries in the Malvern Hills.4 Fortunately, it 
appears that no one took the news seriously! 
A year later, the fJ.rs t schedule of the Rolleston-MaJ.vern 
Hills railway was publ1shed5 with provision for two branch lines, 
the northern to serve Jebson's colliery and the southern to run to 
a point in close proximity to Hart's mine. ~careely a month 
later it was reported that the line was already s·taked out,. . that . 
I 
l. "The Pressn, September 22, 1870. 
2. Ibid., July 15, 1871. 
3. Journal Proceedings of Prov. Council,. 1872., Appropriation 
Accounts to September 30, 1872, page 5. 
4. "The Press", April 25, & August 15, 1871. 
5. N.Z. Gazette~ 187ij, April 6, page 216. 
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over half the sections were finished and that fifteen miles 9t 
tracings would be ready for the E~gineer-in-chief within a few 
l 
days. Some indication of progress was made when on August 2, 
1872, tenders wel"i9.called for eleven miles of the Rol1eston-Malver~ 
Hills railway. 2 
It was some progress, but it was by no means enough. For 
.,_.,.., 
in 1873 the priee of Australian coal was £3 a ton,~labour disorder~ 
and strikes in New South Wales caused Canterbury settle.re to fear 
that the price would rise much higher3 and therefore it became a 
matter of great urgency to speed up the construction of a railway 
to Malvern Hills. In February, 1873 a crowded meeting was held 
in tho Oddfellows Hall, in Christchurch, to ui""Se that this work 
be completed as quickly as possible. It was such a day as local 
miners had hopEd for, beQause the Christchurch public seemed solid• 
ly behind them. A resolution was passed urging the government 
to press on with all speed in providing a railway and increased 
wharfage at Lyttelton. In tb.e general enthusiasm which prevailed 
the local coal proprietors passed the bounds of wisdom in making 
amazing and impossible promises. Jebson said that there was coal 
from the Waimakariri River to the Rakaia, which there certainly 
was•, but much of 1 t in small and unprofitable seams, sometimes or 
very inferior quality. Sheath, however, seoon:led the motion, and 
Hart proclaimed the day one of the proudest of his life, the 
1. "The Press", May 8, 1872. 
2. Ibid, August 2, 1872. 
3. Ibid, February 10, 1873. 
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grand· consummation of sixteen years of labour to bring Malvern 
Bills ~oal before the notice of the public. He was "perfectly 
prepared to supply all Canterbury'', ar:d wbuld promise to produce 
1 the coal in Christchurch for "say 30/- a ton". 
It seems at this time that, in spite of the reoommendations 
of von Haast and Bray, it was intended that the railway should 
terminate at Surveyors• Gully, and not be extended to Wh1tecl1ffs. 
A deputation or local residents found this to be still the case 
when, in March, 1873, they waited on the Minister for Public Works 
who recommended that all concerned shou.-ldg&-~ an ordnance passed 
through the Provincial Council so that the line could be continued 
2 
to W.1lson~s Point. This was a place some distance up the Selwyn 
Valley from where Whiteoliffs station now stands, at whiQh lime-
stone was prepared in the early days. It was probably named afte11 
W. Wilson of Chris'tchurch, who carried out mining work in that 
district very early. The petition, which provided for the 
northern branch of the line to be extended to Porter's Pass and 
the southern to Hart's and Hill's mines, was presented in the 
Pvovincial Council 6n May 8 by Hon. E. Richardson.3 
For the southern branch of the railway the tender of J. 
Taylor for £8,036s 5: 0 was accepted on June 26, 4 and a few days 
later that of E. G. Wright for the Racecourse Bill section at 
£8,147. 5 Soon after this TaTlor, emp~OjTing about thirty men and 
using a large team of horses and about six drays, began ballasting 
at the Whitecliffs terminus where a township had already been 
1. Ibid, February 15, 1873. 
2. Ibid, March 26, 1873. 
3. Journal Proceedings of Provincial Council, May 6, 1873. P.5. 
4. N.Z. Gazette 187·3, Page _404. 




By August 19, a Hororata correspondent wroteAat least 
li miles of the line were formed and Taylor was planning to shift 
h1 s camp nearer to Bluff ( 1. e • Ooalga te) : 1 There were no dif f i -
cult engineering problems, and only a small number of creeks and 
water coursea,.so that by the e:nd of the yea~ it was reported that 
nearly all the Malvern Hills end of the l'ine had been completed.2 
The report that sleepers were being carted from Oxford for bridgina 
in tlB Selwyn Gorge 1s misleading, since the railway bridge ac~oss 
the Selwyn at Whiteoliffs was not built at this time. It may 
refer to timber required for tbe Surveyors' Gully crossing or for 
tt.e Hawkins 01' · Waireka rivers. 
The Malvern (Sheffield) section or the line was co~pleted 
first and dissatisfaction was expressed at the delay in getting 
the Wh1tecl1ffs section finished. On February 5, 1875, the 
tender of Georg9 Holmes for platelaying on tb.e Whitecliffs branch 
was accepted3 and with these operations begun the desired ~nd 
of a railway service to Christchurch was in sight. 
When the work was finally completed the South Ma;t.vern 
residents prepared for the celebratldn of the opening of the line 
with great pleasure and considerable excitement. A special train 
left Christchurch. at 9.45 a.m. on Nov. 3; 1875, for the journey to 
Whitecliffs, where the residents had made extensive preparations 
4 
for its reception. It was a great day for the district. 
Unfgrtunately, tbe weather was unfavourable and the luncheon 
erovided had to be served 1n the railway carriages, but this 
1. "The Press", August 19, 1873. 
2. Ibid, December 22, 1873. 
3. N.Z. Gazette, 1875, Page 130. 
4. "Lyttelton T1mes 11 , November 4, 1875. 
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did not spoil the festive atmosphere. .A.f'ter lunch, with an 
improvement 1n the weather, an inspection was carried out of the 
mining works in the district and. later speecheQ were delivered 
by Sir J. Cracrott Wilson, George Holmes senior, James ·Mcilraith, 
Hart and Wilson. Hol.lnes said, with some truth, that b~t forth~ 
grumbling and persistency of the district the railroad would never 
have reached them. The grumbling had lasted only five years, 
it had carri'ed with it tb9 persistenoy of the local miners, and it 
had peen energetically led in public by E. J. Wakefie·ld, with the 
support of many Cb.ristchur.ch resident·s who wanted cheaper coal.-
The goal was now reached. Very soon spec~al mid-day trains were 
running daily during the grain season to load wheat· from. the 
rapidly progressing district of Hororata. Malvern eoa~ from 
Hart's Pits and Homebush was omits way to Christchurch, but 
never in the quantities that had been hoped for, or promised. 
Scaroelj three months after the opening of the railway an 
accident occurred which the name of. a very sharp bend on the 
Glentunnel-Wh1teol1ffs road still recalls. Early in February, 
1876, the 4 p.m. train to Christchurch had left Wb.1tecl1ffs and 
had reached a point about two miles below the township, where 
both the road am the railway wind round a sharp curve. Here 
the engine am guardsvan left the rails and rolled down the 
embanlonent. An inspector of permanent way was thrown clear but 
was slightly injured, the engine driver escaped unhurt but the 
fireman was badly injured an:l was seriously :tll for some time. 1 
Considerable difficulty was experienced in getting the engine back 
on the line and the sharp bend has ever since been kn9wn. to local 
1. "The Press", February 9 and 10, 1876. 
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residents as "Break-Neck Corner". 
The Wh1tecl1tfs branch line, in this period, frequently 
formed part of wider railway plans. Ever since the discovery of 
l Browning's Bass on May a, 1866, there had been hopes for a rail 
l1n«.. with tb.e West Coast. It does not seem that von Ha.ast had 
any such plan, since the farthest inlan:l terminus sugges,ted in 
his report was at the Kowha1.2 It is certain, however, that the 
West Coast people ware anxious for a railway line as soon as 
possible -- to get the1r·super1or coal to the Canterbury markets 
and to obtain supplies of foodstuffs for their consumers. A 
public meeting was held in Hokitlka soon after ten:iers were called 
for the Wh1taol1ffs line, at wh.ioh, since it was thought that 
Canterbury would probably exteni the Whitecliffs line to the 
icheron, it was suggested that plans should be laid for a West 
Coast railway which would leave the Wh1tecl1ffs line at Homebush 
station and travel along the Rakaia flats. and the Wilberforce to 
Browning's Pass. The total distance to the Pass on this route 
was-, estimated at 68 miles. 3 
In 1878 ~ter a special survey of railways by w. N. Blair, 
enginee;r in charge of railways, a report was presented to the . 
House of Representatives which suggested three alternativ~ routes 
4 for the Whitecliffs-Rakaia Gorge line. One of these would leave 
the Whitecliffs line at Coalga~e and another at Hawkins, but both 
would converge at Ho~orata and follow the same route to the Rakaia 
Gorge. A th.ird line, from Whitecliffs station up the Wakaepa 
river, was not favoured since it involved too steep a grade to the 
!. Bruce, "Ea.riy Days of' Canterburs:", Page 160. 
2. J. von Haast, op.cit., P.146. 
3. "The-Press", May 26, 1873. 
4. Appemdix to Journal House of Reps. 1878, Vol.I, Seot.E-1, P.40. 
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Rakaia gorge area, The 11ne via Coalgate woulq have been 19¼ 
miles in length, and was estimated to cost £91 1 000, while that 
via Hawkins would be 22 miles in length at a cost or £95,000. 
In preference to any of these routes Blair advocated an inland 
rai+way, starting at Oxford and ski~ng the ranges via ~~lvern 
Bills, Ashburton Forks am Geraldine to a junction at Orari. This 
scheme became known as the Canterbury Interior Railway, but the 
only section of it to be oompleted was the Oxford-Sheffield line. 
In 1880 a large railway o~1ss1on1 sounded the death knell of 
the Canterbury Interior line "whicb as a whole we a1together 
oondemn". The Whitecliffs-Rakaia Gorge route was still favoured 
because it would open up the Acheron coal field, and the Wairiri 
Valley ro•te was considered better than that via Hororata, though 
the latter would have given advantage to a lar·ge number of 
settlers. None the less, even in the case of this line the 
commission proposed thtt it be indefinitely postponed, while the 
Coalgate-Temuka route, generally called·the Canterbury Interior 
line, was to be abandoned. A route to the. West Coast "via Home-
bu1hW was still a possibility in 1883 when a further commission 
was set up to investigate the respective claims o! Arthur's Pass 
and the Teremakau Valley ( Hurunui) • 2 The 1' ormer roJJte was 
eventually chosen, with the Wa1makar1r1 Gorge approach, since 
the latter was sixte~n miles shorter than the suggested diversion 
via Lake Lyndon anl Homebush, and though 1 t presented major 
engineering difficulties, it had the additional advantage of a 
down gradient for the,heav:y West Coast traffic. Thus, for a 
1. Ibid, 1880. Vol. I, ... E-3, Report of Commission, P.l~ & 13. 
2, Ibid, 1883, Vol. II, Sect. ~D.-2a, Page 9, and Map. 
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short period, the Whiteoliffs line had a vttal cot1nection with 
two schemes of railway development, one to Rakaia Gorge with the 
possibility or a .link with the West Coast, and the other running 
a.long the foothills through the heart of Canterbury. The 
importance of the Whitecl~ffs line was never held in question till 
supplies of eoai decreased. 
ncoAL TRACK" ROADS. 
While the railway was bringing South Malvern into closer 
touch with the Canterbury province, roads atd bridges were opening 
up the district itself. Roads were comparatively easy to 
construct in Canterbury because of the level nature of the plains, 
over wnich, in the 170 1s, metalled roads were rapidly forming 
a network. However, very little road-maiing had been done in 
South Malvern up to 1870. A Vlsitor in that year paid scant 
respect to the main Selwyn Valley coal road, 1 only parts of which 
had been metalled at this stage. But 1n the following year 
another visitor travelling to Hart ta Mine hoticed a "new road" 
in the course of construction on the north bank of the Selwyn 
river, which he hoped would greatly facilitate the cartipg of the 
ttblack dismondsn. 2 Three months later an event occurred which 
was to mean much more fo~ the opening up of the district. On 
May 25, 1871, at a special meeting of ratepayers at Homebush 
the first South Malvem Boad Soard was elected.3 The first 
committee members were all prominent figures in early Sout~ 
Malvern -- M. B. Hart (chairman), James Mcilraith, N. Grindrod, 
I. Pole, Kenneth Wilson and D. Manson. The separate existence 
1. "The Press", Dec. 12, ·1870.' 
2. Ibid, February 2, 1871. 
3. South MaJ.vern Road Board, minute.a, 149-7 27, 1871. 
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of the South Malvern road district was ~ecognised in the Canter-
bury Provincial Council on December 11, i8721 and its boundaries 
were constituted in April, 1883. 2 On February 10, 1873, a new 
board was elected on which Mcilra1th bec·sme chairman am John Gunn 
3 
replaced Kenneth Wilson. When a grant of £400 was placee at the 
disposal of the board for the formation of the Selwyn valley coal 
road4 extens1 ve pl$lls were made ror road construction and 
metalling. The Provincial Council gave inspiration and material 
help whenl1t was proposed that immediate steps should be taken to 
send a surveyol.' to the Malvern district for the purpose 6f laying 
out all necessary roads and reserves. 5 It is interesting that 
some very good road work was carried out close to the homes of 
members. Apart from the main coal road, 65 chains were to be 
metalled :I.eastwards :from Manson 's", (down what is now the Coalgate-
GreendaJ.e road), and 12 chains of the "Blut:f' road near Manson•s, n 
(towards tbe Selwyn river). Tenders were also called for 70 
chains of Pole's Road, now called Bush Gully Road. 6 Where no 
plaoe names existed roads were named according to the direction 
which they took :f'ran the nearest property owner. The men who 
drove the shingle drays from the river-bed or from shingle reserve~ 
had a strenuous and monotonous task. Among those men who made 
the roads in South Malvern were John Smith, Kenneth Wil~on, 
w. Reynolds, Thomas Thacker, Ward Robinson,-Jobn Dwyer, William 
Saunders, Alfred Ashton and Fuller. Most of the shingle eontractaj 
1. Journal Proceedings Prov.Cncl., Dec.11, 1872, P.43, 
2. -N.Z. Gazette, 1883, Vol. I, P.533 and 540. 
3. Soµth Malvern Road Board, minutes, February 10, 1873. 
4. Journal Proceedings Prov. Cncl. Dec. 11, 1872, P.44. 
5. Ibid, June 6, 1873, Fage 94. 
6. South Malvern Road Board, minutes, April 2, 1873. 
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were let at about 7/- a oha1n, and 6d. a chain was paid1 fer 
breaking the big stones with a heavy hammer. In 1873 there was 
SO.JD.e evidence of public spirit, when half of Reserve 1288 (at 
Glentunnel) was set aside for a recreation ground. 2 At the same 
meeting plans were made for the bridging ot Surveyors 1 Gully creek 
nth heavy totara •stringers•. Later,- when one of these fell 
into the deep gull7, it 1s claimed that Hugh Bro1'n, an ~arly 
settler, carried it up on his back. The contract for the first 
bridge across the Wa1an1wan1wa (\Yaireka) stream was let at £385, 
With an additional £30 for carting 12 iron-bark piles from 
Lyttelton. 
But there were still no bridges across the Selwyn to Horo-
rata, or to \Yairiri Valley ( some'sJ.times called Swamp !'toad), or at 
Whitecl1ffs, though cuttings bad been made in the banks of the 
river at Coi.lgate for drays to cross.- .l\t an election ,neeting 
at Hororata in Nov. 1874,3 al·l tbree speakers, J. D. lnys, ,Anson 
and White, promised that they would do all in their power to 
ensure that a bridge was built across the Selwyn at Sel~yn Bluff 
(1.e. Coalgate). Bnys also promised to get the coal roads 
improved and a railway station built at ~elwyn Bluff. But the 
residents at Surveyors' Gully and White Cliffs were not to be 
denied similar advantages. On May 6 a petition was read at a 
meeting of the South Malvern 1'oad 8oard asking the board to exert 
influence w1 th the Frovincial Council to have bridges erected 
across the Selwyn, one opposite Thaoker•s section and th~ other 
~. Ibid, October a, 1874. 
2. Ibid, May 7, 1873. 
3. "The Fress", Novemben 20, 1874. 
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near White Rocks.1 In the following year £1500 appeared on the 
estimates ~r the Provincial Council for a bridge across the Selwyn 
at Surveyors' Gully, 8 in addition to the one already provided for 
at Selwyn Bluff. It was about five years, however, before the 
Surveyors' Gully bridge was built. In A.pril 1875, at a meeting 
in Hororata for J·. Jebaon and w. Wb.iteJ both members of the 
Provincial Council, the latter pointed out that bridges had been 
sought for Surveyors' Gully and Whit~ Cliffs., but that he ti.ad 
urged that the bridge particularly required was at S~lwyn Bluff.3 
A few months later this bridge was commenced and a gang of men 
operating a steam monkey under the direction of an engineer named 
Stokes carried out the work. As soon as the bridge was completed 
an application was received from E. J. WS.kef1eld and Roberta, 
both property holders, for a formed road between the Selwyn bridge 
and the Bluff railway station. 4 1 The request received a 011:c.v and 
definite reply. Sinoe the Rakaia ratepayers would reoeiv~ the 
greatest advantage from the road let them pay for 1t1 
No traffic bridge connected Su~veyor-s' Gully with Wairiri 
Valley unt·il 1880. J. D. Enya .records in bis diary in ~878 
that "Mcilraith drove me via big swamp to Hall's•. 5 The Wair1r1 
Valley was at this time a large swamp, possibly 1000 acres 1n 
extent. To reach the valley residents b.ad to be content with 
the inadequate provision of a cutting into the river until the 
school was built in 1879. Before the school was officially 
1. South Malvern Road Board, minutes, May 6, 1874. 
2. Journal of Proceedings of Prov. Oouncil, 1875, Oemptl'&tive 
Statement Votes & Expenditure, Session XLI, July 1, 1874 -
March 31, 1875. 
3. "The ?resa•, April 5, 18~5. 
4.· South Malvern Road Board, minutes, Feb.~, 1876. 
5. J. D. Enys' Diary, March 19, 1878. 
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opened fears were expressed for the safety or the children from 
1 
Wair1r1 Valley _who bad to cross the Selwyn when it was in flood. 
Some of the children rode on horseback but the risk was still very 
great. Possibly because of this.the bridge was butit at 
Surveyors• Gully in 1880., about a year af'ter the· school had been 
opened. The South M~lvern Road Board paid £350 to the Selwyn 
County Council as its share in the building expenditure. 2 
Some 1nd1oation of the great hopes entertained for the future 
of the district is given in a pet1ti~n from residents of South 
Malvern township asking the road board to use influence with the 
government to accept the dedication of a street to be known as 
Hector Street., the principal-thorougbf'are from the Selwyn valley 
coal road to the South Malvern railway atation. 3 If a local 
resident were asked now where Hector Street was he mar discover 
to his surprise that his cows were grazing on it. Later., 1n the 
same spt~lt, ~art of Reserve 1388 (the flat terrace area on the 
left bank of the Selwyn between South Malvern and Surveyors• 
Gully) was set aside for a recreation ground. 'rhis reserve 
was never developed, no trees were planted on 1t., it did not have 
the natural beauty., nor was it ever much used in comparison with 
the domain at Glentunnel. 
In 1875 arrangements were made for the erection of a road 
4 
board office, a very small wooden building which, 'in addition 
to road board business and meetings, was soon used as church, 
Sunday school, and school in the township of Coalgate. Blt it 
was not called Coalgate at this stage, and the site of the 
1. Glentunnel School Cozmnittee, minutes., Jan. 13., 1878. 
2. South Malvern Road Board., minutes, April 7i 1880. 
3. South 'Malvern Road Board., minutes, May 3, 876. 
4. Ibid, March 3, 1875. 
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building was described as •Reserve for grave~, No. 1557, on 
Selwyn Valley and Gbristehuroh road•. Two years later Moses 
Scott was appointed clerk, at £80 per annum.1 
The years of the late 1 70's and early '80 1s were years of 
enormous public expenditure throughout New Zealand, w.hen Julius 
Vogel's loans were used for extensive and ambitious schemes ot 
public works. This spending temper was seen even in a small 
country district like South Malvern, and for once there was money 
to spend. Be:60re this time (about 1876) the board had small 
sums made available to it by the Provincial Secretary. In fact, 
there was a :feeling amongst the members that they had not received 
the amount of money due in proportion to the land sold in the 
2 
district, and were consequently restricted in their work. This 
was all abruptly changed. When the work or the Canterbury 
Provincial Council ended in 1876 the road boards benefited 
greatly in the funds l;l.anded over to them, and from December, 
1876, till October 1877, a total of .£8,070s 2s 6 was made availabl~ 
tb the South Malvern :Road .Boa.rd3 a tremendous amount in those 
days for such a small dlla trict ., .. 
Extensive works including bridge-building, drainage, 
culverts, road-forming and repairing were now carried out until 
the mid 180 1s. Some of these projects reveal how well.the member~ 
of the board built tor the future. Since bricks and earthenware 
pipes were available in the district bo,th'h-at Ford· and Ogden's_ works/ 
in Whiteclitfs 1 and at Homebush works at Surveyors' Gully, nearlz • 
1. Ibid, October 2, 1878. 
2. Ibid, !pril 7, 1875. 
3. Ibid, December 1876 - October 1877. 
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all culverts from the Homebush school to Whiteoliffs were built 
of brick -- solid and enduring monuments to the foresight of the 
pioneers. Few of them have cost anything 1n upkeep since then. 
An early. re~ioent, Alex. Beatty, built a rmmber of these culverts, 
especially the one at Surveyors 1 Gully. However the road-making . 
was not all so useful or well-planned. As elsewhere in New 
Zealand., money was wasted on roads that were never afterwards 
used, as for instance the~road up Surveyors' Gully which came out 
near Ford and Ogden's pottery -- a "back road• through the hills 
to Whitecliffs. Dean's tramway down fI'om the mine had two gate-
ways over it for many years, but the road wa, never used for 
trs.f'fio, and the gorse and blackberry have now largely hidden the 
evidence of wasted money. 
In July, 1880, Glentunnel still bad no railway stat1-on, only 
a coal siding and a n1ne-m1le peg to ma:dk where the station was 
to be bui).t. Sir John Hall, of Hororata, and member of Parlia-
ment, promised local residents that if a road were constructed 
the station would be built at once. A petition headed b7 W1111am 
J. Barlow and signed by a number of' residents was sent to the 
l Road Board and received on Oct. 8, 1880, after which Glentunnel 
soon had botb. the necessary road and the railway station. Less 
than a year later w. J. Barlow1 s tender for forming the streets of 
Glentunnel at 9/6 a cba1n, and making the drains, was accepted. 2 
_Another suggested method of opening up the district was by 
means of a state-housing scheme -- but the houses were to be made ot1 
: 
1. Ibid, October 6, 1880. 
2. Ibid, July 6, 1881. 
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sods. 
In 1873 the South Malvern Road Board was asked to p1ace 
immigrants from the ships tt14.ary Shephard' and 11Punjaub11 , but. the 
members did not feel able to accommodate them or offer ~dequate 
employment. 1 In the following year at the request of the 
Provincial Council the board was asked to participate in an 
extensive scheme to provide sod cottages for immigrants with 
families, but it was considered that the d1str1ot was not yet in 
a position to off~r them employment. 2 This seems to have been a 
regrettable decision, since a number of settlers were forced to 
build sod cottages for themselves, and others lived tn fairly 
primitive conditions. 
,Another factor, which greatly assisted the farming oonmrunity 
in South Ualvern, was the cutting of a water-race system. Behind I 
the planning for extens1 ve irrigation was the forceful personal1 ty, 
and vigorous campaigning of Colottel Brett, a retired Indian army 
officer, who had seen the value of irrigation works in India •.. 
With this experience and wfth commendable vision, he was able to 
appreciate the great posl31b1lit1es of the wide, dry plains 1:f' they! 
< I 
had an adequate water supply. At K.irwq, once called Brett's 
Corner, over a water-~aoe which he himself had planned, there is 
a fitting memorial to his memory and the work he did for the 
Canterbury province. Only one or the great water-race systems 
forms part or this study, that which leaves the Selw,n River belowi 
the South Malvern cemetery and flows through Coalsate and some of 
the farms on the Coalgate-Greendale road towards Gr~endale itself. 
1. Ibid, Septe;,.ber 3, 1873. 
2. Ibid, Aµgust 5, 18'74. 
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l 
Without this race system., sometimes known as "Wa1reka11 ., the 
am.all farms in this area would have been impossible. Colonel 
Brett's plan was to •provide water between the Malvern Hills a~d 
2 
Bealey-1 8 Road"., and this race., out by the Selwyn County Council, 
formed part or a general scheme. It has brought great assis-
tance tp the small farms of J. Freatidge., J. Brown an9 A. Beatty., 
which could scareely have been maintained without it. 
The smaller .1e0al race, which follows the railwa7 line 
through Wh1tecl'1ffa and Glentunnel., was out mainly to supply water 
for the Coalgate .aaleyard~ and was .net finished till after 1900. 
Such is a record of the development or roads and bridges in 
the South Malvern district- from 1870-80 and of some., at least., o.t 
the men who did the work. Many miners were now busy in coal 
drive~ and dlay pits in the sorub-ooverea hills, Most of them 
had settled since 1875 when 'the railway bro~ghu a link with 
Christchurch, and w1 th the outsid·e world. New roads and bridges 
made access bett~r and speedier whether to a settler's home, to a 
coal mine., a pottery works., or a .railway station. The o1d sense 
of isolation was passing. It is necessary now to c&nsi~er the 
buildings e~eoted and the bonds of association forged., through 
which these newly ar~ived residents, from widely scattered parts 
of New Zealand or from the Old Country, became a strong and 
closely-knit oonmmnity. 
l. Cyclopaedia of New Zealand, 1903., V0l •. III, F.126. 
2. •The Preas", December 5., 1872. 
BLUFF HOTEL, C01LGJTE , in late 1 90 1 s, under J , H . POTT01\f . 
Pho to by Courtesy S. J . 7atson. 
so. 
CHAPTER IV. 
BIRTH OF A comtUNITY 1870-1885. 
Community spirit in an early country district was developed 
mainly 1n four centre~ of social life -- places for entertainment, 
places for worship, hotels, and recreation grounds. In South 
Malvern district recreation grounds were set aside in the 1 70 1s, 
at South Malvern, Surveyors' Gully, and Coalgate, the last through 
the foresight ef Kenneth Wilson. Only those at Surveyors' Gully 
and Coalgate were developed and used, however, and then not much 
till af'ter 1885. In a district wb.1ch changed rapidly from 
pastoral pursuits to a busy mining industry hotels were built 
early, those at Whitecliffs and Coalgate before 1876 and Glen-
tunnel soon afterwards. The first school was erected at Survey-
1 ors• Gully during 1878 and opened in 1879, later a school was 
commenced at South Malver.n, 1n 1883, 2 and in 18933 a side-school 
at doalgate. These were used both as churches and public halls 
till F. E·. Smith's hall was erected at Glentunnel. No other 
public hall was erected till the building of the Glentunnel Publie 
Hall, outside this period. The only church in the district tor 
thirty,~?years was the small Baptist church at South Malvern, built 
1n 1874, which had an eventful and interesting history. 
places where residents met together a co:nnnun1ty·was born. 
1'HITECLIFFS AND SOUTH MALVERN 11 
In S\'l.ch 
Because of t~~r pl'oximity South"Malvern and Wb.iteoliffs may 
be considered as one township, and such they really are. As 
soon as Ha,rt 1s and H111 1 s drives began working fully and coal was 
1. Glentunnel School Committee, M1nutes, 1age & 1879. 
2. Annual Report. of Education Bd., Canterbury, 1883. 
3. Glentunnel Schoo! Committee, Minutes,· June 5, 1893. 
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also discovered across the Selwyn River at Steventon Creek and 
Cordy's, the South Malvern -township progressed I'apidly. In 1872 
w. F. Moore, of Ob:ristchurch, spent some time in surveyi~ the 
streets and ia:y-1.ng oft the townsh1p,1 A year later, a~ Clark's 
auction rooms in Christchurch, sections were offered for sale 
in the "rising township• of Malvern.2 
One of the first public buildings 1n the ~outh Malvern 
dlatrict was the small Baptist church at W'h.1tecl1ffs. built 1n 
1874. Before this.time a small sum had been collected towards 
the cost of buildit)g a church and occasional services had been 
held in South Malvern by the Revs. w. Pole, J. Hill and J, Sawle. 3 
The new church was eventually opened in April, 1874, and a year 
later, at special anniversary services the Revs. Pole and Sawle 
preached. On the following Monday evening a banquet was held 
(more comm.only called a "bun~fight 0 ) at which apee?hea were made 
by the ministers Pole, Hill, Morto~ and Sawle and by T. w. Adams 
and R. Pole. 4 Such social tunot1ons were held frequently and 
were an important feature of the early hi·stpry of the South 
Malvern church for quite a long time. The abstinence oause 
quickly found a stronghold in this church and -in 1876 the 
temperance group had the support of a large number of local 
residents 1nolud1ng N. Gr1ndrod {chairman), Davis, Sawle, Brown, 
Down, Leeming and Fraser-. There were at this time 22 houses in 
the district. 5 In ~he same ye~r a very interesting report was 
1. •The Freas•, November 5, 1872. 
2. lbtd. October ll,·1873. 
3. Ibid, January 19, 1874. 
4. Ibid, april 22, 187p. 
s. Ibid, December 27, 1876. 
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made bY. a preacher visiting South Malvern, 1 who had held three 
services in the di.strict, including one five or ~ix miles away 
(up the Selwyn Gorge) all of which had been well attended. He 
reported that there were no other church services in the district, 
and that he would have visited much more widely, had not his horse 
been lost for four days. The establishment _pf chµrohes in early 
Canterbury was due ·1argely to the pioneer work ·of suoh men. 
Two years later the South Malvern church was destroyed by a 
violent nor'-wester. So great was the forQe of this gale that 
2 
the church was not merely blowm over but was left a total wreck. 
It was a bard blow to those residents who had b.elpe(} to build 1 t, 
since there was no other church in the district. Until a new 
church could be erected, services were held in Gr1ndrod 1 s house. 
The new church was finished late in ~879 and ~pening services were 
conducted by the Rev. D. "Dolle.more. Due largely to tQ.e good work 
of N. Grindrod, w. ijeeming and J. Ford the ohuroh was opened with 
only a small debt 3 .. 
The first hotel in Whiteoliffs, which was owmtd by P~trick 
King, suffered a worse fate than the loc~l church. ¥tar being 
closed as a licensed hotel because of •reducti.ontt, it was later 
used as an accommodation house by Thomas Leeming and during that 
time was gutted by tire. N. Gr1ndrod kept the local store and 
also, at the back of his home., a. small blacksmith's shop. It 
was the beginning of the best years for the count~ blacksmith, 
with horses to be shod and drays ,and implements to be repaired . 
1. "Canterbury Evangelist", 1876, organ of Canterl:>n~y Baptist 
.tasooiation. 
2. Ibid, 1878, Report of N. Grindrod. 
3. "The Baptist", l.880/. 
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for miners, farmers and road-workers. Another Whi tecli.t'fs 
storekeeper was Edward Renowden. a very early ~nd well-known 
settler, William Leeming, left Lancashire, England, about March 
1863, and worked for some time after his arrival in New Zealand 
on the Lyttelton tunnel. He came to the Whiteel1ffs district 
very early in the 170 1s to work 1n Hart's mine, living with his 
family 1n a sod house near the mine workings. Later he became 
manager of the Wb.1tecliffs mine in some of its most productive 
years. 
With two stores, a church, a hotel and a post office which 
had been espablished in 1875,1 and a regular train service with 
Obr1stohurch twice daily, there seemed to be a very bright future 
for the Whitecliffs a~d South Malvern townships. It seemed that, 
with the local coal mines and olay pits well established and the 
comm_encement of Ford and· Ogden's pottery works assured prosper1_ty 
was promised to a thriving community. 
W.URIRI VALLEY• 
Across the Selwyn River from the present township of Glen-
tunnel and stretching towards GlenrlJJlis the Wa.1rir1 Valley through 
which flows a small tributary of the Selwyn. Though strictly 
outside the bounds of South Malvern district there were several 
early residents in this valley who had caose links with Glentunnel 
and South Malvern. One such man was Alexander Colville, who may 
justly be described as the pioneer settler of Wa1r1r1 Valle?• 
~ter his arrival in New Zealand in 1865 1 Colville spent a short 
1. "The Press•, September 4, 1875. 
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time in the Otago gold diggings before he finally settled on 
100 acres of land in the val4ey, wb,1ch was thfJ,-i a swampy waste1 
covered with flax. W1th extensive drainage he improved his land 
and at the same time increased his holding. He took a prominent 
part in community ~nterests, especially 1n the work of the Glen-
tunnel School eommittee. Another early settler in this valley-, 
wbo took up residence in 1883, some time after retirement from the 
Indian army, was Major General Davidson, who ouilt a large brick 
house amd established an extensive sheep run. Actually situated 
in the Glenroy area but very prominent in the Oddfellowe Society 
at Glentunnel was Thomas Napier. Late in 1878 another settler 
took up residence in the Wairir1 Valley, who was later to live 
1n several different places in the ~outh Malvern distr1ot and w~s 
to become well-known for cartage and oontraot work. He was 
.Albert Porter, who with his wife arrived in New Zealand by s.s. 
"Taranaki". One of the.first mattresses ib their house was filled 
with wool gathered from the fences and from manuka scrub. Pro-
visions were carted across the Selwyn 1n a dray by the Soµth 
Malvern storeman Grindrod, so that 1n flood periods t_he b.ousehold 
. 
supplies were· completely cut off. Later Porter lived for some 
years in a sod house on the river terrace at South Malvern.,• dur1.ng 
which time he carted the timber· for the South Malvern school and 
for the Wh1teol1ffs ratlway bridge. 
SURVl?ORS 1 GULLY. 
·Surveyors 1 Gully township was also progr«aasi'ng rapidly. The 
name was not.chosen but rather developed, because the only land-
mark ip the area in the late '60's and -early ''70's wa.s tqe .remains_ 
1. J. D. Bays' Diary, Karch 19, 18'78. 
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of the surveyors I camp on the flat ground behind the s1t.e where 
the Home bush Brick & Coal Company's stables were later built. Thi~ 
position was probably chosen by the surveyo~a because or the 
proximity to running water and for the measure of shelter offered 
in this gully from the north-west winds. 
The first public building erected in Glentunnel was the 
public schoot, built in 1878. Up to this time children f'rom the 
district either rode to school at Rororata or did not attend 
school at all. A few ,tayed in Hororata with friends for the 
1 
school week. But on 28th July, 1877, a special public meeting 
was called because South Malvern was to be formed into an 
educational district. The number of houses in the area, 
including South Malvern township, Wairiri Valley and Ooalgate 
bad now reached 56 and the estimated number of ohj.ldren of school 
age {5 - 13 years) was 36. Later the same year, on October 1, 
1877, the first committee was elected, with James Ycilra1th as 
2 chairman. A special meeting of householders on February 16, 
1878, fixed the present site o:t the school at ·•surveyors• Gully, 
though a later meeting indicates great oppos1t1on to this plan, 
ma1n;y from residents at Ooalgate -- the first sign of rivalry 
between the two townships, which was later to ripen into rid1-
culous and unnecessary parochialism. For so~e weeks after the 
school building was completed no 1:ma.rried schoolmaster' had 
become available, and a strong·protest was ma~e by the Committee 
1. Glentunnel School Committee, minutes, 28 July, 1877. 
2. Ibid, October 1, 1877. 
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against tb.e '\taste o:f tbe Education Board I s ,money in the Gchool 
l lying idle." The school was eventually opened on March 8, 
1879,2 with c. H.!. T. Opie as master. School hours in the 
winter months of May to September were from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
and for the rest o:f the year from 9.30 a,.m. - 3.30 p.m. Built 
at a cost of £480, the scheol had only one room at first, but the 
average daily attendance for 1879 was 54 ehildren.3 Loµisa 
Bartram wa$ appointed to assist Opie later in the same year. 
Among the boys Opie had a reputation for iron discipline, severe 
punishment and a quick temper. A letter from the Education Board 
regarding •punishing children on the heaa•4 is perhaps a sequel 
to a struggle between the master and one of the senior boys. None 
the less, according to the report, of visiting inspectors the 
school flouris~ed and, by the standards then accepted, a very 
high percentage of children passed their examinations each year. 
In 1881, for instance, 10°"- passed 1~ the annual inspector's 
examination. 5 
It was at this time that the name of the towns&1p was changed 
to Olentunnel. Surveyors• Gully was a reminder of an earlier and 
primitive period that had now passed. It is difficult to say 
who recommended the change of nallle but the idea was certainly 
suggested by the "tunnal 1n the glen" -- the tunnel up 1n the 
Surveyors• Gully which Moilraith bad cut for the ~omebush tramway 
in 18?3, and which was abandoned just ·a few years later than 






Ibid, January 13, 1879. 
Canterbury Education Board, Annual Report, 1879. 
Ibid, 1879. 
Glentunnel School Convnittee, mirrutes, .AP~il 13~ 11882. Canterbury Education Board, annual report, .Ba• 
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change of name., perhaps Mcilraith or Thomas Brown. However., a 
letter from the :S:duc.ation Board1 gave notice of the division of 
the South Malvern education~l district into two new districts --
the north-westerly- to be cal:,ted South Malvern and the other, 
known as Surveyors' Gully, to be re-named Glentunnel. 
In 1883 the 'ijouth HalverQ school was opened with an attendanc, 
of 34 children. The first chairman was N. Grindrod., and R. P. 
Pole., later an activ~ member of the local Baptist churcn, was 
2 
appointed master. At Glentunnel the school grew rapidly, until 
in 1885, there was an average daily attendance of 72 ch~idren. 
During these years., 1n addition to James Moilraith, two 6ther 
chairmen held office, Kenneth Wilson of Coalgate., and Geo.rge 
Craighead •. On .A,pril 6., 1885, a very stormy meet1ng3 was held 
to discuss the suggestion or a side school at Qoalgate. The 
proposal was rejected with some heat., for several trenchant 
reasons, the most important of whioh was that the train travelled 
daily between Coalgate and ~lentunnel at suitable times for 
children attending school. 
Manr of the houses familiar to residents 1~ those days no 
longer exist or at least are in a state of disrepair. On the 
• 
route between South Malvern and Glentunnel and on the left hand 
side of the road across the railway was Thomas Thacker 1s sod 
house. Thacker owne~ some of the land "lp the valley and did a 
sonsiderable amount of road-making 1n the South Malvern dist'r1ct. 
Almost opposite his house, beside the piles of spoil and coal 
measures now covered with weeds 1 was the row or box-like cottages 
1. Glentunnel School Committee, minutes, Jan. 9, 1882. 
2. C$nterbury Education Board, annual report, 1883. 
3. Glentunnel School Committe~ minutes, jpril 6, 1885. 
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f'or the employees of J. B. Sheath -· hence the name Sheath's Row, 
which ts still used. In Glentunnel township the. section on which 
the Presbyterian church now stands was used as ·a camping ground 
for the wool wagons from nsnowdon• sheep station. The f'1rst shop 
1n Glentunnel was built by Thomas Lamport for John: Troup, a 
butcher's shop and residence, at one time the only building on the 
whole block on wh1oh it stood. The old shop no·longer exists. 
Up Surveyors• Gully~ and 1n close prosimity to the mine workings, 
were several sod-cottages, two of which were owned by miners named 
Nicholl and Thomas. The site or Nicholl' s sod hut may still be 
seen to the left of the old coal tramway and opposite the entrance 
of t'he tunnel. WiJ,11am H1tohell,was the first general store-
keeper in.the township, and was also a member of the local school 
committee. William J. Barlow who came to Glentunnel in 1875, 
lived for a time in a tent in Surveyors• Gully. He later took 
a prominent part in local activities, was a member of the school 
committee, and was active in domain board affairs and 1"?l the work 
of the Presbyterian church in the district. .an ind1oat1on of the, 
development of the district may be gathered .from a report publish-! 
. l 
ed in 1875 of a political meetimg held at Surveyors• Gully at 
wh1ch there were 40-50 people pres6nt, including o. McMillan (in 
the chair), Lewan, Hobbs (manager of the brick works at South 
Malvern), VP1111ams (post office clerk at Surveyors• Gully) and 
Grindrod (storekeep~r at South Malvern). 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES. 
The school at .. ~lentunnel,. as soon as it was completed and 
1. 11The Press 11 , Dec. 27, 1875. 
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f'urnished, became the centre for almost all the s_s,eial ~otivities 
in the district. To local resid~nts it became public hall, 
church, library, gymnasium, and concert hall. A report~ of the 
opening of the Kimberley school, in Canterbury, shows tnat such 
was the common experience in many isolated country districts, 
where, the writer points out~ 0 a school becomes a centre" and that 
1 
from 1 t "gradually a. district springs up". .as s9on as Glen-
tunnel school was opened S1D;S1ng classes were commenced by Thomas 
Brown, 2 the local mine manager". In the same year application was 
made by the Coalgate Sports Committee for the use of the school 
for dancing on Christmas eve. It .seems that at this time, 
though only for a few years, the Boxing Day sports meeting, which 
later became a very popular annual fixture at the Glentunnel 
Domain, was held on the flat ground opposite Manson 1s, wher~ the 
Coalgate bowling green ta now situated. A Christmas Eve ball 
was part of the annual festivities, a preliminary entertainment 
bef"ore the sport·s on Boxing Day. Numerous are the a tories of 
great enthusiasm and -0ocasional fights at the sports. Another 
local aoo1al olub found a home in the sohool when the Glentunnel 
Amateur Dramatic Club began to hold concerts there in Sep~ember, 
1880. 3 When the first local library was formed in the same year 
the school porch was used for its bookcase. At least one 
application was made in these years to use the school far .a 
marriage oe~emony,4 bµt in moa~ eases local weddings took place 
in the homa of the. bride's father. The homes ot William Lee, 
of Wairir1 Valley and of William Barlow, William Hitohe11 and 
; 
1. Ibid, November 5, 1874. 
2_ Glentunnel School Committee, m1wtes, Jan. 13, 1878. 
3. Ibid, Sept. 6, 1~80. 
4~ Ibid, July 3, 1882. 
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Harry Nicoll all saw marriages per~orme~ at a time when no local 
church had been built. 
A. small country township 1s seldom without its petty rival-
ries, and Glentunnel in these early days was no exception. A 
l motibn put forward by the school committee in 1880, and fortunate-
ly lost, provided that 6 no person from the Hororata area should 
be .allowed to attend a dance in the scho.ol." It has been 
suggested, in defence of the local members, t~at a serious 
diphtheria epidemic was taking its toll 1n Hororata at ~his time, 
but it is equally possible that the very limited floor ~pace in 
the school gave the. ready opportunity for an exclusive -attitude. 
RELIGIOUS SERVICES. 
The Glentunnel school was used for church services by the 
Presbyter1ans and Methodists consistently till 1900, and by the 
Salvation A;f!my for a short period. In the early hist.,Q;tty of 
Preabyter1an1sm in Canterbury the Presbyterian Extension 4ssoc1a-
t1on, whose chairman was Rev. A. F. Douglas of. St. Paul•' s Church, 
.. 1 
Christchurch, did remarkably energetic ind efficient work. 
4 
In September, 1871, mocal representatives in James McI~raith, 
Scott, and Gibson were appointed by this association to extend 
Pre~byterian work in the Hororata diatr1ot. 2 Just over a year 
later Rev. R. Ewen, on his appointment to work as an'itinerant 
minister in a parish which extended f'rom the South Selwyn to the 
Malvern Hills, was asked to arrange monthly services at Hororata, 
Hawkins, Russell's Flat and Kowai Pass. 3 The first attempt to 
establish regular Presb:y:terian services in South Malvern itself 
(\1\1. L.M. Rogers, 11Then and Nmv•, The Pre·s. Church0 in Canterbul"y, 
1857-1934, Page 11, 
2. "The Press", Sept. 18., 1871. 
5. Ibid, ·Dec. 18, 1872 • 
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was made lat~ 1n 1877, at a meeting held in the road board offioe 
in Sheffield. 1 Among those present were James Mollraith, 
David MoMillan, c. McMillan, H. Gillander~, J. Gunn, ff. ffl.lson, 
N. McCrostie and w. J. Barlow. ~a a result of this meeting 
arrangements were made with the Rev •. c. Fraser, of St. 4ndrews' 
Christchurch, f'o·r the commencement of regular services at She.ffiel~ 
Glentunnel, Greendale.and Hororata, and enquiries.were made 
regarding a permanent minister--. The first ~r~sbyterian serviee 
recorded in the South Malvern district was held in ~he rbad board 
office at Collgate in February, 1878, when Fraser preached-in this · 
small building, approximately ten feet wide and fourteen feet long, 
to a good attendanqe of people. On December 2:3, 1878, the Rev. 
F. K. Hauxwell was ordained to the Malvern charge2 and hela 
regular services in the road boarA office till -his departure for 
fapanui. His successor, the Rev. James Maxwell, remained in 
3 Malvern for twenty-two year~, and it was early in this period 
that application was mama by John Troup and other Glentunnel 
residents to use the school for religious services an~ to place 
a harmonium in the school. After a heated committee ~ee~ing, at 
which the chairman oast his vote in favour of' this inffrument, 
permission was granted. 4 
I 
From this time services wer-e h~ld 
regularly in the school until the Prewbyterian om1rch was built 






The ear11,st religious services 1°n the whole district were 
douot those conduotedf after the order of the Ohuroh·of 
Records of W."J. Bar ow, Glentunnei. 
Rogers, op.cit., Page 26. 
Ibid, Fage 26 • 
Glentunnel School Oormnittee, Minutes, March 16, 1883. 
England,. 
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at Lady Barker's home at Steventon in the 160 1s, to which she and 
her·husband invited neighbouring sh~pherds and stockmen. Anglican 
services.were probably also held at the Malvern Hills station when 
1 
.Archdeacon Harper had charge of the Southern stations parish. 
In Hororata services wer~ ocoasionall? conducted by visiting 
clergy, such QSitt!UJite held when Rev. F. Pember visited the township 
a in November, 1872, and when Archdeacon ffl.lson, of Chr1atchuroh, 
conducted services in October, 1873. 3 When the Hororata church 
was built in June~ 1876, Glentunnel parishioners were included 
in the Hororata parish, though it was many years before £hey had 
a church of their own. There is no record of the Glentunnel 
school's being used for Church of England services, though it 
appears that it vvas so uae.d 1n the 1 80 1 s until F., E. Smith built 
his hall. In this building servioes were conducted until plan~ 
were commenced for the erection of the Glentunnel AngliQan ehuroh 
in 1903. 
Methodist services were commenced at both Coalg~te and 
Olentunnel in the early 1 80 1 s by the Rev. H. Collins, of the 
Wesleyan branch of the church. There is a very early record of a 
Primitive Methodist service being held 1n tse Selwyn Gorge in 
1874, 4 but no details are available. At Coalggte application 
was made to use the road board office in April,1881, 5 and after 
6 
July, 1882, Methodist services w~re also held in the Glentumtel 
school, for many years, till an_ arrapgement was made with th! 
l. 4cland,. "Early Canterbury Runs,"' 'Page 65. 
2. "The Press•, November 14, 1872. 
3. Ibid, October 11, 1873. 
4. 1 Pr1m.1tive Methodist Messenger", 1874. 
5. Sth. Malvern Road Board, Minutes, April 6, 1881. 
6. Glentunnel School Commit~ee, Minutes, July 3, 1882. 
Baptist church for use of the chapel at 1fh.1tecliffs. Anoth.er 
religious b~dy, the Salvation Army, commenced services in the 
a 
school in 1885, but this cause was short-lived in Sou~h Malvern. 
The Roman Catholic community also used Glentunnel school for 
their services, but outside this period, commencing after July 
1Q03. 2 A temperance organisation, known as Good Templars, 
which was very strong at this time throughout Canterbury and had 
energetic branches in Dla;OY country districts, conducted activities 
in the Glentunnel school for several years from 1883.3 
ODDFELLOWS 1 LOWE. 
Another ~ociety destined to play a prominent part in the 
h1atol1y of the district was the Oddfellowa Lodge. The 
Independent Order of Oddfellows became established in Sheffield 1n, 
November, 1876,4 but it was almost seven years before a branch of 
the order was formed 1n South Malvern.· On April 24, 1883, the 
Loyal Coleridge Society, as it was called, was formed at a 
special inaugural meeting in the Glentunnel school. Among 
those present were J. Richardson, B. J. Leahy, c. Fester, 
T. Napier, H. Patterson, A. n:tnbar, R. Graham, J •. Shields, 
5 
J. Smith, R. Trevalla, F •• B. Smith, J. Aitken and J. Troup, 
a mimber of whom, and particularly F. E. Smith, were to become 
prominent members of the society and were to take a full sbare 
in all district activ~ties. The lodge commenced its work with 
twenty-two members and funds to the value of £1Bs 9, o. 6 
1. Ibid, Minutes, Aug. 3, 1885. 
2·. Ibid, 11 July 6, 1903. 
3. Ibid, February 5, 1883. 
4. 9 The Presa•, November 22, 1876. 
5. Loyal Coleridge Lodge, Jubilee Souvenir Report, 1883-1933, F.4/1 
~\ Ibid, Page 2. 
Dr. Richards, of Hororata, became the first accident doctor for 
the society and a member of the well-known McMillan family 
provided the first name on the merit board of the lodge. Candles 
and lamps provided meagre lighting for the lodge meetings of 
those early days. In 1885, af'ter a lengthy disouasion in the 
school committee, permission was granted to the Oddfellowa to 
l install a cupboard and a dispensation board in the school. 
Such were the beginnings of a society which soon became an 
integral part of community life in South Malvern. So it was 
alsoi that by 1885 many bodies, social, political and religious 
bad found a common meeting place in the small one-roamed building 
which was the Glentunnel public school. 
CO.ALGATE. 
The township of Coalgate virtually began its life with the 
opening of ·the Wb.itecliffs railway line. Until then the place 
was known generally as Bluff, or Selwyn Bluff, and a few isolated 
farm dwellings showed the extent of its development. For a short 
time the railway station was also known as Bluff, but the name was 
early changed to Coalgate, since the township occupies a central 
pos1tton in the Selwyn Valley in whioh several mines have been 
worked and is therefore .the gate to the ooal. 2 It seems that 
E. J. Wakefield was larg~ly responsible for- the ebange, because 
soon after the railway line was opened, 1n November, 18'76, he 
addressed a memorial, signed by a number of local residents, to 
the Secretary for Public Works in Christchurch. J\m.Ong other 
petitions, the memonal1sts sought increased train services for the 
1. Glentunnel Sc~ool Cormn1ttee, Minutes, December 7, 1885. 
2. Cyclopaedia of New Zealand, 1903', vol. III, page 748. 
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grain season (since the Eororata d1str1ot was rapidly opening up,) 
a reduction in costs on the transport of coal, the appointment of 
a permanent railway official at Bluff station, and the alteration 
of the name from Bluff to Coalgate. The letter received in reply· 
from J. T, Peacock, Secretary of Public Works, parts of which were 
published in "The Press 11 on January 29, 1876., stated that a man 
had been placed in charge of Bluff station;and that no objection 
would be raised to the change of name, though the Gener-al Govern-
ment would have to be consulted. 1 The official use of the name 
dates from this time, though :'it had been used earlier, in Novembe~ 
1875, in advertising at Obristchurch the sale of building sections 
" 2 
in tlixiis rising township." 
In May, 1876, a Hororata correspondent, reported that the 
railway station was in future to be known as Coalgate, 3 ·and later 
in the yea~ the name is used in the South Malvern Road Board 
records for the first time. 4 It seems fitting that E,J, Wakefieldi 
who did much to bring the aistrict before the notice of the 
Canterbury public, has a permanent memorial in the name of one of 
its townships. 
The Bluff Hotel at Ooalgate still bears the name of the town-
ship in those dEJys. It was being built, almost at the time that 
the township's name was changed, by Mark Scott, of Rangiora. 
After Scott other early owners were Read and later, Walshawe. It 
seems that, alth~ugh the hotel was on the ma.in route to Hororata 
which the grain and wool wagons used, no proprietor held it for 
l. "The Press," January 29, 1876. 
2. Ibid, November 19. 1875. 
3. Ibid, May 30, 18?6. 
4. South Malvern Road Board, minutes, October, 1876. 
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long 1n the '70 1 s and 1 80 1 a • 
.Apart from James Mcilraith, ~avid Manson and Kenneth Wilson 
were the pioneers of Coalgate. The former lived in a sod cottage 
a short distance below the present Selwyn bridge. A few very old 
fruit trees and a square of tall blue-gums mark the site of this 
very early home. About one mile further down the river was the 
s~d home of Kenneth Wilson and family, from which a son and 
daughter are still living, at Te Pirita. Nothing remains at all 
of this home, except that a few lonely pine trees, tall but bent 
by many •nor-wester_s, stand sentinel over the site. Wilson was 
later employed by the Rakaia Road Board and did considerable work 
in the early water-race construction, more especially in the 
Waireka, Bluff and Hororata schemes. In the early 1?0 1s these 
two homes and the homestead at Homebush were landmarks of what 
was later Coalgate, since there were no houses between these two 
cottages and the Homebush hills, mainli because or the problem of 
water supply. Another early Coalgate settler was o:. Pole, who 
lived on the Bush Gully road, and who was a member of the first 
South Malvern Road ~oard. Others who had established their farms 
by the early 1 80 1 s were James Brown, at "Milburn" Ooalgate, 
Alexander Beatty at 11Longford, 11 and Ambrose Beatty. Possibly 
just a little later than these was James Langoale, who became 
owner of a hill property known as "Kirkle~s," and who was later 
one of the trustees for the Coalgate Saleyards Company. 
FARMING. 
During this period farming in the district underwent a slow 
but definite change. Up to this time South Malvern farming, like 
that of most other districts in early Canterhury, had been lim~ted 
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to pastoral work. It 1s not true to say that the district change~ 
to agricultural farming, since the lowlying hills and much of the 
flat country have proved far more suitable for sheep-farming, but 
it is certain that from the 1 70 1 s there was an increasing amount 
of agriculture, especially wheat-growing. 
In 1874 only 151 acres of land were under crop~ (and this 
figure included sown grasses)~ but agricultural work developed 
slowly, more partioula»ly in Homebush and Coalgate. In 1874 
Manson had about 30 acres ~n crop of various kinds, and there was 
a much larger area. at Homebuah, though it had suffered badly 
through wind. 2 Homebush its~lf saw considerable change in the 
70 ,· s from the cattle run of the early period to sheep and agri-
cultural farming. The Homebush stock had a wide reputation~ 
jtlstly deserved, and in 1876 four hundred cattle ware offered at 
tb.e station to Matthew Holmes. 3 
When little, if any, shelter was afforded by belts of trees 
or fences the crops were frequently menaced at the harvest period 
by the possibility of a severe north-west wind. Apart from ,,inds. 
heavy floods in the Selwyn river were also a source of danger, 
both to property and flocks. Such a serious tlood·occurred in 
Decemper, 1876, 4 when the Selwyn rose to a very high level and 
heavy losses in sheep were suffered by local farmers, and also 
thro~ghout the ·Selwyn County. At the same time the Hawkins River 
reached the highest level ever known, washi~~ aw~y several chains 
1. Journal Proceedings P.l"~Vinoial Council, Feb. 1874. Return 
of Agricultural Statistics, Province of Canterbury. 
2. 0The Press," JanuaEy 12, 1874. 
3. Records of Joun Deans, Christchurch. 
4. 8The Press, 11 December 14, 1876. 
of public road in the Sheffield area. 
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l 
There were some setbacks such as these for pioneer farmers 
but, in spite of these difficulties a considerable number of small 
farmers had become well established by 1885, especially in sheep-
ra1s1ng, where twenty years before there bad been only the three 
large runs of Homebuah, Malvern Hills and Steventon. The sheep 
returns from the Selwyn county for the year ending May 31, 1885,2 
included the following South Malvern owners:- ~lexander Beatty, 
Coalgate, (340 sheep); AJJ!brose Beatty, Coalgat~, (271); James 
Brown, Ooalgate, (372); Cordy Bros., Bteventon, (7,000); John 
Deans, Ilomebu~h., (18,000); P. Doyle, Whiteoliff~, (199); 
A. L. Joseph, Wh1tecl1ffs, (595); T. & w. McKie, Glentunnel, 
(854); Arthur anson, Glentunnel, (950); George Napier, Glen-
tunnel, (396); William Pickering, Coalgate, (300); Robert Reid, 
Glentunnel, (603); John Troup, Glentunnel, (188); ahd William 
Watson, Coalgate, (250). ~t the same time Sir John Hall at 
Hororata had 32,000 sheep on his run. 
The farming·community was graduaally growing in numbers and 
increasing 1n importance. For the rest of the district th~ main-! 
stay of employment was found in the coal-mines and related work. 
The coal mines at Wallsend (Sheath's Row) and Homebush both e.ppeaI'I 
in e. mining report published in 1879,~ though there is no mention 
in this instance of the mines at Hart's, St. Helen's or Brock-
leigh. It was the beg1.nning of the end for Wa.llsend, since both 




Ibid, December 15 1876. 
~ppendix to Journai of.House of Reps., ~886, Vol. III, Sect. 
!{.:8, P• 37-41. 
Ibid, 1879, Vol. II, Sect. ,K-16, pages 15 and 22. 
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and great a1rtteulty had been found in ventilating the mine satis-
1 
factorily. Operations s.t ·11allsend were suspended by 1880, and it 
is ·doubtful if the mine was ever worked again, since in 1882 
1nstrue·t1ons were sent to Alfred Saunders, the mine lessee, to 
fill in all shafts and bore holes. 2 Wp to this time 3,478 tons 
3 of coal had been produced. Some time previously a small child 
had been mrowned in a hole oear the mine,but the local policeman, 
Constable Warring, had after investigati.on,. exonerated the mine 
proprietors from any blame for the accident. In the same report 
4 
furnace ventilation was recommended for Homebush. It was 
possibly because of unsatisfactory ventilation that the mining 
reports of both 1885 and 1886 show a greatly reduced output from 
Homabush. In 1885 production had dro~ped by 40,, 5 the estimated 
decrease, in comparison with earlier years, being 3,526 tons. 
At the Wh1tecl1ffs mine also the yield was reduced by -2.,448 tons.~1 
In this period, both the St. Helen's mines at Whitecl1ffs were 
working to p.ome extent. During 1886 St. Helen 1 s No. l mine 
yielded 4,000 tons, most of which was used by the Railway Depart-
ment, while St. Helen's No. 2, a new and smaller drive near the 
main mine, had commenced activity with lQO t:ons. 7 The :Hartletgb. 
mine was at this time in the hands of George Hart, of Christ-
church, to whom it had beenvle~sed by M. B. Hart 1 s trustees. 
The mine managef was Alexander Fergusson. Brown coal., consi~ereq 
1. Ibid, 1880, Vol. II, Sect. B-18, p. 14. 
2. n 1882, Vol. II, 11 !i-13, p. 9. 
3. " 1882., Vol. II, tt: H-13, p. 25. 
4. tt 1882, Vol. II, " H-13, p. 9. 
5. 11 1885, Vol. I, tt C-4, p. 8. 
6. II 1886, Vol. I, If C-2, p. s. 
'7. Handbook of N.Z. Mines, 1887, Part II, P• 34. 
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inferior in quality to the earlier coal) which was some of the 
best ever prodtrceq in the Malvern Hills, was now being produced 
in close proximity to the old "'hard glance" drives, at a distance 
of about two miles from the Whitecliffs railway station. Up to 
December 31, 1886, the twommost important mines in the South 
Malvern district, Homebush and Hartleigh, had yielded 70,471 tons 
and 18,716 tons of coal respectively. At Homebush 17 men were 
employed and at Hartleigh 25. 1 Both minee were far below the 
estimated production for which von Haast had hoped in 1870. 
POTTERIES. 
Side by side with coal-mining, and almost entirely dependent 
on it, was the earthenwar·e industry. A commission on local 
industries which presented its report in 1880 showed that consid-
erable progress had been made throughout the colo"n5 in brick-
making and pottery work, but that further development was greatly 
hampered by the excessive costs of bringing the goods to the city 
markets .. Included in those who submitted evidence to the 
commission were James Ford, of the brickworks of Ford and Ogden 
at Whitecliffs, and Thomas Condliffe, who was engaged in terra-
2 cotta manufacture at the same place.. Both these men recommends~ 
that reduced railway charges be adopted to assist their work. A 
railway extension was also suggested by Condliffe, most probably 
to link his pottery works and the Hartleigh coal mine wi~h the 
Whitecliffs terminus. Another local proprietor who submitted 
l. Appendix to J.H.R. 1886, Vol. I, S'eot. ~0~40, page 17. 
2. Ibid, 1880, Vol.II, n H-22 6 " 81. 
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evidence was Mcilraith,1 whose letter, dated from Homebush on 
28 May, 1880, suggested t~at a further railway line between 
Sheffield and Rakaia would speed up the development of the dis-
trict, as the Whitecliffs branch line had already done five years 
before. The value and the necessity of such a line was very much 
open to question and almost at the s~me time a railway commission 
had recommended that certain sections of this route should be 
finally abandoned and that the formation of the Whiteclifts-Rakaia 
Gorge line should be indefinitely postponed. 2 
WHITECLIFFS BRIOOE. 
There is in the distriet at least one ~emorial to the demand 
for a railway link with Raka1a Gorge and to the desire that those 
coal-mines situated across the Selwyn River should have the 
benefit or a railway. It 1a the railway bridge over the Selwyn 
at Whitecliffs. Early in the 180 1s the Sel\"lyn County Council 
took steps to provide for a traffic bridge at Whitecliffs and in 
May, 1884, David McMillan, for many years a member and an 
esteemed chairman of the Selwyn County Council, moved that £500 
be granted for this purpose, but the motion was postp'One,a. 3 
Progress seemed further delayed because the Rakaia Road Board 
·declined to assist in the cost of the br1dge4 and the South 
5 
Malvern Road Board declared itself unable to do so. On July 
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resolved to take the necessary steps to have the bridge built, 
but advice from the Minister of Public Works that no funds were 
l 
available for suob. construction seemed to hinder the project 
further. Soon after this, however, the work was comme~ced by 
2 
the Railways Department, possibly as the first step in the 
W'h1teoliffs-Rakaia Gorge scheme which never came to fulfillment. 
RAILWAY & POST.AL SERVICE. 
During this period the annual tonnage of outward goods on 
the Wb1teol1ffs line was slowly increasing. The expanding 
agricultural farms in Hororata were sending wheat, the back 
country runs and the local small farmers were loading wool, and 
the ooal-ldnes and potteries were sending coal and bricks to 
Christchurch. For the year ending March 31, 1883, 1,057 tons or 
outward goods left Ooalgate, the main officered station on the 
3 Wh1tec11ffs line, where J. R, Hart was in charge of the post 
office and railway station at a salary of £156 per annum. 4 
Whitecliffs was also an officered stat1on~with T. B. Harland as 
station master. Isabella Troup and A. Gr1ndrod had charge of 
the post offices at Glentunnel and South Malvern respeotiyely. 
INCREASIID POPULATION. 
Such were some or the factors in the growth and development 
of a small country district. s1nce the '70' s the community had 
been strengthened by the appear,noe of a new but youthful and 
powerful group, the small sheep-far~ers. For the rest of the 
pe?ple coal-mines, clay-pits and 2otteries provided ample work. 
1. Ibid, 28th October, 1884. 
2. Ibid, 31st March, 1885. 
3, A.;ppendix to Journal of House of Reps,, 1883, Vol. II, Sect.D-l~ 
P.88. • 
4. Ibid, 1881, Vol. II, Sect. H-2, P.25. 
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For all, new roads and bridges and a branch railway gave easy 
access. As the schools were built they provided centres for 
corporate social life for people who had previous~y been isolated 
from one anothe~. Church fellowships, lodge societies, spo~ts 
meetings and social clubs all helped to make community ties much 
closer. 
formed'. 
A district with a sense of unity. and identity ,ivas being 
Behind such growth and providing stimulus for new and 
awakening life was an increasing population. By 18'76 the 
estimated population of South Malvern was 112, the number of 
1 
ratepayers was 91, and the number of' dwellings was 25. The 
railway line, which had just heen opened, had attracted many new 
settlers. This increase in population was still maintained for 
a return of expenditure for road board districts in the year 
ending 31st Maroh, 1880, estimates the total population of South 
2 
Malvern at 216. 
So rapidly had the district grown in its ea:r-ly years. It 
remains now to hee how this development was maintained and 
consolidated in~·the years before the turn or the century. 
1. Ibid, 1876, Vol.II, H-25, Return of Road Boards and Highway 
Districts, Page 9. 
2. Ibid,, 1881, Vol.II, ·sect. H-1, P.6, Selwyn County Returns. 
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The period of greatest development in South Malvern was befor~ 
the Great War. Up till 1914 the number of children attending 
school in the district increased steadily, so nruoh_so that in 
1893 a side school was established at Coalgate. In 1885 i;llen-
tunnel school had an average daily attendance of 72 children, and 
1 
South Malvern of 38. Ten years later the average attendances 
2 
were Glentunnel 61 children, Coalgate 28 and &outh Malvern 42. 
A.t'ter the closing of Ooalgate school the zmmbers steadily rose, 
till in 1914 there wwre 114 children on the roll at Glentunnel 
and 41 at South Malvern, which were probably the highest atten-
dances reached in the distr1ot. 3 
For twenty years of the early life of Glentunnel school, 
until he left the district in 1899, c. H. 4. T. Opie was head-
master. But in the same period there were many- changes among 
assistant teachers. Pupil teachers were occasionally employed. 
some of whom ~.~ only- just finished sixth standard work. One 
local boy, Harry Nicoll. was appointed pupil teacher in 1886, 
4 
until such time as he reached fourteen years of age. assistant 
teachers 1n these years included Fanny A. Webb, Jeannie a. Green, 
and Emily M., Osborn. When the Ooalgate school was opened 1n 
1893 Fanny A. Webb became teacher, holding the position throughout 
the years of this school 1s separate existence, with _the a.s'aistanoe 
of Mary P. Barlow for several years. 5 
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At South Malvern School staff changes included Charlotte E. 
Brown, who was appointed as assistant in 1889, 1 and three years 
later J. R. Connor became head-master. 2 
In the late 190 1 s the attendance at South Malvern dropped 
slightly, with only 16 children. attending regularly in 1898. 3 
The Coalgate side s-ohool had an interesting, if somewhat brief 
and difficult history. From the earliest committee meetings 
there h.ad peen, periodicall"y, a de:rri.and from Coalgata residents 
for a local school in addition to that at Glentunnel, two miles 
distant. As the attendance inor~ased at Glentunnel in the 190 1 s 
such a demand became more urgent until, in 1892, a petition from 
Coalgate residents.was made to the Glentu~nel School i>omm.ittee.4 
Such an appeal invariably met with a stormy reception, but on 
this occasion the oomm;ttee carried a novel motio~ of compromise 
that "rather than have the Board of Education go to the expense 
of erecting another school at Coalgate the Glentunnel School 
Committee would be willing to have the Glentunnel, school removed 
to a site half-way between Glentunnel and Coalgate.ft5 It was a 
strange method of meeting the difficulty half-way. A year later, 
however, the Education Board provided that a school should be 
e~tablished in the road board office at Coalgate.6 
About June, 1893, the school was commenced, with an average 
attendance of about 25 ohildren, 7 and it remained open till 1901. 
Some very prominent resid~~~~ filled the office of chairman 
1. Ibid, 1889. 
2. Ibid, 1893. 
3. Ibid, 1898. 
4. Glentunnel School Committee, Minutes, June 6, 1892. 
5. Ibid, July 29, 1892. 
6. Ibid, June ·s, 1893. 
7. Ibid, Aug. 7, 1893. 
l in these local sohool committees. 
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At Glentunnel R. Trevella 
was elected in 188? and succeeded in 1889 by w. J. Barlow, who 
had seYe~Ql separate turns of office. These men were followed 
by a. Craighead (1892) and T. Lamport (1897). At South Malvern, 
when R. Roberts replaced N. Grindrod in 1885, a very early 
Wh1tecl1ffs family was represented. Another well-lmown settler, 
A. P. Woodoook, who had his home and farm some distance from 
Wh1tecl1ffs up the Selwyn Valleytr took office in 1889 and seems 
to have held the position moat of the time till 1901~ when 
. .... 
R. ~eem1ng was elected. At the Coalgate side school the first 
chairman was W. Watson who had some years before taken over the 
property known as 11Cordross 11 , which .included some of David 
Manson's old farm near the Selwyn River at Coalgate. When he 
was followed in 1900 by t. Beatty another early Coalgate family 
was represented. 
The committee men of these early, years may have had a 
narrow conception of the nature of education, and may now have 
been free from the charge of bigotry or narrow-mindedness~ but 
they gave time and energy to what they felt was a civ1c duty-, in 
disohar~ing which they were whole•hearted,•enthusiastio, and 
uncompromising. There are many instances of the fim uncomprom-
ising vigour with which they performed their work. 
In January,;l.888 a vigorous protest was made to t;he Education 
Board concerning a visiting inspector whom. the oonnn1ttee considere~ 
quite unsatisfaotor,y since he spent two days at Malvern School, 
i.f;!1ther S_outh Malvern or Sheffield) 1 11 a. _ smaller school than 
l. Canterbury Education Boartl, reports, 1885-1900. 
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Glentunnel", and only one day at the local school. Much of his 
1 
examinq.tion work, they claimed, had been unnecessarily hurried. 
Up to this time the Library Committee had been pe!'mitted to leave 
a book cupboard in the school porch but this arrangement was 
abruptly terminated when the school committee made an offer of 
£2:lOs O for the cupboard and indicated that if this were not 
satisfactor-y the library committee •could remove the cupboard at 
2 
any time they thought fit.• In the selection of new teachers 
very novel methods were sometimes employed. When two application~ 
were received in 1888 for the position of assistant t~acher, 
Charlotte Brown was chosen by means of picking her name out of a 
3 
hat. These committee members had kn0wn little of educational 
advantages themselves but they gave generous service both to the 
schools and to the community at large that others should· have the 
benefits which they themselves had scarcely known. 
Just at the turn of the century a change took place in the 
teaching staff at Glentunnel which deserves more than passing 
notice. In 1898 c. H. A. T. Opie resigned, after almost twenty 
years of service to the school. He was succeeded, temporarily 
at first, and then permanently byF~ank Benjamin,4 who bad 
received early educatiion at Templeton. Since. Benj"am1n ea.me to 
Glentunnel with a good athleti:6 record he quickly became captain 
of the local football and cricket clubs, a keen supporter of the 
cycling club, and secretary of the Glentunnel Sports Committee.· 
Opie, above the ola1m of any other interest, was a sohoo1...;;.teacher 
1. Glentunnel School Committee, minutes, Jan. 16, 1888. 
2. Ibid, August 6, 1888. 
3. Ibid, August 20, 1888. 
4. Canterbury Eduoatio~·Board~ Annual Report~ 1899. 
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first and foremost -- rigorous in discipline and hard-working in 
habit. Benjamin was an athlete more than a teacher, and is best 
remembered for achievements on the field of sport. Both these 
men, however, gave muc"h to the South Kalirehn district in the early 
years. 
OOMAINSs 
In these years, at the Glentunnel domain, the natural 
facilities were developed and the playing area was used to a much 
greater extent than ever before. South M~lvern domain, unfor-
tunately, scarcely has a history. It remains to this day a bare 
paddock without beauty or use, except for grazin~. Late in the 
1 80 1 s a domain board existed, consisting of E. McMillan (senior), 
P. King, F. Doyle, and A. F. Woocte11:e1t., 1 but these men 1.vere under 
a severe handicap because such a small district could scarcely 
maintain several domains and Glentunnel had far too many nat~ral 
advantages. 
Coalgate domain fared very little better at first. In 1883 
the fir.at Coalgate Domain Board was elected when, unde~ the Public 
Domains Act, 1881, the powers of government were delegated to 
Kenneth \Tilson, David Manson, tlexander Beatty, James Langdale 
2 and George Davidson. Three years later William Watson waa 
appointed on the death of Manson. 3 Apart from ploughing and a 
limited amount of tree-planting little was done to the Coalgate 
domain till it was required regularly for tennis and cricket. 
In a return of revenue from local governing and administrative 
1. Selwyn County Council, Minutes, August 28, 1888. 
2. N.Z. Gazette, 1883, Vol. I., p. 169. 
3. Selwyn County Counctl, Minutes, July 26, 1886. 
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bodies,published in 1891,tae financial return from Coalgate domain 
was £9:18: .-, from Glentunnel £27:11: 2, and from South Malvei.rn 
nil.1 These figures give quite an accurate indication of the 
relative value and importance of these three domains to the dis-
trict as a whole. 
With its perfect natural setting for playing fields of all 
kinds the Glentunnel domain had a great initial advantage. 
Situated close to the Selwyn River on level and extensive river 
flat which rises steeply in the old bank of the river to the 
higher terrace on which the township is situated, the G-lebtunnel 
domain resembles a large natural amphitheatre walled in, on one 
side, by Bluff. Hill with the river at its foot and on the "other 
by the old river-bank like a natural grandstand. Only the belts 
of evergreen and deciduous trees which were later planted were 
needed to transform the domain from the bare and flax-covered 
river flat of the 1 70 1 s into the beautiful public property it has 
since become. The first domain board was appointed in 1880, 
with J. s. Turnbull, J, A. Mcilraith, T. Brown and s. Price as 
members.2 By 1890 G. Weastell had been added, 3 and lRter 
4 
C.H.A.T. O~ie and J. Langdale. At this time members of the 
board were nominated through the Selwyn County Council and then 
approved by the Government. The first records of the domain 
board date from September 1, 1890, when at a meeting in Glentunnel 
"correspondence was read regarding planting of trees frem Mr. 
McMillan, 11 5 - .. no doubt David McMillan, then of Selwyn County 
1. Appendix to Journal House of Reps., 1891, Vol. I, Sect. B. 
25 p. 5. Return of Revenue from Domain Boards, 
2. N.Z. Gazette 1880, Vol. I. Page 300. 
3. Ibid 1890, Vol. I. 11 'l40-. 
4. Selwyn County Council, minutes, gg uuly, 1890. 
5. Glentunnel Domain Board, Minutes, September 1, 1890. 
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Council. A few meetings of the board were held in the Glentunne.l 
school, after which a change was made to the public librar~,1 a 
small compact brick building which had recently been erected 
through the generosity of the Deans fam11y. In the same year the 
domain was fence9 at a cost of £18.2 Some indication of the 
extent to which the Glentunnel Sports Committee had progressed ahd 
prospered even at this early stage can be seen in an application 
from this body to .erect a lal.'lge booth in the Domain on Boxing Day, 
3 December 26, 1891. 
The planting of trees of all kinds, both for beauty and for 
building purposes, was continued in 1891 and carried out extensive~ 
ly for maby years through the assistance of the Christchurch 
Domains Boa~d, 4 and other similar bodies. An order for trees 
in 1893 included hickory, bamboo,larch, macrocarpa and nut trees 
of different kinds.5 Sleepers and posts were brought from Oxford 
for the erection of the horse yard near the domain entrance, and 
for building rustic seats.6 These were all signs of commendable 
foresight on the part of early committee members. A proposal 
for the formation of a trotting course met with general approval 
and caused widespread interest, and negotiations were made with 
the Glentunnel Sports Committee for a share in the gate receipts, 
entrance fees and revenue from the horse yards in order to cover 
' 7 the cost of the course. Early in 1892 £5 was paid to John Brolm.i 
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course.1 Some difficulty was experienced in getting financial 
assistance from the Glentunnel Sports Committee for in December, 
1892, the board denied the use of the domain to this body unless 
2 
the sum of ~ had been paid before the day of the races. The 
annual sports fixture was a great attraction throughout the 
district, and in 1897 and 18993 admission fees of 1/- for adults 
and 6d. for horses turned none away and provided qonsiderable 
revenue. 
During 1893 experiments were made in the construction of 
fish ponds4 near the river, which were protected by a,small~well~ 
constructed concrete dam. The ponds were stocked with perch 
bought from the Acol1mat1aation Society. .l\bout. three years 
later the ponds were cleaned out, improvements were effected, 
and a further stock of goldfish was purQha.sed. Soon af'ter 
this it appears that the ponds fell into disrepair an~were 
abandoned. It was an unfortunate end to an early and promising 
attempt to add to the natural attractions of the domahl which 
deserved a much better fate. 
With the increased popularity of the domain as a centre for 
sporting and social activities there came the desire for a 
public hall on the domain site. First mention of this occurs 
in 1892 when plans and specif1cat1ons were discussed at a 
board meeting. 5 From this time, until July of the same year, 
a number of spec~al meetings were called, some of which were very 
well attsndea. The earliest plans suggested a wooden hall, 
but a brick buildiP:S w~s also favoured. In July, however, the 
l. Ibid, 5th Feb., 1892. 
2. Ibid, 2oth Dec. 1892. 
3. Ibid, 1st Nov. 1897 & 4th Dec,. 1895. 4. Ibid, 3rd Feb. 1893, 19th Aug. & 2 rd Sept. 1893. 
5. ib~d, 2nd April, 1892. 
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proposal for the erection of a:m.all wa~ indefinitely postponed. 
Looking back this seems to have been an unfortunate and short-
sighted decision because Glentunnel never enjoyed the benefit and 
the facilities of a public hall for almo~t thirty years~ when 
the first Glentunnel public hall was erected in 1920 with timber· 
milled by J. Marshall, of Hororata, from some of the best trees 
in the domain. 
For many years a matter which concerned the domain 1:loard 
and tbe school connnittee vitally, and, to a leaser extent, the 
Selwyn County Council and the South Malvern Road Board was the 
encroachment ef the Selwyn River on the school property at 
Glentunnel. The d~nger existed early, for in 1888 a severe floe 
washed away the f'enoe at the rear of the school and there was 
some risk of ohil~ren falling into the r1ver. 2 Eaoh winter for 
several years the danger recurred and the following year the 
South Malvern Road Board wrote of the extent of' the damage to 
the Selwyn County Council, which in turn sent a. copy of the 
3 
letter to the Education Board. Later, the school committee 
appealed to the domain board for assistanoe4 and the domain. board 
to the county council, which was not willing to accept responsib-
5 
111ty or incur expense. None of these bodies showed much 
willingness to spend money fo~_protective works and therefore the 
encroachment of the Selwzy in Glentunnel remained a thorn in 
1. Ibid, 2nd July, 1892. 1 • • 
2. Gleritunnel School Committee, minutes, 20th Aug.,. 1888. 
3. ~elwyn County Council, minutes, 2nd July, 1889. 
4. Glentunnel Domain Board, ,minutes, 2nd April, 1892. 
5. Ibid, 1st July, 1893. 
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local flesh for many years. Tqe danger still ~xisted twenty 
years later when a deputation consisting of F. E. Smith and 
H. Rollinson from the domain board, and J. Stuart and A. Weastell 
from the school committee waited on the Hon •. J. Dickie, member 
of parliament for Selwyn. 1 The most satisfactory attempt to 
construct protective works was ma.de in 1894 at the direction of 
2 the domain board by Patrick Doyle and W1lliam Everett, whose 
work lasted until another serious flood in 1901. 
FLAN!' AT IONS. 
-Not only were many fine country domains, such as Glentunnel, 
developed at this time, but this .period witnessed also the growth 
or many of the large plantations which ~ow break the grey monotony 
of the plains into a many-coloured patchwork, and \'7hich provide 
adequate shelter, firewood and milling timber. The planting of 
trees in the Canterbury province was directed at first by the 
frovinoial Council until 1876,but in 1878 the main responsibility 
for afforestation was entrusted to a new body -- ttte Canterbury 
P1antat1ons Board, 3 which continued its work till 1885, when the 
care ot the province's plantation~was handed over to the oounty 
councils. Only one separate plantation body exists at present -
the Selwyu Plantation Board, established in 1910,4 with head 
office at Darf1el-d. In 1884 approximately 89 acres of plantation 
reserve at Coalgate were sown in pinua insignis, but· possibly 
because of very dry weather this planting was a total failure. 
Two years later the work was begun !Sain, when 20 acres were 
1. Ibid, :May 15, I912. . 
2. Ibid, September 15, 1894. 
3. N.Z. Gazette, ~879, Vol. I, P.249. 
i. Selwyn Plantation Board, recosds of, Darfield. 
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planted 1n conifer species including Corsican; Oregon and Austrian 
pines, spruce~ larch and ma.orocarpa, and the. remaining 69 acres 
were sown in varieties of eucalyptus. The eucalyptus section 
of the plantation was not successful ahd has be,m sparse and 
straggly ever ainoe, but the majority of the conifer species grew 
well. In 1945, after this section of the plantation bad been 
severely darn.aged by one of the worst north-west winds the district 
has ever experienced, 500.,000 feet of milling timber ,,,ere· 
1 subsequently obtained from this small reserve. lt has been 
claimed that the first sowing of eucalyptus seeds in 1886 was 
made by Hugh and J~~es Brown, of Coalgate, but it is difficult to 
establish this with certainty. 
CEMEI'ERY BO~D. 
or another local body, xhe South Malvern Cemetery Board, 
which controlled the cemetery at Coalgate, few early records 
are available. At a meeting of church officers at Bororata, 
in 1876, 2 Sir Joh~ Rall made pasijing reference to what was 
possibly the South Malvern cemetery whe~ he suggested that a 
section of the local church cemetery should be set aside for 
non-conformists since "the nearest cemetery is eight miles away, 
a.nd unf a need. t1 It is perhaps not surprising that, at a time 
when transport was still difficult and the nearest doctor was at 
Hororata, and when child welfare services were unknown,. a large 
number of those buried at Ooalgate in the early 180 1s were 
infants. In 1885 cemetery trustees were appointed in James 
Langdale of Coalgate, and Thomas Brown, of Glentunnel, to replace 
1. Selwyn flanaat1on Boards, records, Darfield. 
2. "The Preas", May 30, 1876. 




Until 1897 the school at G~entunnel waa still the most 
central and suitable building for the social activities of the 
community. From that year the h~ll built by F. E. Smith, and 
known by ~is name, was also used. Religious \vork in the district . 
continued quietly and steadily, though the small Baptist otruroh 
was st1ll the only local chtirch 1n these years. A.,nglican 
parishioners commenced building plans in 1903 when application 
was made first to the school comm1ttee2a.nd then to the domain 
board 3 for a suitable section before the pl:'esent site was chosen, 
The Presbyterian and Roman Catholic Churches were erected later 
still. 
The Oddfellows lo.dge continued to grow 1n numbers and in 
importance to the district. On July 12, 1887 F. E. Smith and 
a. G, Davidson, as representatives of the .lodge, opened accounts 
with the Union Bank of Ausbral1a. 4 Two important events for the 
lodge occurred 1n the last f.ew years of the century. On 
January 25, 1898, Henry Rollinson, a prominent local resident, 
was elected a permanent lodge secretary. Throughout his 
lengthy association with the fellowship Rollinson made great 
sacrifices for the progusss and welfare of the lodge and gave 
un1L1ring energy and enthusiasm to the organisation of d.anoes, 
euchre parties and socials so that the goa, of a private lodge 
hall could finally be reached. "He and F. E, ~mith were the 
rounders and JT1akers of the Coleridge lodge" was the just tribute 
1. N.Z. Gasette, 1885, Vol. I, P,511. 
2. Glentunnel SchoQ.l Connnittee minutes. .. Nou. 2ai019.03. 3. Glentunnel Boma1n Boara, m1nutes, "ec. ~, ~~ ~ 
4. Loyal Coleridge Lodge, 1883-1933, Jubilee record, P.11. 
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,of w. J. Teale, an equally prominent member of later years. 
Another impertant event took place on January 26, 1897, when the 
place of meeting was changed from the Glentunnel school to the 
new hall, built by F. E. Smith. The official opening was 
2 
celebrated with a social hour and lodge meeting, and one resident 
recalls that great consternation was caused because the lamps 
were filled with turpentine instead of kerosene. 
Throughout these years dances and socials were held regularly 
in the Glentunnel school. It was a common practice to put c~ndle 
grease on the school floor in order to make it suitable for 
dancing, but in 1894 the school committee prohibited this custom 
by laying down that 9 there is no grease to be put on the floor. 
If there is any grease put on tbe floor there will be 5/• to pay, 
and there will be no exouse·taken from anyona.~3 
About Easter time each year the school children were 
entertained at a ~treatft, at which food, games and entertainment 
were p~ovided. These were very important social functions, at 
least one of which could boast the services of a looal brass 
band. 4 Support for such a band had been more or less regular 
since about 1882, when J. s. Wagner applied for the use of 
5 Glentunnel school for a district band contest. From such 
annual functions as the •treat• there developed, no doubt, the 
idea of a school picnic, and of combined district p1onios, wbioh 
were very efficiently organised and had a wide popularity, in 
later years. 
d 
1. Ibid, Page 18. 
2. Ibid, Page 17. 
3. Glentunnel School Committee, minutes, 1894. June 4. 
4. Ibid, April 26, 1908. 
5. Ibid, August 2, 1882. 
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As the Glentunnel domain was developed and improved all 
ii 
athletic and sporting activities found a centre there. In 1897 
Thomas Brown proposed that the domain board should subsidise 
the making of a racing track> provided the public were willing, 
. l 
also, to contribute to the plan. The trotting course had been 
prepared by John Brown six years earlier. 2 
Throughout South Malvern, there was always keen and enthus-
iastic interest in the annual race day at Hororata. This 
enthusiasm can best be measured by a proposal at a Glentunnel 
S'.ohool Committee meeting in 1891 that the school be closed for 
race day. Considerable discussion followed, but the motion, 
amended to read that the school should be open nif the inspector 
was present, 11 was eventually defeated. 3 
It is very doubtful if South Malvern dist~ict ever again 
had so many athletic activities as were established by 1900. 
The Glentunnel Sports Committee which sponsored most of these 
fixtures was at the prime of a vigorous and colourful history. 
a running track had been laid down, but in 189'7 w. J·. Barlo,'V' 
applied to have this shifted nearer to the western end of the 
doma.in.4 Cycling also came into its own in the 190 1 a when 
application was made for a portion of the domain area near the 
cricket ground. 5 Both athletics and cycling reoei~ed new 
stimulus and inspiration on the arrival, l~te in 1898, of Frank 
Benjamin as school teacher, for he sponsored both these sports 
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School Committee, minutes, Jan. 5, 1891. 
Domain Board, min..utes, Me~ch 6, 1897. 
March 2, 1897. 
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the annual sports fixtures were spoilt by "t,oo nruoh beer" but 
they were an essent,ial feature of Christmas JLQ_ti vi ties ~for many 
years when the sporting programme for the year was brought to a 
grand, gala-like climax with the Borlng Day Sports. 
Other local sports bodies which were to outlive the athletic 
and cycling clubs and make Glentunnel teams well-known throughout 
Malvern and beyond, were now beginning their history. In 1897 
the Glentunnel Footba~l Club was granted permission to play on 
the domain, though only for a tf,npp:rary period.1 -It is difficult 
to say when the club commenced plan,ng, though it could ffo•a.roely 
have been long be-fore this date. So began the long and suocess:ru] 
history of a club which for many years was to share the honours 
with the Sheffield club in the Malvern Rugby Sub-Union's competi-
t~on. The R. G. Deans Memorial Cup, presented each year to a 
m~mber of the club for playing ability and sportsmanship, is a 
I 
tribute to a famous !11 Black member of the Deans family. Very 
soon the club became known as mack Diamonds Football Club, 
since t4he majority of the players were miners, but it is difficult 
to discover who first ·suggested the name. Occasional matches• 
were played against other townships in the late 1 90 1s, some as 
far distant as Oxford,· though the 'Ualvern Rugby Sub-Union did 
not commence till.1907. In 1901, after a deputation from the 
football club had been received, the Glentunnel Domain Board 
arranged to plough and level the enclosure for a permanent 
football field. 2 
~ local cricket olub1 2la1ing on a grass wicket which was 
1. Ibid, Aug. 16, 1897, 
2. Ibid, Aug. 31, 1901. 
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probably far from level, appeared just a little before the football 
club, since the members were granted permission to play on the 
domain the previous summ.er.1 They were to wait many years till 
a concrete pitch was laid down, in 1910. The tennis club began 
to use to so-called "hall site" in the domain grounds in 1895.,2 
In 1898 appli~at1on was made for two lawn-tennis courts in the 
~resent position, both of which were later asphalted.3 ThUs 
by 1900 local horse ow·ners and rider's could train their horses 
for trotting or racing in Glentunnel domain, cycling and athletic 
sports were in their hey-day which was soon., and regretta'bly, to 
pass., and tennis, cricket and football clubs were strugglins under 
difficult playing oondit1ons towards a brighter future. 
CO.AL MINESs Ever since the manuka-covered hills ha.d revealed 
their hidden treasure, coal had been the all important factor 1n 
the development of South Malvern district. Bu·t it was never found 
in the quantities for which Julius von Haast had hoped, far less 
in the vast supplies which local ooal proprietors had promised. 
Once the better West Coast coal became ava.ilable in suff ic1ent 
quantities, the brown lignite from Malvern Hills never again 
assumed the importance in the economy of the province of Canterbur~ 
which it had done in the 1 70 1 s. Home bush was easily the most 
productive of the local mines in this period. About 1890, when 
~pproximately ten men were empltyed, 4 work was hindered by a 
str1ke.5 Some years later, when A, Thompson had replaced T.Brown 
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to be in such a bad state that m1n~rs could not possibly reach 
or leave work without wet feet. 1 Up to Dec. 31, 1899, Homebush 
had produced 126,288 tons of ooal, easily the highest return from 
any Canterbury mine, the next being Springfield colliery with 
2 
84,572 tons. An important change took place at Homebush mine 
about 1901, when Thomas Brown left the position of manager and 
was succeeded by John Comrie Campbell,~ Scotsman from Lanarkshire, 
who had gained considerable experience in other New Zealand mines.~ 
The W'niteoliffs colliery, the next most productive mine, where 
William Leeming was manager, was for several years equal to Home-
bush 1n the quantity of coal produced, As, for exa...mple, in 1891 
when Homebush produced 4,000 tons and Wh1tecliffs 4,200 tons.4 
An eight foot water wheel at the pit mouth drove the pumping 
apparatus and the coal, frequently covered with a yellow, sticky 
clay, was washed under a splash at the foot of the water wheel. 
In 1901 the mine had been abandoned for some years, after 
producing a total of 33,051 tons of coal, 5 and Leeming was then 
working in a new mine at Hartley. another local coal pit was 
the Whitecliffs (St. Helen's) mine, where the manager was H. 
Levick. A good tribute to Levick appears in the 1900 mining 
report-~ "Mr. Levick is a careful man and spares neither time 
nor trouble to keep things safe.•6 There were several different 
drives at St. Helen's but this one, where aix men were employed, 
b.ad produced 6 1902 tons at the end of 1899 after being worked for 
1~ Ibid; i896, Vol. I, Sect. c~3B, Page a. 
2. Ibid, 1901, Vol.II, Sect. 0-3A, P.24 •. 
3. Cyclopaedia of N.Z. 1903, Vol. III, P,754. 
4. Appendix to J.H.R., 1892, Vol. I, Sect. C•3B, P.20. 
5. Ibid, 1901, Vol. II, Sect. c~3A, P.24. 
6. Ibid, 1900, Vol. I, Sect. c~3A, P.Z, 
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eleven years-., 1 
In the early 190 1s an abortive mining enterprise, sometimes 
called South Breckley, was begun in the Wairir1 Valley by William 
Smart, manager, or the old Brookrey mipe. a very unpromising 
picture is given in an inspector's report in 1892, which stateds 
9 It is mud and standing water from end to end, and will always 
2 
be so, in my opinion,• Considerable sums of money would have 
been saved then, and since, if miners had seen a report on 
BrocKley mine in 1896 which bluntly condemned useless mining in 
that area by which •good money was being foo•lishly spent in driving 
3 
one tunnel after another into trap rock. 0 Homebush, quite as 
much as Brookley and other local mines, has not been saved from 
costly, ill-advised and unprofitable tunnelling into clay, sand-
.stone and rock for coal which could not be mined fn payable 
quantities and in some cases did not exist at-all. 
In 1900 a Royal Commission was appointed to investigate the 
coal mining industry atrl among those who gavie evidence was Thomas 
Brown,of Glentunnel., 4 who showea that in the· previous year Homebusb 
had produced over·s,ooo tons or coal (one of the best years to 
this date), most of which was sold in Ohristchuroh, though 
approximately twenty tons a week were required for the kilns at 
the Homebush pipe works and all the 'slack' coal was used for 
steam-heating purposes in d_rying the pipes and bricks. 
During his ,report Brown r,er erred to two fatal accidents 
which had occurred in the twenil,_!!,±~ht years of his su2ervision 
1. Ibid; 1901, Vol. II, Sect. C"3A, P.24. 
2. Ibid, 1892, Vol. I, Sect. C-3B, P.8. 
3. Ibid, 1896, Vol. I,· Sect. C-3B, F.B. 
4. Ibid, 1901, Vol. II, Sect, C-4, P.307. 
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at Homebush. One of these occurred very early when it is said 
that a deaf boy was ktlled by e. rake of trucks in the tunnel. 
The later accident happened about 1893, when a man named 
McKerchar was killed by a fall of coal. This was, no doubt, a 
fairly good record in a long and at times fairly difficult period 
of mining work. 
Brown gave evidence, also, of a new and very large seam of 
coal, s~tuated on Deans' property, which was to prove the most 
exteµsive coal-field in the Malvern Hills. The new seam was 
situated in Bush Gilly, and Brown estimated that it was fourteen 
feet thick. Though it was only about two miles distant from 
Homebush, he did not consider that the new coal could be reached 
in any way from his mine. This Bush Gully coal field was worked 
extensively for the Deans family till 1921, vrhen it c·a.ught fire 
with considerable loss of equipment. A new drive to the same 
seam of coal was prospected a number Qf years later by R. (mShiny 
Bob"} Smith and Charles Green, and under the latter's direction 
the mine has been worked with conspicuous success for about six~ 
teen years. 
:Many changes took place, also, .in these years at the potteI17 
works associated with the Homebuah mine. In 1886 the m.anufactur~ 
1 of earthe-m,a.re drain pipes was commenced and two yeaxis later 
terra. cotta works and other branches of pottery. A.Pother change 
was the appointment in 1892 of Lawrence Lord, late af Lan~ashite, 
and for some four years engineer~in-charge at Ford and Ogden's 
works in Whitecliffs, as manager 6f the brick and pipe works.2 
1. Cyclopaedia of New Zealand 19031 Vol. m, P• 754. 
2. Ibid P• 754. 
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Lord became a member of the local school committee, the domain 
board, and a prominent member of the Qddfellows Lodge. It has 
been, j>erhaps, a tragedy for the progress of the district that of 
at least three pottery-making enterprises which showed promise 
' in the 80(s, only the Home'bush Brick and Coal Company has survived 
to the present day. 
SUPPLY AUD TRANSPORT: 
Means of transport and supply were greatly developed as roads 
were constructed and improved. The task of the country store-
keepers to supply provisions for farmers and miners was much 
easier than in earlier days of poor roads and no bridges. John 
Troup, William H1tchell, James McKie and John Anstiss were some 
of the early G.lentunnel storekeepers. In Wbiteoliffs, Grindrod 
and Renowden were the earliest, later Frederick Abrahams~ estab-
lished a bakery and John Brown had a meat delivery, while Thomas 
Birkett owned a general supply store later still. At Coalgate 
Waters and Beech were the first to own the shop near the rai~way 
station wh1ch they used as a general supply store and bakery. 
Most qf these shopkeepers delivered goods with a 1':lorae and cart. 
For all demands of travel or light trans.port the· horse "had un-
challenged supremacy and many small blacksmith's shops were the 
symbol of his sway. The day was still far off when both the 
horse and the country blacksmith would pass together into a for-
gotten world, and at this time South Malvern could boast of at 
least four 11 smithies" -- a small one at Wh1tecl1ffs, one at Glen"':' 
tunnel, a well-equipped forge at Homebush works, and one at Coal~ 
gate,where Benja,min Body had commenced business in 1887. The 
blacksmith's shops are in silent ruin now, or are used for other 
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purposes, but in these years the nsmithy., n where farmez,a met 
together, was as much a community centre as were hotels or public 
schools. 
A't the same time., however, 1n heavier transport, a very 
s1gnif1cant change was taking place. The horse and dray was 
making way for the traction engine and trailer, especially on the 
Hororata-Coalgate road. In 1889 the Selwyn County Council dis-
cussed plans for planking the Coalgate (Bluff) bridge to allow 
l 
traction engines to cros$. A few months later the bridges at 
oientunnel, Waianiwa (Waireka) and Hawkins were similarly 
strengthened. 2 As the Hororata wheat-growing lands· were 
developed the traction engines were to hold the trimacy on the 
Hororata Road to Coa+gate for about thirty years till they were 
succeeded by the modern and speedy heavy truck. 
At this time, also, when passenger trains were running twice 
daily between Christchurch and the Whitecliffs terminus a regular 
coach service was established from the rail-hea9 at Glentunnel to 
Glenroy, Windwhistle and Lake Coleridge. The name of Thomas 
Birkett, who was storekeeper and undertaker at different times, 
is associated ,also with this early transport work. 
In 1888 a return of country telephone offices shows that 
telephone bureaus ba.~ now been established at Glentunnel, White-
cliffs and Hororata. 3 Thus a very important means of comxnunica-
tion had been established, and remote. places which had known long 
1solation would be reached step by step with passing years. 
l. Selwyn County Council, minutes, 26 March,. 1889. 
2. Ibid 30 July, 1889. 
3. Appendix to J.H.R., 1888, Vol. II, Sect. F-5, p. 2. 
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SHEEP FARM.INGs 
Sheep farmers on small holdings continued to increase. New-
comers to the district included Walter Black, a Scot~man, who 
bought part of the old run of Archbishop Harper in 1891, calling 
it 11Bellfield." He was engaged mainly in sheep .farming and had 
l 
over 800 sheep by 1901. In Coalgate Prestidge brothers had a 
small farm on the Coalgate-Greendale ro~d with 60 sheep in 1891,2 
a total which had been increased to 533 sheep by 1901. Other 
farmers with fairly large flocks who had been recently established 
were T. Finlayson (Glentunnel) with 7,454 sheep; J. Langdale 
(Coalgate) '799 sheep; F. C. Matthevts (Whitecl1ffs} 468 sheep,.and 
J. Grigg (Whitecliffs} 438 sheep,,while those with small flocks 
ipcluded J. o • .Anst1ce (Glentunnel),_B. w. Everett (Wh1teol1ffs), 
G. Griffiths (Coalgate), H. Lewick (Whitecliffs}, A. Porter (GlenM 
tunnel) and D. Yeoman (Homebush). In addition to this IJ].8.ny of 
the early farm-era had greatly ~ncreased their flocks. The Beattyi 
brothers, at Coalgate, now held over 1,100 sheep; the Cordy 
family (including Miss Cordy at Coalgate) had almost io,ooo sheep, 
and the flocks of w. Watson (Coalgate) and P. Doyle (Whitecliffs) 
had more than doubled. Apart from the Cordy estate, other large 
sheep runs in or near South Malvern were Homebush, carrying almos~ 
20,000 sheep, Sir John Hall's at Hororate with almost 30,000 and 
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were suggested for a sale yards at Coalgate with sheep-dipping· 
facilities~ The first public meeting for this purpose was held 
in the Road Board office at Coalgate, in 1898, with w. Watson in 
l the chair. 
At the first sharehol~erst me~ting on June 15, 1898, Godfrey 
Rall was elected chairman and trustees were appointed-in Wilfred 
Hall (Hororata), James Langdale (Coalgate) and Jesse Prestidge 
(Coalgate). 2 · In the following month permanent directors were 
appointed as followss J. Langdale, w. Watson,@. Hall, M. Dav1s, 
D. Osborne, J. Prestidge and I. Ma.f'fey. .t\ plan drawn by 
Prestidge for the construction of the yards was accepted and a 
tender for building them was accepted from N~ Chapman, of Coal-
gate.3 
Extensive plans were ·.made for celebrations at the first sale 
day on Friday, September 30, 1898. The Coalgate goods shed was 
hired for a luncheon, catering arrangements for which were carrie~ 
out qy J. H. Potton, proprietor of Bluf~ Hotel from 1896. The 
1naugnral arrangements were completely successful and so well did 
the saleyarqs function 1n the first few years that in 1902 the 
directors were authorised to pay dividends of 2oi. 4 
When the sheep d~P was being planned great difficulty was 
experienced in providing an adequate supply of water. The Glen-
tunnel Domain Board refused to allow a race through the domain, 
suggesting a capital intake at Sheath's Row, GlentunnelA 5 Even-
1. Ooalgate Saleyards Company, Minutes, 28 May, 1898; 11 June, 
1898 .. 
2. Ibid 15 June, 1898. 
3. Ibid 9 July, 1898. 
4~ Ibid 6 September, 1902. 
5. Glentunnel Domain Board, 2 April, 1906. 
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tually a race was cut by the Selwyn County Council from the Selwyn 
River, above Whitecliffs. 1 The sheep dip was constructed by 
Walter Prestidge, of Rororata, and proved so successful in early 
years that in 1906 arrangemants were made for dipping 10,000 shee~ 
in the season. 
FULFILLMENT: 
This record began 1n the quiet, lonely and leisured days of 
early Canterbury, when three large runs spr.ead over thfs sheltered 
val~ey, the surrounding hills, and much-other territory besides. 
It ends with each of those runs greatly reduced in size; for the 
11 cockatoo 11 bad won his right to buy land. Numerous small farmers 
had succeede_d by 1900 in building up sturdy flocks. The story 
continues with the search of Homebush shepherds, the scientific 
investigations of Julius von Haast and others, and the steady 
plodding work of prospectors and miners, all of whom assisted, in 
measure·, to uncove~ the hiq.den fields of lignite coal to the 
Canterbury public, By 1900 a nm,p.ber of large and smaller mines, 
some quite valuable and som& u~profitable, had yielded between 
them approximately 200,000 tons of coal, with the best years for 
Homebush and the new coal-field at Bush Gully yet ahead. 
the•discovery of coal the early leisured days w~~e gone. 
With 
White 
roads wound up the Selwyn Valley and a railway, bringing speedier 
and easy transport facilities, travelled thr~ugh the d1str1ct•s 
heart. The record ~egan also with busy men hewing fire-clay or 
red-brick clay 1n local hillsides to supply at least three pottery 
works. For two of them, both at Whitecliffs, the story is ended. 
1. Coalgate Saleyards Company, 13 January, 1906. 
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The hillside scars have been coyered by gorse or manuka and few 
rusting remnants of machinery or sheds remain. Only Romebush 
pottery works survived till 1900. These material factors --
brown lignite coal and its close neighbour,, fire-clay, wool, and 
later fat sheep and lambs were all-important in the steady develop-
ment of a small country district which in 1896 numbered 483 







Appendix to J.H.R., 1896, Vol. III, Sect. H-13A, page 12. 
Census April, 1896, Selwyn County Rid°tngs. 
EPJLOGUE. 
From the comfortable vantage point o"f later years 1'-t is val~-
,. 
able to look back and take stock ~f ttle past. It is abdHdantly 
clear that what cnanged this isolated anea of Cante~bury from a 
wilderness of tussock sn~ fiax, over which a few shepherds drov.e 
their flocks, into a thriving d!l.striidt with thriee small townships 
was the discovery of the 11biack' d'iamona.s." For a :ft3 w years there 
was intense activity -- a railway, roaci-s and· buildings altered the 
face of the se·lwyn Valley. Vert qu•i-ckly·, nowever·, it became 
apparent tbat coal did ·not exist in the vast qµantities which had 
been hoped for and expected. Promia~ng wo~kings ended in small 
unproductive seams, or· ih stone. i1£f the s'8.Ine• time, large quan-
tities of coal were lost 'because ·or eag'erness to obtain the 11easy 0 
coal, or because of' unwillingness or inability to spend money on 
expensive equipment, ahd ih other· oases both money am equipment 
were wasted in unscientific and m1·sa1re·ctea. mining. Coal had 
mrute the distr1c·t what it was, and 'the la ck of coal put an end to 
its best years .. 
Nol; only was the quan t 1 ty much less .. than had been e .xpe c tact 
but the quality of Malvern Rii1s coarw as such that it o-ould not 
be a serious competitor on the sa'.rna market with Australian coal, 
and more especially'with West Ooast coal once this became avail~ 
able in large quan'titfes. ~it~ the possible exception-of' Hart's 
1 altered 1 coal at its best., none of' the local lignite co-~ls oould 
compare with the hard, fast-burning 'west ·coast·' co-al, ana. tn.1s.-was 
an important f'actor in the decline' of ·the 9-istriot. 
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The pottery works, deperrlent on the coaJ.-mines and the nearby 
clay, had other difficulties 1n their development. From the 
first they struggled to survive the crippling effect of high 
railage costs and transport problems. After a short and impor-
tant history both Ford and Ogden 1 s works at South Malvern township 
and Condliffe 1 s smaller enterprise at Whitecliffs succumbed. 
Only the Homebush pottery at Glentunnel survived. It affords 
employment for upwards of 20 men to the present day. 
The community of people which gathered to \'I.Ork the mines and 
to open up the district was remarkablW closely knit in spite, or 
rather because, of the difficulties of long distances and poor 
transport. None tbe less, a true connnunity spirit for the whole 
of South Malvern has been hindered from the first by instances 
of short-sighted and ridiculous township bigotry, whether it 
concernei the future of a school or of a sports body. Such un-
necessary rivalries have at times separated the townships of 
Glentunnel and Coalgate and have hindered the progress of the 
district as a whole. 
Distance is now no longer a barrier and Christchurch seems 
nearer than 1n early years. In transport facilities there have 
been many changes. For passenger transpor~ modern buses have 
replaced the train with speedier, more comfortable and more con-
venient service. On the roads heavy trucks have superseded 
both the horse and dray and the traction engine· ·Heavy motor 
transport has put en end to the service of the horse on the road 
and the tractor has ended it on the farm. Here, as elsewhere, 
13Ct. 
a mechanical age has killed the b_est of man 1 s animal servants 
and rusting blac'ksmith1 s shops are his poor memorial. The local 
resident with a private oar finds Christchurch, as well as other 
places, readily accessible t~h1m. Not only is Christchurch 
nearer but so are Britain, America and Australia. The world has 
been shrinking since the 1 70 1 s. Newspapers and films helped 
this process and radio hastened it by bringing the wide world to 
local firesides. 
All these facto~s have greatly altered the nature of enter-
tainment 1n a district such as South Malvern. In earlier -years, 
whether in the local school or the public domain, entertainment 
was essentially unative 0 to the district. There were local band.a~ 
dramatic clubs, concert parties, singing clas sea and many other 
interests. Ef!tertainment has ceased to be 0 local, 11 in that sense, 
Dances and annual balls have survived, perhaps as well supported 
asoever, but other local entertainments including the Annual 
t•treatsrt and picnics have died because o.f la.ck of interest or 
enthusiasm. It is equally certain that entertainment which 
delighted the residents of the 170 1 s and 180 1s would bore· those 
of to-day. At the same time, it may be claimed that entertain-
ment is now much more artificial, for the radio voice has replaced 
that of the local artist, and city players in the d ance-hall and 
rec9rded music in the home, have taken the place of the local band 
of years ago. Not only so, but since ent&rtai"tllllent is dependent 
largely on the radio and the cinema, it has ceased, in measure at 
least, to serve. the connnunity as a ·whole, as it certainly did in 
the past, and has b€come to a great extent, self-centred. 
On the playing .fields there are fewer interests than ~n the 
best years before 1900 and immediatel~ before the Great War. The 
'Black Diamonds' Football Club has had a long and conspicuously 
successful history, and cricket and tennis have been more or less 
well supported through the years. To these very recently another 
attracti9n bas been added in a local bow ling green. Racing, both 
at Christchurch and Hororata, numbers many local residents among 
its enthusiastic patrons. But the old cycling and athletic clubs 
have lapsed. Sp, too, ha~ the annual Boxing Day sports' meeting 
at Gl,ntunnel domain, so gveat a feature of early South Malvarn 
history. These cb.~nges are no doubt due partly to the departure 
or death of those who directed these sports and gave energetic 
support at their inception. In recent years· soma efforts have 
been made to revive cycling fixtures, but wit~out a:ny enthusiastic 
or long-lived response. The lapse of such activities is to be 
regretted as a serious loss, :f'or they meant. much to the South 
Malvern district and to the Glentunnel domain in particular. 
In two world wars many local man have gone overseas· to serve 
in the armed forces and have borne witness to the proud loyalty 
and warm patriotism of this sniall district. 'I'hese soldiers have 
been devotedly served by Red Cross organisations and ladies 1 
connnittees w1 th :fbod parcels and clothing. The stone pillars and 
iron gates of the South Malvern cemetery are a fitting tribute to 
those oft he d1strict 1 s sons 1vho have given their lives in the·se 
two conf lie ts • 
The progress 9f a OntQ11Rlnity -- local or national -- towards 
an eventual and indefinable goal may be calculated as much by its 
spiritual as its material qualities., By this evaluation religion 
plays a far less important or significant part in the li£e.of the 
district to-day than it did for the pioneers and·tha succeeding 
generation. There may be many reasons for this. One is, no 
doubt, a reaction against hard and intolerant .forms of Victorian 
religion. Two world wars have also brought their .fll.11 share of 
disillusionment and confusion of thought. Again, though a 
country district may ref'lect but slightly t be scientific thought 
of modern times it does show the· rapid development of a materialist 
and secular attitude to life in which the chur~h is no longer con-
sidered relevant; or necessary. The prevailing attitude is that 
of tolerant indifference, but the local church has ceased to be a 
focal point in connnunity .life. This may me an that in a religdous 
sense the district has lost ground and therefore, perhaps, may be 
building on less secure and less enduring four:rl.ation~ for fut~re 
years than were laid in the pioneer days. 
So long as coal ant c1ay a:ce available in the surrounding 
hills there should be some future for the district -- not perhaps 
a promising future, or - one in which there will be much 
progress or advance, for even at the w.ell-planned mining enter:.. 
prises at nondyke mine (Homebush) and Steventon (Wb.itecliffs) un-
limited supplies of coal can scarcely be expected. But as long 
as coal 1s dug from local mines there will be soma tangible ~emind~ 
er ?f the intensely interesting, busy and colourful years which 
followed immediately after the discovery of 11black diamonds" in 
South :Malvern. 
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